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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1868.

Ripe for Heaven.
.

I know an aged pilgrim, worn and weary,

. But earth fof
Af {s allfoo cold and dreary,

He longs to reach a sunnier, happier clime.
‘His eye is dim; his ear is dull of hearing;
Old sights and sounds engross his soul no more;
He sees the goodly hills their crests uprearing,—
The sunlit hills upon the farther shore.

dates, such as Beales and Odger, have

His soul has known sharp conflicts by the way,
fierce temptations, and the bitter changes,

The chills of night, the burning heats of day.

| these incidents of an unfavorable

But now he sits in patience by the river,
Gentle and quiet as a weaned child,
‘Waits, till his God the summons shall deliver,
To call him up to mansions undefiled.

He lives afar from all this stir and noise.
But askof heaven, and of the joys which cluster

Around that land where his Redeemer lives;

His fading eye lights up with saintly luster,

And his quick tongue the ready answer gives.
The gathering gloom and sKadows of the even
Unfold the starry splendors of the skies;
So in his night of age comes forth the heaven,
On hisdim eye immortal visions rise. _
.
—Cong. & Recorder.

—

DErsy, Eng., Dec: 5, 68.

most

memorable

election

to Windsor and intrusted with

forming a new Ministry,

the

task

of

He has a heavy

responsibility upon him; but we doubt not
he will acquit himself well. The best intellect and the most enlightened opinion
are to be found on his side, and duties, however onerous, may be discharged with less
difficulty when the mind and conscience of
the nation are at one’s back to sustain and
support one’s efforts.
toi

contest

of England was one of them.*

* -*

The

hopeful, knowing

has

been’

‘well

and

animosities, the passion of zealous partisan-

and vigor on the other.

But to all things

there is an end, and the end

has

come

to

this hot and fierce fight, and with it the be-

were

coming

upon

the

earth;

that

but

the night

rather

was far

spent and the day was at hand.”
The appointment of the Bishop of London, Dr. Tait, to the high office of archbishop of Canterbury and Primate of all

ginning of the end of all religious establishments in England. The result is clear England, made vacant by the death’of Dr.
and decisive. Eogland pronounces with Longley, gives general satisfaction among
unmistakable distinctness of voice and em- moderate and thoughtful churchmen.—The
phasis of utterance in favor of the dises- Weigh-house chapel, doomed ultimately to
tablishment of the Irish church, and the destruction to make room for a city railway,
general policy of the Right Hon. W. E. is to stand yet a little “doiiger. It has just
Gladstone. Against a majority of sixty, the been cleansed and painted, and Mr. Binney
appeal was made to thé country; the an- and his young co-pastor invited the church
swer is a majority of over 100 on the same and congregation at the re-opening to a
sido. Nothing can be plainer and less am- congratulatory tea-meeting.—Dr. Begg, of
| the Free church of Scotland, has been de*biguous than this,
|
Sore features of the contest are remark- fending the Irish establishment, and has
his belief that if Mr.
Gladable.
The accepted of all England is the avowéd
rejected of his own county and his own stone's policy is carried out it will lead to
i: constituency, Mr. Gladstone failed to se- ciyil revolution and the supremacy of the
cure re-election in Lancashire. The most Roman Catholic church in Ireland. Neither
-intense and persistent opposition was arous- Dr. Candlish nor Dr. Guthrie supports this

ed against him, and through the influence

view, but give their

of the clergy and
Tory landlords
was a bold thing
ed to Parliament

cepted from the queen a peerage

some village voters under
he was defeated. But it
to do, to seek to be returnby a constituency changed

by the recent Reform Bill into less dimensions, and placed by the division it upderwent under the dominating influence. of

Lord Derby and the conservative party.

In

such an unequal combat defeat by only a
few hundred votes is almost as glorious as
victory, Mr. Gladstone's return to Parliament was made secure by the patriotism of

/ the borough of Greenwich, whioh, in anticipation of his defeat in Lancashire, elected
him unsolicited as one of its representatives, There is another feuture of the
election struggle equally to be noted. The
clergy of the church of England have been
unusually active and zealous,and have gone

as a body dead against Mr. Gladstoné, Bat
the rural clergy have always placed themselves in opposition

to the

popular

voice.

establishment.
Mr.

voice in favor

Disraeli, before

Disraeli.

She

is to

of dis-

his retirement,

be

known

ac-

for Mrs,
henceforth

a8 Viscountess Beaconsfield, while her husband remains plain Mr, Disraeli. A peer-

age just now

would extinguish

the late

Prime Minister's influence and power. He
is the leader of the Tory party in the Commons; he would be only Lord Derby's lieutenant in the Lords, It is stated that Mr.
Disraeli is very proud of his excellent and
accomplished

wife,

and

he

himself once

said publicly: “I owe to that lady alll
think I ever accomplished, because she has
supported me by her counsel, and

consoled

me by the sweetness of her mind and dis-

the late war, where one may get far enough
toward the snow-region in August to need
great-coat and mittens. Among these Higher
hills or mountains, scarcely fifty miles away
from our Mission at Flemington, deer are
abundant in the woods andthe speckled
trout in the streams.
%
CLIMATE.

The climate is mild to a degree unknown
on the

east

the famous Shenandoah; and when the
country becomes better known, it will become a favorite summer resort for health
and pleasure seekers. West Virginia is’
worthy of the name it has received of being the Switzerland of America.
The
great irritation of the throatand nasal organs which we experienced in the climate

In the winter there is a large amount of
rain, causing an abundance of mud, which,

on account of the

friendship were anywhere
adhesive, it would, be very
Snows remain on the ground
only at a time, nor is the

THOROUGHFARES.

ning

through

State, is a

monopoly

entlove of the security of state

they

patronage,

resist the disestablishment

of the

the

entire

monument

of

breadth

of

the

triumphant

en-

gineering. The only wonder is how any
company ever had the courage to undertake
the task. Between Flemington and Parkers-

burg, a distance of ninety-four miles. there
are no

less

than {wenty-three tunnels, one

of them seven-eighths of a mile in length,
besides a very large number of deep cuts.
The road, too, is very crooked, to avoid
tunnels and cuts, and has frequently heavy
grades.

In

consequence, the

engines

are

very large and heavy, seldom weighing less
than forty tons, and the cars are much

shorter than on most other roads.

This road divided at Grafton, ten miles
east of us, one branch running north-west
to Wheeling, on the Ohio river, and the
other continuing nearly west, through our
place;to

Mr. Reverdy Johnson continues his starminister

He is the

GOLDEN

fp fs

:

OPPORTUNITY.

Such is

the present for Christian labor.

“ Never,"

says ati ‘exchange, ** was the world so completeely open to evangelicalinfluences. Never was thie Chureh in possession of such re-

sources for the conversion of the world, resources quite equal to the demand.
men, money, talents;

She has

social and civil posi-

tion; the press; facilities

for cdmmunica-

tion quite sufficient to meet

the demand.

seminariesvirr

Another

road, it

is said, is to be built,

and intersecting the ‘Baltimore and Qhioat Grafton, ten miles from Flemington.

will furnish West Virginia

with an admirable net-work and system of
railroads, and our Mission will enjoy the
great advantage of being practically at its

‘A.D. W,
N.B.

Will

the fiends

who

have pledged aid to the West Virginia Mis-

er.—Mr. Spurgeon has been denouncing
the Tories of Lambeth, and has used very

sion, please forward it at once 2. Prompt
action in this matter is necessary to save

severe language, as is his wont. He has
also got ‘a little into discredit with, the

the Mission from embarrassment.

A.D.

W.

Burgos ~Andover; “Hart |

ford, New Haven,
According

Oberlin and Chicago:

to a statement

in detail in the

Congregationalist and Recorder, there are
in these seminaries two hundréd and forty-

the Bost rigid economy, it | the Phaceto
begin is with the bills that are pending in
Congress granting farther subsidies to the
Pacific and other railroads.

i

This is certain-

ly a common sense view of the ease. PresJ ohnson made Christmas the gecasion
largest number, 90, and Oberlin the small.| ident
I
est number,
16. Bangor, it is remarked, of issuing his fourth, and which must, from

five students.

Of these

begins the “year later

Andover has

than

her

the nature of the case, be his last -

But, al:

AMNESTY PROCLAMATION,

others, and

number ig probably incomplete.

the

lowing for this, the Junior Class is encouraging. Yale holds its own and promises

granting ‘‘unconditionally and with out reservation, to all and to every person who, directly or ‘indirectly participated in the late

a growth; Oberlin is growing, and Chicago
has gained eleven upon the highest number | insurrection or rebellion, a full pardon and
hitherto. At Andover aiid Hartford the jun- amnesty for the offens® of treason against the
ior classes are the smallest classes—in U. 8., or of adhering to their enemies dureach, less than half the number of seniors. ing the late civil war, with restoration of all
What this fact indicatesis a question of in- rights, privileges, and immunities under the

She has all the munitions of war by which
to conduct the great warfare to a speedy
and successful issue. All she lacks is the
baptism of fire to give vitality and power
to all these secondary ageneies. This gained,
and the conversion of the world is ‘pos-~
sible within the present century.’” The
great question is whether or not. we will’
rightly use these appliances which are at
our command, and secure the oie thing
still needed. Especially should Christians
seek to improve the present season which is
the spiritual harvest time of the year in revi
val effort. ' With such an’ opportunity and
with such facilities, God will hold us accountable for the manner in which we im-

terest to, the friends of those Institutions.
All these seminaries seem to be well
manned.
Chicago has three Professors;
Bangor, Hartford and Oberlin have four

attachment

held’ two days, eveningsincluded.

each,

Andover

six,

and

Yale seven.

An-

a

Constitution and the laws which have gbeen
made in pursuance thereof.” It is possible

that some of the parties whom, this proclamation intimately concerned,
“Merry Christmas.”
:

dover has also a Lecturer en Iatelleciual
Philosophy, with speeial lectures on Mis-

THE

FOREIGN

enjoyed

a

NEWS

| pertains to quite a variety: of subjects.
-sions, Revivals, ete.
(
The CongregationDuring the earlier part of ‘the week, the
alists, with these seminaries and their nu¥|
state of affairs between Turkey and Greece
merous colleges, ought not to complain for assumed an aspect somewhat warlike, bat
prove them. Sad will it be if the blood of the want of facilities to supply" their at present the intelligence is more favorable
souls shall be found on our garments in churches with an educated ministry.
to peace.
In England, Gladstone, Lowe,”
consequence of want o faithfulness in the
Bright and others have been re-elected to
FEMALE SUFFRAGE IN N.H. The Female
passing hours.
the "House of Commons. The elections
Suffrage
Convention, to which wg referred were not contested, and the néw governThe * Week of Prager? close at hand,
will afford a most favorable opportunity a fortnight since, came off a. Concord li%t- ment may now be said" to be-fully organfor Christians to draw
\near to God, renew week. It was organized in-due form and ized. It appears that Mr. Bright declined

to his cause

and

secure the

preparation of heart necessary to labor
successfully in winning souls. What will
be the results of its faithful observance,
who can“tell ?

Such is the mes-

sage now and then sent to this office and
other newspaper. offices along with the
names of new subscribers, in view of the
commencement of a new volume; and it is
possible that others may be thinking seriously of transmitting the less rather than
the more pleasant message.
Such persons
very likely do not readily understand of
how great a good they propose to deprive
themselves for the purpose of saving a

merely nominal sum.

A little: corrobora-

tive testimony on this subject may not be
out of place. One of our exchanges af-

firms that ‘he who reads a religious paper
regularly cannot fail to be stimulated
toduty.

He will be interested in his pas-

tor and fellow members; will have a
desire for the prosperity of his Sabbath

In ad-

dition to the exhibitions of home talent in
which several Unitarian and Universalist
clergymen figured
conspicuously, there
were present from“-abroad Lucy Stone
Blackwell, Mrs. Harper, Mrs. Stephen S.
Foster,

Rev

Rowland

Connor and others.

Judging from the reports the Convention
neither lacked for speakers nor enthusiasm,
and as mightbe expected ‘women’s wrongs”
were the burden of the utterances. The resolutions

were

characteristic,

one

of them

declaring that suffrage for woman is the key
to personal independence,

mental growth,

opportunity, education, compensation, tocial position, self-reliance and self-respect.
A New Hampshire woman's suffrage Association was formed, and its officers were chosen. Who can tell in what this cloud, at pres-

his first appointment as Secretary for India,
because the labor of that office was too
severe for him in the present state of his
health, and also because he thought the

viewsof the couptry in regard tothe Indian
policy were not sufficiently advanced. In ~
Spain the elections are in progress. Quiet
has for the most part prevailed, and the
monarchists. Ministers Webb and Washburne have arrived in this country from
South America. They represent the condition of Paraguay as forlorn in the ex-

treme.

A reign of terror exists there, and

the policy of Lopez seems to be to kill off
every man not heartily engaged in his desperate

cause.

Washington

Correspondence.
I

:

——ALBERT BARNES.
This servant of Gou,
who has toiled so diligently and earnestly

in the

cause of the

Mastér, has just com-

Events

eral circulation.”

of the Week.

——

Both
Houses of Congress adjourned from
Monday of last week until after the holiduys. The sessions of the last few days
were brief, and the business transacted was

:

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dee. 24, 1868.
Senator Ferry’s speech in favor of the repeal of
all political disabilities imposed on rebels gave
more satisfaction to his colleague, Mr. Dixon
than it did to the Republican members generally.
Mr. Dixon congratulated him on his conversion
to his (Dixon’s) views, but was sorry he had not
‘been converted a year sooner. ‘Mr, Ferry en-

deavored to defend himself from the charge of
inconsistency, but the language of his recent
speech contrasts very strongly with that of his
remarks a year ago. Then he argued that the
rebels had disfranchised themselves, and that if
any of them were permitted to vote it was en‘ranchisement on ‘the part of ‘Congress. Now he
Jays that the disability of a small

elass of rebels

to hold office isa disfranehisement
community, as
harshness and

of the whole

far as it goes, The, charge of
cruelty has oftenabeen
made

against Congress in this matter, hut a fair survey of the facts will shat its entire groundlessness.
The

reconstructed States

‘have acted with

the

utmost liberality in the matter, disfranchising
nobody for rebellion, though in Georgia and
Louisiana this

turn from the rebels, West Virginia, Tennessee
and Missouri—the only States in which any considerable number of rebels are debarred from
voting—were never subject to the reconstruction
laws of Congress, and therefore Congress is not

responsible

for

the

disfranchisement

existing

therein. Thera remains, therefore, for which
Congress is responsible, the disability to hold of-

fice, ngsting upon

a class of rebels

who have

once broken their oathof office jand this disability
Congress,
with almost entire unanimity, are
ready to remove just as soon as it shall appear
that the parties relieved will not nse their restored power to deprive other classes of their
fellow citizens of their just rights, The. majority
of Congress feel that their course affords no
ground for censure, but was absolutely . demanded by the circumstances of the case. The re-

received

a thousand

letters,

more

LB

marks of Senator Ferry sounded too much like a
censure to be agreeable

to the majority,

of the committee to

investigate frauds on the revenue, has submitted
his report.
It is not at all complimentary to
Andrew Johnson, nor to his satellite, the notori-

ous Binckley.

of these two worthies to
rasealities of the New- ,
had no other inspiration
hatred of Commissioner

designe, when the Congressional
pear

upon

-

Irom this'report it would appear

that the pretended zeal
detect .and expose the
York whiskey thieves
than the President's

unimportant. The session thus far has resulted in placing a large amount of business Rollins, and no other object than the procuring
before the committees; but no important of testimony, of whatever character, upon which
measures have been much aivaneed. ‘There to base the suspension of! the commissioner. In
short it was a campaign in the interestof the
will have tobe more earnest work after whisky thieves, intended to sweep {rom the field
the reassembling takes place, or else a pro- all their foes and give them undisturbed possess
tracted session of the 41st Congress, which ion of the spoils. To this end, Binckley was
meets on the fourth of March, must be inev- furnished with money and sent to New York,
where he established his headquarters in excelitable. The question of
lent style at the Astor House, and opened the
bth
FINANCE
: 1 campaign in due form. Matters went on swim
engrosses its full share of attention, both in ingly for awhile, and Binckley was exulting over
and out of Congress.
While Senator Mor- the prospect of a speedy accompiishment of his
ton has

-

liberality has met with a poor re-

. Mr. Van Wyck, chairman

CONGRESS.

=

general result thus far seems to favor the

ent no larger than a man's hand, will result ?

pleted his seventieth year.
A private letter
of
his
to
a
friend
somewhat
advanced in
school and church; willdo all hé can for.
the furtherance of religion at home ; will years, ‘has been published in a recent numlearn and acknowledge the claims of his ber of the N.Y. Evangelist. Itis full of
Church Boards and all other benevolent in- interest, and expresses very hopeful views of
stitutions upon himself and others; will the future. The following extracts express
find his hands and feet and tongue, as well how a Christian only in the declivity of life
can feel. Hesays:
as his mind, interested; will instinctively
“I am not tired of life, nor disgusted with
thrust his hand in his pocket and esteem it
the world, nor discouraged or disheartened
a privilege to give of his substance to the
in regard to the future. .I believe, with
Lord ; and thus will he prove a more efficient laborer in the cause of truth and right- you, that there are glorious things in prospect for our earth, and thatit will be a
eousness than he would be if he was under
greater thing tolive for the next half cenno such influence.”
tury than it has been to live in the one that
Another states the case thus:
is past, and where we have had something
« Fifty years ago it was gravely discussto do. You have the advantage of me in
ed by an association of
ministers whether
another respect. You have the use of your
a religious newspaper ought to be couneyes. Ihave not, and am obliged to write
tenanced. Jt was feared that religion
this letter by the aid of amachine, and this
would be secularized. A few weeks since
I can use but little.
a conference of churches in Maine earnI preach a little, bus have no charge,
estly and gravely discussed the question
and
am a practical farmer, —with a farm of
whether a Christian,
or, indeed, any famione acre. Iremember the scenes of other
‘ly, can withouta serious loss, both spirituyears to which you refer.-- They are gone
ally and mentally, be without a, religious
and cannot be recalled. We have had
newspaper. Every minister, from one end
many pleasant hours together, and I should
| of the land to the other, knows that the
best and most intelligent and trustworthy be glad torenew them. Butat ourtime of
families in his parish, are those who ap- life this can hardly be hoped’ for. There
preciate the religious newspaper. One of are brighter scenes and even happier lands,
the signs of a healthful piety, one of the and there wiil be prolonged and unbroken
fruits of a true revival, is an increasing friendships beyond the grave,—that grave
demand for the religious newspaper; it which is but a little before us.” 1
4
is a blessing in the family; and it is atruly Christian work to urge it into gon:

In view of such testimony, wouldit not be
hundred miles below Wheeling.
From better for every subscriber, instead of stopboth Wheeling and Parkersburg, the same ping his paper,to renew his subscription and
company controls roads west and north- secure at least one more in addition to his
west, nearly to Toledo and Chicago. The" own?
So
Company have boats so ingeniously constructed as to convey the freight and pas- | —A STUPENDOUS BRIBERY.
It is stated
senger cars over the river, avoiding the in- that of the seven millions and two hundred
convenience of a change of cars for pas. thousand dollars in gold which Russia was
sengers, or ofsre-handling of freight. {This to have for Alaska, she actually received
route is fast becominga favorite one be- only five millions ; and the inference is that
tween the sea-board and the west and the remainder went for the purpose of senorth-west; and will afford the lover of curing the purchase on the part of our govnature much pleasure by the picturesque- ernment. A. bribery of such a character is
ness and uniqueness of the scenery. The both stupendous and alarming, and the
tunnels gnd cuts are each guarded night. question is, Who received the money? It
and day By a watchman, and the general is alleged that the press received three hunmanagement of the road is such that, not- dred thotisand dollars in greenbacks, but
pg
withstanding Abs difficulties, fatal accidents what particular papers received shares of
seldom occur.
the spoils, we have not seen it stated.

we have | These roads

deeply attached or strongly welded togeth-

nnd

Parkersburg, on the Olio, overa

had. You must notbe hard upon him, but
you may reasoiably fear lest he should
overdo his part of peacemaker between the
center,
two nations. It is not by making so much
fuss and stir that great nations become | P. s®ind

a kind of Parochial

:

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, run-

nicipal Reform, Political Reform in its earthemselves

to be found so
greatly prized.
for a few days
ground frozen

for any considerable period.

most popular American

in religious teaching, they fear the removal
of any other monopoly because their turn
must come the sooner. With an unfailing
instinct of solf-preservation, and an inher

clayiness of the- soil, is

sticky and troublesome enough.
It is
hardly to be commended, though if any

They resisted Catholie emancipation, Muly stages, the Repeal of the corn laws, and
national unseotarian education.
Having

side.of the mountains, even in

position. You cannot please me more than connecting the Pgnnsylvania roads at Conby paying this compliment (the toast of nellsville with the Ohio and Chesapeake at
Mrs, Disraeli's health) to my wife.”
~ White Sulphur Springs on th&'south-west,

ringup and down the country.

fw ioee-Cprrent—~FPophese——1
——THE

30. 1868.

DECEMBER

the wildest and grandest character. Among
these mountains are “Cheat Mountain” and
“Rich Mountain,” historic in the annals of ——+« Stop MY PAPER.”

Conference, was relieved in a very few days
after our return by the climate alone.

one side, while conviction of duty and an
imperious sense of wrong have given force

battle

forming mostly the eastern boundary of
the State, the hills’ have grown into mountainous proportions, and there is scenery of

though of broad and liberal views, spoke

ship, the love of power and place have combined to give intensity to the struggle on

-The

bravely fought on both sides. .Religious

(Cumberland)’ Mountains,”

of Buffalo, in attendance upon the General

result of all this should not be to lessen
any man’s interest in church or state, but
should make him not the less eager to defend what he considered good, or to reform
what he considered evil. None should be
unduly anxious for fear of the things that

England has known of late is now virtually
closed.

Along “The

Dean Stanley, a staunch Sistechurtiaan;

very soberly on Sunday last about national
affairs. He said,—** A state without party or
a church without discussions and differences would not be a living thing. Such
dead churches and states there were, but
neither the state of England nor the church

English Correspondence.
The

own considerably more surface than their

signed office. Mr. Gladstone has been called

lng,~

ty

character

| the battle has been won, and Mr: Disraeli
acknowledges himself beaten. He has re-

Ask him of human life, its plots and scheming,
Its small ambitions and its empty joys;
He answers like a sleeper, Walked from dream-

:

suc-

ceeded. The ‘* No Popery” cry is said to
havé influenced Lancashire, where there is
an anti-Irish feeling which the electoral
Protestant union and Mr. Murphy have
done their best to influence. But with all

In his long journey o'er the desert ranges,

-

all the

House, Mr. Roebuck, the firebrand, Mr. J.
Stuart Mill, the piSlosopher, have been rejected. Some old official men, like Mr.
Milner Gibsoy, have shared the same fate,
and none of the new workingmen’s candi-

‘Whose feet still linger on the sands of time,

The

aimed

deeds call for; and if their grass and grain
would only grow perpendicular to that surface, instead of strictly vertical, their available resources from the land would be materially increased.
But the hills, though often gteep enough,
are not high, nor do the rocks crop out as
in many sections.. Often the farmers have
meadows quite over the tops of the boldest
ment of the Irish church. Parliament will hills. . This hilliness renders carriage riddoubtless settle the whole question without ing, except in a few instances, rather diffiso much as consulting this ecclesiastical cult; and, in fact, few keep carriages at all.
| phantom, this feeble and, farcical clerical A carriage of any kind at church is a rarity; while the fences, trees, and hitching
debating soctety.
posts
around are adorned with halter straps,
Other circumstances connected with the
recent elections will long be remembered. with a saddled horse at the otherend. Indeed, the young ladies include a side-saddle
Some good men and true, like Mr.«Miall,
and
riding-habit in their outfit as invathe editor of the Nonconformist, have been
unsucessful.
Some
extraordinary men, riably and necessarily as a honnet ‘or .a
like Mr. Berval Osborne, the jester of the shawl.

ts and Dthers should be particular to give
heats
and State) 3 ricular to give
oes, &o. Remember, it is

:

(

day will come

land, and his piety and learning and gentleness of spirit are known throughout the religious world. The opposition to his return to
convocation is based upon a miserable and
narrow bigotry, and displays a most pitiful
because most impotent spite. Convocation,
whetherof Canterbury or of York, has no
power whatever to stop the disestablish-

and remitted by

Ee

their

and conscientiousmen in the church of Eng-

all
3 an 1 Aunts
rwarding
EE aac
ib Sbmoneys.
ning
irr Sent, on all moneys col-

asFon

as a blow

The good doctor is one of the most devoted

Muisters Cordained and Noenmeds m
I the Fecowill Baptist Connexion are

ro

WEDNESDAY,

1. teetotalers,”
by.
io
nence. But everything tends to increase
gooner for their pains. The worse possi- his fame. “One man may steal a horse,
ble policy for the church of England is to another may not’look over the hedge.”
defend to the last the abuses and injustice
i
THOMAS GOADBY.
of its Irish branch, and to stand stoutly, by
“|
the scandals and anomalies at home. Dr.
West Virginia Sketches.
Pusey, Dean Alford, Dr. Vaughan, archdeacon Sandford, and some others have gained
TOPOGRAPHY,
3
for themselves considerable odium through
A Vermont farmer, who owned forty
their free and liberal views. The withdrawal of Dr. Vaughan from the convoca- acres of land, used to say he had, eighty,
tion of York has been delicately pressed since it was so hilly that ‘it laid up edgeupon him by one of his friends because the wise, and he owned both sides of it.”
clergy don’t like his advanced Liberalism. Most of the farmers in West Virginia thus

BY THE

: Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
a

N. FL,

the

‘scene.

|

Committee apupon

They called

Mr. °

or less, most of them approving his recént Binckley to assist them by acquainting them with
speech, Horace Greeley takes -issue with
at first,
had discovered. He,
ceived twenty-eight thousand dollars in him and publishes a long letter in the the fraudsto dohe so,but
soon hegan to hesitate, shufpromised
gold for his services in the case,but who re- | Tribune, defining his own position and at- fle and equivocate,and when pressed a little more
ceived the rest is still unknown to the public: | tacking that of Senator Morton. Favoring closely, ingloriously fled from the field leaving
Foraught we now know, it may be the sen=- a prompt resumption of specie payments, he his-unpaid-—-bills-behind.— The expenses of this...
ators and representatives from Maine, New maintains that the desird to exact redemp- campaign of the illustrious Binckley are stated to
be about $26,000.
Hampshire and Massachusetts, and we urge tion of the greenbacks will cease as soon
Mr. Representative Ela is endeavoring to stop’
that the investigation proceed until it shall as a reasonable faith in the government some of the leaks of the Treasury. One of these
‘be distinctly and definitely known who are is restored. Intimately connected with was a concern ‘called the National Bank of the
innocent and who are guilty, and the form- this subject is Gen. Grant's position on the Metropolis, which failed two or three years since,
owing the government for deposits and eirculaer 6xonerated and the latter punished.
government's granting aid to, the Pacific tign more than half a million, while the governIf the representatives of the American and other railroads. In a recent oonverment held bonds of the bank of about the same
people can be bought up in this way, what gation, he isreportéd to have said, substan. amount. The debt due the government drew no
are we coming to? Where is our safety ?
tially, it was very apparent to every man in interest, while the bonds didi Yel the affairs of
Hon. R. J,

Walker acknowledges that he re-

—

~CONGREGATIONAL - Sciioors,

The

Cone

gregationalisis have in all six Theological

the country that our finances needed the
closest attention, and that it is vitally im-

portant, if we intend te-pay off the national

the bank had not been closed, and the government
was

paying the

bank forty or fifty thousand an-

nually for interest onthe

bonds, ,

*
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church

union.

not

widely

him to express his own thought.]

7

The cry of the day. is for a union of the
sects which admits the genuinenessof each
other’s Christianity. It is a welcome cry.

.

hears it.

* discord and exclusiveness among

enough rng

degree.

that other

‘Stevens.

o

ui

- Christian energy

ment

can find

that

The book which he read,a small

their . vigor in

better employ-

than sectarian eontroversy

itself,

It showed

coincidence of | taken

from

a poor

apprentice

yet earning

his

subsistence

and

buying

reached

en any alarm.

and wisdonr, known to all the nation, and
beyond the seas, as the sage, economist,

As acogical deduction from

its articles of faith, “which proclaim the
equality of men, by nature, before God,

the church and the good of the people: His
labors in the ministry were mostly confined
to the church of which he was a mem"ber when he passed away. He participated in various revivals of religion, and

idlenesssand sleep; and in his

youth and manhood continuing to climb,

churches, a single cry of heresy, nor awak-

by

work

at

his trade,-till he

the hights of Fame for knowledge

not a few, we

not

affords,

Too much
saries,

too

fully

come.

the

friends

inates,in his call to repentance and salvation,

“ But though Poverty’s bar lay across his
way, he would not acknowledge it unconquerable, though his young life deprécated
it as a retarding obstacle in his way, not
then seeing in it what his grey hairs see,
a barrier to paths digressive from #e path

with the idea that Christ has favorite

principle, it can

of Christ

from so much controversy. Denominations
of Christians do not enjoy, nor fail to deplore, their polemic wars distracting and
weakening believers in Christ.. The desire
for.union is almost universal. The agreement of disciples, for which Jesus prayed,
can never be esteemed a matter of minor
consequence. ° Every body of Christians
devoutly prays for the day when we all
may be one,” The hindrances’ to unity do
not come frém a deficient sense of its importance.

.

They have their origin, to a great extent,
in the self-complacency With which each
denomination regards
.* From every

one of them arise thinksgivings that &
am not like other men.” Each considers itself to be the divinely appointed depository
of Christ's most sacred truth, the defender
of the faith. Each sect is sure that the

ark of=God is in its camp, and therefore
each one is willing, yea, waiting to be

the

nucleus of the grand gathering together of
* Christians in one. So every one expects
to receive the surrender of all the rest, and

is determined to * fight it out” on the theologic line, until each other sect finds its Appomattox.
Baptists, Methodists, Episcopalians, Congregationalists, Presbyterians are

alike confident that yielding for the sake of
junity is an incensistent sacrifice of vital and
_divine truth; and rather than have the-truth
suffer detriment, or be obscured, or held ‘in

abeyance, better that the separation of
Christians from each other go on down to
the end of the world. Wrapped in this
mantle

of infallibility, ¢‘ woven

without

a

seam,” no one of the sects will at all admit
that it is responsible for the divisions in the
church of Christ. The quiet assumption,
peculiar to none, commonto all, that a, disciple of our faith and order is on ol
terms with Christ than a disciple of yours,
gives toeach denominational face a look of
superiority, such as the mothérof Zebedee’s
children, had
her request been granted,

might have worn on her face.
But it is not tiue that Christ

has promis-

ed the choice seats: of his kingdom to the

reof
In
the

has

as, without loss

harmony

with

easily do, in order to bring

tion

denominations,

it

insists,

and

in

of Protestantism is this right.
ists; some became
Baptists; some

others,

ot

¢

Congregational.

principles of the Freewill Baptist church.
| Her name calls her to be among the foremost in always treating as brethren the followers of Christ, and thus in healing sectional strife in the ‘household of faith.”

'In

»

Calvin-

with

mp

"which all Christian bodies are to be united, |

and stand on a brotherhood
Tt ean speedily

be

. ATLANTIC.

Prospective and Retrospective.

Episcopal,

accord

this principle must be built that platform on |

world,

of Knowledge, of greater detriment than

befdre the

constructed.

—

.

| THIRD STAGE IN THE JOURNEY.
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+ [Obstacles have

i

—_l

put this chapter far behind the one

preceding in the Siar of September 30th.]

Each church has only to allow to others

That early change of course from the
"what it demands
for itself, and the platform Athlete Ridge was for the Mount of Learn+ is done, When a denomination admits that, ing.
And as the traveler, now on the
ability, sincerity, endeavor, devotion Mount of Age and Spiritual Life, in sight
iter to its own, exist in of the Land of Immortality, looked backtions, the prayer of Jesus ward over all his way hitherto, he marked

;
nity

red. Fellowship, co-op- the cause of that change in his yourg life's
must follow the recogni- course. It was a sample of ‘what a book

ineiple

of Christian equality.

et
oo
«his field. There are less’ obitacles in the

Three days before his exit he was suddenly
seized with paralysis,
and so severe was the
shock, that he never awoke to consciousness

again.

Buthis Master found him ready and

hig Bhly hope.
His funeral

gate to-the smooth and direct avenue up
the, Mount of Knowledge, opens also the
doors of Indolence, Idleness, Amusement,
Pleasure,

Debauch,

Infamy,

Guilt

In it was
LE
ha
was attended at his resi-

dence, Nov. 21, by a large circle of relatives
and friends. A sermon was preached by

and

intellectual attainment.

the writer from these words,

For hid youth saw

«Wéll done,”

can do fo change the pursuit and character
{of alife and determine its destiny—per-

haps for Eternity.

a revival. Aye, verily. But do churches
move as units in this matter? You are a
part of the church, and getting right yourself will make a part of the church right.
Not only so, it will help others to get right.
A consecrated Christian is. a power in any
community; & center of attraction.
He

not in the experience; what his age sees in
review, that the athleti®activities and the
farm-labors were the fit education for his
pilgrimage to that fount of knowledge, and
further conditions
-to the ascent of that
mountain—and

that

and

in all these

hardships

the

activities, lahors

stages of his" draws others to him. He draws sinners after him to Christ.
hardships conditioned to drinking of the
How shall I compass this object? Put
fountain of a life to which the youth was
yourselves unresistingly into the hands of
yet unborn, in the ascension of a mountain
God, let him use you as he will. Being
higher than any of earth's, to place and
there in perfect consecration, with no dename in a Temple of Fame to which he
sire but to know and do his will he can use
had not yet aspired, the voice of which had
you. You are meet for the Master's service.
not yet awakened his ear, still closed to You are on hand, ready to work ; you have
the call: “If any man thirst, let him come not to be drilled three weeks before you
unto Me and drink. Him that overcometh know how to pray for sinners. You can go
will I make a pillar in the temple of my
from the counting-room into the anxious
God, and will write upon him the name of
way, were

the

fit

training for labors and

my God, and my new name.”

Rev.

Ebenezer
rr

?
GREY.

Cobb

——

the holy ordinance of baptism, and united
with the Freewill Baptist church of his na-

fied with the hardest

morning session

young and identi-

tian work in the

red about
| most unpromising fields,
him in order to wrest from him some of the

secrets of his success. ‘The results were
too valuable to pass without enduring
rec.
ord.
:

a

a strength which you never had before. He about, and in such a conversation there is
will give you such faith in prayer and pathos no chance to be formal. 1 question the
timid ones also.

in appealing to sinners as will utterly aston-

When

I see that one that

ish you. You will “speakas one having au- is deserving of aid is halting and
ling, I help him with a question.
thority.” Christ will speak through you. are a good many that cannot make a
Men will hear ‘and: tremble. One of the in prayer-meeting that can answer

stumb-

There

speeeh
ques-

them to believe that he can use them for in my mind that I want to present. Somethe conversion of sinners;, that they can times it is adhered to by others, and someeach pray with the faith of Abraham or times it is not. When it is not, I. never

to bring it back, but I
to develo
thougk t
comes out
the most p
tr
inently.
find out as quick as
sible
the le
gs of the Holy Spirit, i)
:
them enlisted ; for they reallyin their hearts | thy n follow them.”
“Did you ever have to exercise any audesire to glorify God.
Believing this, goto work. If a man thority in prayer-meeting of the nature you
allude to?"
.
;
:
have faith he will work. Nothing will stop
“I had one man once that used to troubhim. See, first of all, that your heart is le me a
great deal. He used"—and here
right. “If I regard iniquity in my heart Mr. Beecher impersonated him to the life—
his words out in the
God will not hear me.” Confess your sin “ho usedto

Paul, which is literally true.

If they can|¥Y
the

only be made to believe that they can labor
efficiently, there is no difficulty in getting

room,and be perfectly at home there.

God

has you in hand. Is special exercise of faith
necessary to remove some mountain? God
gives it. Is special prayer needed? God
inspires it. Is the travail of soul egséntial
to bring souls into the kingdom ?
&od gives

never know but that the

It would

be difficult

most tediously slow process that you can

nity, "——and just then I interrupted
him by
saying: Mr.
if you go on that way
much longer, Eternity will be here and
half through before you finish !”
“What are your theories for developin,
those that attend your prayer-meetings, i
managing men ?”
oe
;
‘I have no theories. One is to be devel-

make

the

oped in one way

and anotlier in another.

men:

a

One man’ lacks in this and another in that.’
It must be a minister's constant study to
cultivate that which is feeble in men and
to prune the over-growth. As to managing
I nover

sce

man

unless

Now how could I manage

I

this man?

like an engineer that can never

think;

Iam

pass a fort

without thinking, How could 1 take that
fort P”
“Do you make special preparation for
your pulpit ministrations,—that is do you
aim to make what you see during the week
of special service to you on the Sabbath ?”
“Well, no. I don’t ask.my bread or
beef what it is going to do for me when I
eatit, They go into the stomach and are
made into muscle, and nerve and blood
without ‘my watching the Fokesy,
So I

read and

“see, without asking what my

reading and seeing are going specially
to
do. I make my sermons in this way: When
in the course of reading or thinking some

subject out-lines itself before me, specially
adapted to pulpit use, I make memoranda
of it, and

put them in a draw

that I have.

Then: on
Sabbath morning, about half an
hour before service, I open this draw and
take them all out and spread them before
me, and choose the one

for which

Iam

in

the best mood to ‘preach. At 5 o'clock in
the afternoon, I do the same for my evening
sermon. This is not the best way for a
reat many, but I have found it best suited
or me, and every man must determine for
himself the modes through which he can
obtain the highest success.”

Subsequently, it happened that Mr.
Moody was present at an examination of

candidates for admission to the Plymouth
Church of Brooklyn. Not being entirely
satisfied with it, and wishing to ascertain
fully what were Mr. Beecher’s views as to
the requisites for

admission

to the church,

he again catechized him. Those who are
interested inthe two men will find occasion
for at least a smileat the happy repartees of
the Plymouth pastor.
“Mr. Beccher, suppose that I should
come here, a timid young man, scared
nearly to death with the idea of being publicly examined before all these people,
what would you do with me?”
“J cannot conceive that
you could possibly come here under such circumstances.”
“Well, if I should present myself for
admission to your church what would you
do with me?”

conclusion is just,

to

case

worse. ‘Would not you rather fail in earnest effort to prevent men from’ going to
ruin, than to fail in doing nothing to hedge
up their way ? Would it not be more lolerable for you in the day of judgment ?—
But then, after all, there can be no failure.

“J think

we would

have

to take you on

of theater-going,

wine-drinking,

No honest effort to do good can by any pos- probation for about'six months.”
It would take too much space to give
sibility, or combination of unfortuitous vircumstances fail. God will give it increase. the conversation in detail, but it elicted
these facts: that in the examination of
Therefore be up and doing, for ye know candidates, Mr. Beecher is eminently tenthat your labors are not in vain in the Lord. der with the timid, and not apt to spare
those who gpe formal; that his great purM. H. ABBEY.
se is to ascertain whether love to Christ
ee really germinated; that he does not

|

approve

Selections.
Beecher

Catechized. \

etc. ; but does not always reject those who
indulge in them, if he be satisfied that they
_ | are really lovers of Christ, trusting that as
this love grows and strengthens
there may
come with it desires for better things; that
“if a child of the church, whose antecedents were known, was born again, and laid

«Many who heard Henry Ward Beeeher upon its threshhold on the evening of its

birth, we would take it in without waiting
to see whether it had vitality enough to
keep from being frozen to death if'it remained out until morning—an experi.

ment, however, we should not like to try
unless we thoroughly know all the antecedents.”
:
Better thor the best of his sermons was

this informal talk which exhibited in it so

much of tenderness:and anxiety even,
that
Christ should be formed in men, and which
Jiosented, also so strongly the desire that in
im all might be saved.

However

loosély

at timed, he may in his platform utterances,

state his beliefs, of. this we made sure, that

‘experience which commenced Christ, and Christ only, was the central
Tt years—an
with a very poverfy
of numbers and has point of Mr. Beecher's theology ; and when
is a false humility that would hold you back culminated in having an average prayer- we left, we left wishing that many years
at such a crisis.

In view of the low estate

of Zion and the imperiled conditionof sin

meeting attendance

of nine hundred—was

condensed intp sixty minutes!
/

”

imagine. One evening he commenced as usual: ‘I—hope—that—my—young—friends
—will—not,—like—me,—put—off—their-—
consideration—of—the interests—of eter-

unless you try it. Do you say, “I fear I
should fail "Is not self at the bottom of
that? Failure! Are you not failing now?

~

o!of the

about fifty men, mostly

—Died in Limington, Me., Nov. 19, aged | it, you being in a condition to receive it. Is -at-the-late- National Christian Convention
78 years, 5 months and 3 days. He was | any special service réquired?
God gives held at New York, say that they listened to
strength to perform it.
:
:
marriedto Miss Mary Meserve, Nov. 4,1816,
the happiest éffort of his life,
It js doubtwith whom he lived in the affectionate bonds
Be sure you ask the question sincerely, ful whether he himself would so regard it,
it was unstudied and touched none of
of the marriage covenant for 52 years, Ie taking in all its import, with an ardent. as
the magnitudes, and hence called for no
was the father of eight children, three sons desire to know, and an honest purpose to extraodinary display of mental power.
and five daughters, six of whom still re- do, all that may be involved in the an- The subject itself was trite enough—*‘ How
main with their companions, two of the swer. ‘“What wilt thou have me to doP”— to conduct prayer-meetings"—ard showed
number having passed on before him to Be willing and anxious to do all that God to the full the wonderful power of the man
in that for one hour, upon this subject, he
their heavenly home.’
|
requires. With faith and humility respond held “his audiencelunder a spellof ‘entranceIn childhood and youth he was thought- to the inquiry, ‘Who will go for us, and ment. It was a mingling of fun and
ful, and often felt the need of an interest in whom shall we send?” “Here Lord am I. pathos and sentiment and wisdom such as
‘the Lord Jesus. . This he secured some for- Send me.” Here is the recognition and the one but seldom enjoys. The experience. of

of the Prince of Peace. He put on Christ in

said of it is, that

y an appetite for more,
tha of Oliver Twist. After

“Mr. Beecher, said one, ‘‘what do
do with bores in your prayer-meetings ?”
“Well I Wi to be patient with them.
every body but themselves; .in- all efforts
Christ when
living was troubled
but their own. The most that they expect }with bores, andhe was
I say to myself, Why
to do,is to not reproach the cause and save should I not be? 1 try to educate them,
their own soulsalive, but they do not dream and make something ott of them. The
of being able to press men into the kingdom, man who is’ a bore now, may become an
They do not believe they can do it; of effective worker, if one is only patient.”
“Well, but Mr. Beecher"—it was Mr.
course they don’t. According to their faith Moody
that interrupted, as one might also it is to them. They would,but they can- most know from the character of the question
not. , They weep because they cannot. Nor —*‘“there are some confirmed bores, and
is it feigned humility. Nor does it arise if you let them go on they will smash a
from a desire to excuse themselves. They [reyerimeting all to peices—what do you
o with them?”
.:
believe it. . Thousands of Christians, who
“Inever have, and never will allow any
think they cannot, would gladly ‘“win souls.” one to ‘ smash’
a prayer-meeting. If I canThey have made a sad mistake. I would not bring about a reformation by privatel
correct it.
TI want every Christian who talkingto him,—if, no other means will
reads these lines to believe, what is unequiv- answer, I can say to such a man, Sit down.
But then, there are many-ways to be tried’
ocal truth, that he may be a power in the first. If Isee that a man is apt to talk in
‘hands of Christto promote the salvation of set phrase and continually repeat, I intermen. Yes, the weakest.
But you must rupt him with a question. A question is an
obstruction in his track. He will have to
‘believeit,
= Believing it,, and humbling and conse- get overit, or go around it, or come to a
stand-still. I ask him about his own excrating yourself, God will nerve you with perience in relation to what he is talking

It was by readinga ty years ago,and became an ardent follower assumption of individual responsibility.

‘book he was turned from ambition for eminence in bodily strength and agility, to aspiration for intellectual growth and distinc-

ye

..
waiting to cross the dark river of death.— first things I have found necessary to do in tions.”
“Do you make special preparation for a
In his sickness--he was resigned, but often promoting revivals, is to inspire confidence
prayer-meeting
:
spoke of his unworthiness. He gloriedin in the hearts of God's people ; to encourage
“Yes.
That isI always have a subject

Poverty. . The golden ‘key for opening the | nothing save the cross of Christ.

hi

fists, others Pedo8’ are

danger and bitterness of sin, can refuse t
return the prophet’s reply ?
y
. Believe you can do something for Christ
and sinners. The impression, “‘I am not

&e., Matt. 25:.21. Revs. M. W. BurlinChrist. By its open communion table, it
game and O. S. Hasty were present and
has published the banns between Baptists
participated in the exercises.
]
and the rest of Christ's church; let it now
M. A. Quimsy.
fearlessly and cordially stretch out its hands
Limerick, Me.
and welcome applicants from other bodies
to membership with it and complete the
for the housemarriage. - Retaining its enlightened and be worked through. summer
Individual Responsibility.
of unbelief, coldness, inactivity, worldliconscientious convictions on the subject of hold bread and clothing—the products of
ness. Think, talk about the salvation of
baptism, holding these, as well in others the little plat, cultivated at spare hours,
No Christian can reasonably conclude
sinners. Wrestle with God in prayer for
‘asin itself, to be sacred, let it stand on this buying books of elementary instruction, to that there can be no revival in his locality
houts together for this object. Pray till you
high position, that whomsoever Christ ad- be learned in winter and studied in mo- until he has done all that he can to promote
hear the sound in the topof the mulberry
mits his church must not reject.
ments of intermission of work, and re- it. Doing what God requires of me may
trees;
till you get the evidence that God will
Among other things contributing to the membered and meditated during work.
be just’ what is essential to open the win- pour.out his Spirit.
wonderful growth of the Methodist church
When the longed-for time of freedom dows of heaven through which eternal life
Censure no one. Weep over the faults of
has been the ease with which its doors have from the farm to the life of the student may cometo dead sinners. - How do I know
others and repent of your own. Go to the
ever opened to the knock of the Christian. came, the transition was made by a pilgrim- but itis so till
Ido all? Have I met my
Members of every evangelical church are age of labor and hardship. The fountain responsibilities ? Ha®my life been a ¢‘liv- prayer meeting and improve your new-born
permitted to enter this fold, but the Baptist of Knowledge whereat he might drink, ing epistle;” a constant testimony to the feelings upon others. Theyare impressible,
church shuts its doors in the face of all was to be attained but by a journey, long truth and excellency of religion? Have I Do I hear you say, there are none there ?—
not Baptists. It does not respect, in three- to the methods of travel in that day of his ‘kept the avenues open to the hearts of the Sad, but not hopeless. You can yet have a
fourths of the Christian world, what it ex- early life. Unknown to that time the swift, impenitent by kindness and unblamable con- prayer meeting. Go to their houses. Paul
pects them to respect in itself, viz., the velvet-lapped passage of the steam-drawn duct? Have I prayed earnestly for their did. Pray with them there. Tell them
how your heart bleeds for languishing Ziright of the Christian to interpret the Scrip- carriage.
Nor yet had the stage-coach salvation? Have I offered special prayer
on. Don’t reproach them for their unfaithtures for himself. ¢ And we forbade him,” awakened tke admiring wonder of the scat- forthem? Have I wrestled with God nightfulness. Let their consciences do that.—
said James and John, ‘“ because he follow- tered settlers and the inhabitants of the ly to save them?
Has desire for their salRemind
them of the time and place of the
eth not us.”
¢ Forbid him not,” said Jesus.
new villages and older neighborhoods and vation been the absorbing feeling of my
“I have believed and been baptized,” says abodes comparatively ancient, along the heart? With deep emotion have I warned next prayer-meeting. Go thus to a dozen
a Christian, knocking for admission at the. hill, mountain and valley-way of his jour- them to flee from the wrath to come? Have of the delinquents and you will not be aloné
door of a Freewill Baptist church; and ney. Bearing on his shoulders the pack. I done-all in my power, exhausted every next time. Try it. Is it not worth trying?
But do not stop here.
Now you have
shall that church, before welcoming him to containing supplyof clothing for years of resource, tried every means to bring them
started,
take
the
strength
God has given
its privileges, stop and discuss a question sojourn in the strange land, and provisions to Christ? And am I now trying to put
you
to
go-to
the
impenitent.
Speak a few
about which the Lord’s people, for nearly for his sustenance on the way, in the face myself in closer union with the dying Saheart-felt words, expressive of your love
two thousand years, have been unable to of winter-winds,
under its altérnating viour so as to be able to do more to secure
agree? “To his own Master he standeth snow-cloud: and cold sunshine, he made the this end? Have I the positive assurance for Christ and desire for their salvation,and
or falleth.”
pilgrimage to the shrine of his young life's that, meeting them at the judgment, and | pray with them. It will be hard work the
_ The chief barrier to an American Protest- devotion. Five January days passed over though upon the ‘left hand,” I could with first day, but easier the next, and so on.—
ant church is the Procrustean bed on which,
him in his way of falling and trodden exact truth say to them, ‘I did all I could You will be amazed at the increase of your
as Baptists, before fellowshiping the sects, snows and variéd brightness and shadow, for you,” and they be compelled to reply confidence, and the power and fluency with
we feel bound to stretch them. It is cer- and as many times the falling night com- “It's true.” Are you certain about that ?— which you will be able to speak to-them.
tain that they do not and will not submit to pelled him to seek the stranger’s fireside Thus each’ disciple of our Lord should so- When you have done your duty to their
souls, denot dilute what you have said, by
these ferms of union.
They savor toa and a wayfarer’s lodging. The sixth day’s liloguize.
conversation upon ofher themes but leave
much of arrogance. They infringe on the morning, bright with sunbeam, filling all
In a late number of the Star I spoke of
right of private interpretation. Who has the cloudless heaven, and brilliant with ministers as agents in the hands of God in at once.
The conclusion then is, that 8
Chrisany faith in the universal prevalence of snow-crystals covering all the ground, and promoting revivals. But not they alone
immersion?
—in such a flood of Baptist light frost-spangles jeweling trees and lower air, may God use for this purpose. Every Chris- tian in any place will be all he may be, “‘be
filled with the Spirit,” lay all upon the alflowing over Congregationalists, Metho- lighted his glad steps to the fountain for tian may be a worker with Christ in saving
tar, have faith, and do all in the name
dists, Presbyterians, Lutherans, Dutch Re- which he was so athirst.
Its source ‘was in men from sin, ‘What, I!” Yes.
“Why, I
of Christ which is reasonable and practicaformed and" Episcopalians, as to overturn the mountain-hights of his aspiration, and am the weakest ofall.”
Then you are the
their fonts, sweep away present belief, draughts of it were the inspiration by which very one God has chosen to do this work. ble, God will use him to promoté revivals.
It involves
and wash these sects into our deep waters ? he might ascend to place and name in the “He hath chosen the weak things of the Solemn yet precious truth.
fearful
respqnsibility,
yet
exalted
° priviIt is. a question, then, whether we shall shining temple on the mountam’s summit. -worid to confound the mighty.”
Do you
have. Christian union without, since we
What now of the earlier ambition for believe it? God says it, How can you lege. Your incredulity will not relieve you
of the responsibility. It can be tested. Do
bodily strength and mastery, and of labor doubt it ?
cannot haye i¢ by, immersion.
is
“et
not the preciousness of the cause and the
It is remembered
Young, veréatile, catholic, free and Chris- for bodily sustenance?
- You have often thought that if the chureh
but to be contemned by his ambition for would only put on strength there would be value of souls justify. testing it? You can
tian in i
irit, the Freewill Baptist church

By use of }

it,, some become Arminians;‘others

months he was not able to leave his home.

whereto temptation beckons to all
to enter who have the key to open and the
wealth to pay. So now, inreview, his Age
sees the wisdom and goodness of that Providence that allotted to his young life “labor
for his bodily sustenance and-the means of
his mental growth.
The farm must needs

sons of any denominational mother. She
«« kfows not what she asks.” Which of the
Christian sects of our landis the beloved
sect? Which leahs its head on Christ's
breast? That every body of Christians is
ready to assert this to have been “its pillow will not Tefuge to listen to the wish, breathis proof only of Christ's impartial love.
ed by the tender-prayer of the Lord, and
For the sake of union these assumptions, ‘adjust
elf to answer it. Het table and
immodest, distasteful and false, by .each her fo
Wo not exclude those of whom
sect, must be given up, and church meet Christ
'W®alce when he said, ‘all ye are
church, and sect meet sect, as members of brethren.”
>
3
one common family on an “equalify before
The work of gathering the people of
the Lord.
It is inconsistent for any evan- God into more scriptural relavionships is
gelical sect, acknowledging the Christian not secondary in -importance to either that
character of other sects, and their desire for the oppressed, for the cause of educaand endeavor and ability to know the truth, tion, or for missions; and any body of
to claim higher, because different, excellen- Christians successful in it, can easily give
cies from theirs. For on the right of pri- weighty reasons for its existence. A cervate judgment, in the interpretation of tain necessity to do service for Christ in
Scripture, in common with all other Chris- this field is inherent in the character and
the exercise of that right secures its own
existence. That taken away, blind submission to authority and the enforced unity of
o hierarchy ensue. The chief corner-stone

By hard labor and industry on his farm he
had acquired a good property, so that he
leaves his widow with a competency of the
good things of this life. It is a year since
he has been able to do any workor attend
meeting, except. occasionally.
For eight

And waged with Fortune an eternal war;
Checked by the scoff of Pride, by Envy’s frown,
And Poverty’s unconquerable bar!

advantage accrues to the adver- into much closer fellowship the brethren of Death,
little to

and a consistent ministerof Christ.

al-

sects or children: Then it will adorn its name

unite,

band, an affectionate father, a worthy brother, a faithful Christian, a respected citizen

low the republic to discriminate between
black and white, the unfavdred and ‘the fa-

thy

benefited,

through his faithful labors in the cause of
his Master. Christianity had a strong place
in his affections. This made him social and
hospitable. He was an ardent friend and a
good neighbor. It was his delight to serve
his brethren and make himself useful in every position in life. He was a good hus:

love and treatment of

It does

trust, have been

both for this life and that which is to come,

statesman and philosopher. Higlier ‘than
the clouds he took of their lightning,
them, it:shouldbe expected to affirm as bound it to human will and service, and in
well as believe in the equality of all true letters of its flame wrote his name on the
believers in Jesus Christ. Inharmony with heavens, inthe sight of the nations and of
pest
this faith, it has stood before men to assert generations to come.
The white-haired traveler, in review of
the rights of the down-trodden, and been
the champion of the slave. To-day, it athe course of his own young life, saw the
experience of what a minstrel sings :
loves the principles of political freedom
and the doctrine of equalrights. How con- Ah, who can tell how hard it is to climb
sistent with its belief that the moral govThe steep where Fame’s proud temple shines

and his impartial

daily taking possession of Christian hearts. only to honor it altogether,
It is felt that the time to bring the hostili- of principle, and even in
has

¥
Men are dying in their sins. ‘Who will fly asit awakened
imperative as
to their rescue? Who, having known the the adjournment

his license, which he obtained and held

boy

instructions

with clearer luster, by recognizing, in the
. in common cause, for the conversion of ception as well as asin the dismissal
men. The desire for a truce among the members, this same general principle.
evangelical bodies of our country, and even part, it has hitherto honored in practice
for an offensive and defensive alliance, is grand truth of Christian equality. Itties of brethren to an end

Soon after, he was set apart to

church felt that he could serve them better
a8 a preacher of the gospel and requested

volume, was a sketclfof the Life of Frank-

membership, would not raise, among its

true believers in the Lord.

brethren,

and that the followers of Jesus must

He was baptized by Rev. John

the office of deacon, in which capacity he
served the church nearly thirty years. The

to itself in

lin, with some of his Essays and Aphor-

It is at liberty to adapt

it, it is fast growing to a conviction that against or in favor of any. Ithas no sympa-

=.

assimilates

isms.

past.

failing to resp~from their fratricidal ‘strife vored. It does not believe that God discrim-

.,

record,

Pressure from without and constraint * with* in are crowding the disciples of Jesus closer
together around the Master. The age of
separation is being displaced by the age of
Christian fellowship and agreement.
*
By the strictures of unbelievers on a re- ernment;of God is democratic, would be |afar!
ligion converting its possessors into antagits proclamationof the equal rights of all Ah, who can tell how many a soul sublime
onists, and on a gospel of love begetting
Has felt the influence of malignant star,
as well as by the weariness of the churches

~~~

served.

ample, wherein the life of one, however

the

Christian experience, not coincidence of belief, suggests the consistentterms of church

shared

and not at all needful to the proper expression of
Christian sympathy and unity, But we allow’

every one who

best thing.

he loved and faithfully ners, does not God ask that question P—
It was a preof of the effect of ex- tive town, which

Its limbs are pliable. Age has not fettered
it with superstition or abject veneration for

‘one in Christ,” and

among us, and the objections to them are obvious
enough. By many the policy which he advocates
will be regarded as inconsistent with our principles, hostile to the integrity of the denomination,

Ring it louder,

o |
ik

competent to this great work,” is one of
salvation: —The
beginning -the—ascent-of —the-Mountain.of|- With honor till his death. Fle was quite gift. -the-greatest-obstruetions-to
ed
in
prayer
and
exhortation,
and
was
able
great
mass
of
Christians
have
no faith in
Knowledge
in
the
noon-hour
intermissions
‘all new positions to which Christ may call
his people. For it to declare that all are of his miechanical work, and night-hours to expound God's word to the edification of anything they can do, They have faith in

-

:

afe probably

For it is as yet young and vigorous.

30, 1868.

.

2

manifest to another, by sight or hearing or

expressed here on one point of our

polity

:

ny grounds, it is prepared to lead the way
to the platform of Christian equality and

[We give this closing paper, devoted to denominational topics, a place in our columns, as needful
to completé the discussion of our correspondent.

The views

:

tion.

The Rise of the F. Baptists:
FUTURE

.

way of bringing Christian bodies together,
before it, than before other sects. On ma-

-

A

MORNING STAR: DECEMBER

ws

AEA l

might still find the Plymouth pastor
:

Perhaps the pulpit.—ddvance.

in his

+

dasa

Br

Lg

$s
>BN

THE

=

:

etl

pn

oftener
the case that it is the religion itself
that causes the trouble; it is disliked, and
solemn chant and lifted crosses, but not to a dishonest heart throws the blame upon
a ‘service where
man,
with heart and the clergyman.”
NY
ii
on fire, pleads with his brother man
* / tongue
THE Watchman & Reflector refers to the
incense, to the

x

There is no death! The stars go.down
Teo rise upon some fairer shore ;
And bright in Heaven’s jeweled crown
They shine forevermore.
:

churches.

The coming of the

._

pass away ;

only wait through wintry

march of

. Adorn immortal bowers.

The bird-like voive, whose joyous tones
Made glad these scenes of sin and strife,
Sings now an everlasting song
Amid the tree of life.
And where he sees a smile too bright,
pure for taint and ig

He pears it to
that world of light,
To dwell in Paradise.

on the

the machinations

whole

grand

But our walls are

dumb,

Providence from

the

the first to the
scpulcher,
grave.

the

And ever near us, though unseen,
The dear immortal
spirits tread;
For all the boundless
Universe
1s life—there are no dead.

lead us out of this wilderness;

a man

who

his brain.and skill in his hand; who. will
Prof. Newhall contributes to Zion's Herald an interesting paper on this subject,
which expresses many of the thoughts

which esthetic and religious minded Ameri-

can travelers have often found struggling
for expression as they have inspected the
wondrous piles of church architecture that
adorn the cities of the old world. We extract from his article the following para-

id

“There are more than fweaty churches in
Rome, any one of which, if brought to

America, wouldbe worth all the art treasures of our continent.
The Cathedral of
“Milan
cost more than all the Methodist

property in America. For five centuries has
cathedral been Lfting tower

after tower into the soft sky of Italy, blosinto marble leaves and
flowers,

in
and angelic forms ; and though to
the uninstructed eye it seems complete, yet

a force of more
eighty workmen toil
ceaselessly among its forests of turrets and
- populations of marble at the cost of more
of progress,

still, at the pres-

the nineteenth

cer-

tury will not see the artist's ideal complete.

The crane has stood for centuries upon the
unfinished towerof Cologne. Grass waves,
wild flowers bloom, roses root themselves
round that old crane, as if they thought
* that ancient tower to be one of earth's own
mountains ; and as you gaze down on the
gray old pile, the click of a hundred hammers and chisels, the calls of the workmen
and the creak of the crane, mingle with the
Screams

of

the

.rooks

and

clangof the bells around

you,

the pavement, far below,

rise

the booming
while

from

with the in-

make our church walls to

be

sermons

and

psalms inswood and sforie, preached and
sung with an unction and power that shall
Some) unwilling ears to hear! Ochurch
of
Christ, open your arms
when he comes!

s Christ Divine

and

——

The

question

Human.

—

concerning

towers,

with

all

its

like a mighty prayer, a glorious

psalin in stone.

Yet these glorious works belong to the
past. The artist of to-day simply copies
the model of his medieval master. Cologne is struggling to tell the world, year
by year, as it slowly lifts stone after stone
into the heavens, how a mighty master

proportion these

elements

unite;

who

question for ecclesiastical use ; but no

and piety spontaneously

and grandéur, while the artist of to-da
is but a cold, passive imitator of the life
he

never

feels.

His

chisel

does not pray and praise, it only sculps a
form for a spirit long since flown.
The church, the cathedral of the nineteenth century Protestantism, is yet to be
reared, is yet to be conceived. A crown is
waiting for the artist who can put into stone
the truly religious thought and aspiration

of our

age.

Romahism is amply accom-

modated in the stereotype copies of Italian
basilicas ; they do for the Catholic of the
nineteenth century just what they did for
the Catholic of the fifieenth, and
they do it
well.

Great

lecture

wants of those who

halls

meet

all the

wish to hear unchris-

tian or anti-christian ¢‘ reform” orations instead of the gospel of Christ. Boston
“ Theism”

is exactly

accommodated

in a

“Music Hall,” with its statue of Apollo in

the place of the Son of God. But Protestant Christianity has no church in England
or America. That
peligion that lifts the
individual soul into

the awful

Mount, and

bids it talk with the Creator face to face;
that religion that looks upon Nature and
Revelation as the first and second words in
which God would speak to every soul of
man,

and.

upon

Christ

as. the

vine

Some

coun-

Some require a human
standard

and

ing.

the

.

in action

and

that

all its hight and depth

the

truest

form

of

the di-

and breadth, where

either is wanting.

!

1. We want the divine ; we want to see in

Christianity the power of God
dom of God

made

manifest

the

authority ; not a system of moral philosophy,
but the word and kingdomof God. Wit out this stamp of divine legitimacy, without
the witness and signature of the Eternal,
Christianity would want that which alone
gives it weight with the mass of mankind,
and the place it now holds in human things.
This it is which constitutes the specific
difference between philosophy and religion;
between the abstractions of the intellect
addressed to jhe intellect, and truth incarnate, addressing heart and will.
2 We need in Christianity the human also. We need the Son of Man ; we need the
human example as model and motive. We
need, for our Saviour, a nature to which no

human experience is strange,—a nature that
images but completes our.own. If I saw in
Jesus only God
assuming human nature,
enacting a human part for the inculcation of
moral truth, I should see an illusiration'of
of the fair and good, but without

Parthenons,

towers,

everywhere

saddled

doi

with

givenas a revelation

iature of St.

man

bell-

min-

Peter's; Spurgeon’s taberna-

Beecher’s church suggests a Ro-

amphitheater or an Italian opera house,

rather than a temple of the living God.

Our stern Puritan fathers iti*their fierce recoil from Popish ritualism, built great
rectangular - pine boxes, in whose sides
they cut Grecian doors and windows, then

bled the lid to shed the rain, and hung a

11 over it. Cold, bare, angular, with their
. tough, huge, ax-hewn oaken timbers, they

were typical of the tough grand men who
prayed with one hand on the musket. They

were dull rooms for the tacticg of the Wéstminster Catechism, and they did their work
well ; but how many heagte froze to death

in those icy shells!

The spiritual decend-

ants of the English Cavaliers

have

butis

given

also asa revelation of man; asa type of
human nature, a pledge of human destiny;
as ‘encouragement to human frailty, as incentive to action; a call from the Son of

Manto the sons of men,—a call to glory and
immortality ; a pledge of divine communications accordingto the measure of faith; a
witness to all generations thatthe communications of the Godhead, and

the

wonder-

working power of the Spirit, are always
equal té& man’s receptivity, and that the
measure of man's receptivity is his obedience.— Reason in Religion.

White

. bles out the conceptions that once burst like
organ symphonies from the Gothic heart.

cle and

of God,

the

our landscape;

poor, smoke-smooched

re-

sist ; that man can endure; that man canbe
holy, and live a sinless life on the earth.
This is the lesson of the life of Jesus, and
this its chief value for us. The gospel is

does

Quine; Brasite rudely stammers the thought
of Phidias, and Connecticut freestone mumSt. Paul's is a

and

What I want to know is, that man- can

bury, and Lincoln English dissent, builds

wooden

flesh

bones; a hollow apparition. I need no
gospel to show me that God is without sin,
that God can act wisely, that God can bless.

ing échoes of the grand old anthems that
thunder from the towers of York and Salis

- English imitations, echoes the echo.

reared

here and there feeble brown stone imita-

. tion%of middle-ago cathedrals, adapted to

4

Sr

TEA

cH

i

taught in the

Bible,

are distasteful and

wearisome; and it is the merest cant and
insincerity for these fault-finders to ask that
services and Sermons. be abbreviated at
both ‘ends, when their real dislike js for
religion in any form. We Sppicherd that

among us much of the criticism of ministers and their labors is to be laid to this
cause,

‘A

lecture

or concert of

similar

length as a Sabbath service can be easily
listened to, but a half hour's sermon is tedious; it may be so sometimes, but it is
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COOPER,

1S69.

tion, but will be forwarded to all who apply by
Steows)]

.

POWDER,

Sold by Druggists, or mailed

him to health |

GUIDE-IN THE FLOWER GARDEN i8 now
published.
It makes a work of 100 pages beautifully illustrated,
with about 150 Fine Wood Engravings of Flowers
and Vegetables, and an Elegant Colored Plate,
A BOQUET OF FLOWERS,
It is the. most beautiful, as well as the most instructive Floral Guide published,
ving plain and
thorough directions for the CULTURE of FLOW.
ERS and VEGETABLES.
The Floral Guide is published for the benefit of my
customers, to whom

Wilson

THE PEOPLE'S FAVORITE JOURNAL,

THE first edition of ONE HUNDRD THOUSAKD OF
VICK’S ILLUSTRATD CATALOGUE OF SEEDS and

Shafting, Turning Lathes,

Gas

restored

FLORAL
For

&

NEW YORK WEEKLY,

VICKS

AND

Wheeler

CATARRH SNUFF

Safe, Reliable,

FOR

by Druggists and medicine dealers generally,

STATIONARY

the

TROCHE

THROAT
AND
Remdy does not

Is the best

Price 35 cents and 31 per Bottle.
|
Sold Wholesale by RUST BRO. & BIRD and |
GOODWIN & CO., Boston ; J. BALCH & SON, Prov-

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

in

year I have had occasion

Diseascs,

idence, R, I. ; H. H. HAY,

MACHINE.

As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
DELICIOUS SENSATION OF
COOLNESS AND COMFORT.

Iii.

REMEDY as the best in the world

sumption and Lung

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s’
Patent Expansion Ferules

ti51)

two bottlles

Agent,

IZZ"CURES WITHOUT SNEEZING !_&

and was 80 emaciated that recovery seemed hopeless.
Providentially he heard of the EUROPEAN COUGH

and

FAOCES.,

SEWING

Loosens it; frees the head
quickly removing Bad Breath
and soothes the burning
mild and agreeable in its

of the beneficial e
8 of your EUROPEAN
REMEDY in several instances, and I have

REMEDY,

o>

A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY
Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, d¢c., and all Disorders
resulting from COLDS in HEAD

which he still enjoys, and recommends the EUROPAN

Good Canvassing Agents wanted

WONDERFUL BOOK,

Address s
will p
desired,
87 Park Row, New Yor

AND

Wonderful Cure of Consumption,
More than seven years ago Mr. Arnold Howard of
Foster, R. I., was considered by his friends and physicians to be in an advanced stage of consumption,—
He coughed incessantly, raised blood several times,

AMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H.

‘We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfaotion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at

our expense, within thirty days, and have the money refunded.
ME
5

Company,

AND JOBJIYPE,
And lately for its unrivalled

JACKSON’S

no hesitation in saying that I believe it to be one of
the best medicines to be found, for consumption and
chronic pulmonary
complaints in general,
spectfully yours,
W. A. RUST, M.D,

SWAMSCOT

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY.
Grouxnp Corrxx, 20c., 250., 304., 860., best 400. per Ib.—
H
use

to know
COUGH

a

FOR ITS

.

[From Dr. RusT, now of the firm of Rust Bros. and
Bird, Wholesale Druggists, Hanover 8t., Boston.)

the past

:

manufacturers of mackines; to Mr. Elias Howe a similar medal was awarded as promoter.
The distinction
made by the jury explains itself.— Evening Mail,

fullest as-

St., Chicago,

NOTED

essential qualities united

[6t30e0 ww

DEAR S1R—During

H., Proprietors.

55 Water Street, Boston.
The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.

—

IMPERIAL (Green), 70g, 80¢, 90c, $1,00, $1,10,
Dest 120 021 ]
:
YOUNG HYSON Green), 70¢, 80c, 900, $1,00,
1
8
r
1b,
. UNGOLGRED JAPAN, 900,81, 1,10, best $1,25 per Ib.

N.

machine, constituting a superiority
which the jury
has, with unanimity, reco,
ed and proclaimed.
To thése gentlemen the gold medal was awarded as

CLARKE’S
European Cough Remedy.

GLISH BREAKFAST, {Black) 70¢, 800, 90c,
$1,00 SLA best $1,20 per Ib

:

THE EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED
5 Publication authorized by the Imperial Commission,’
By their skill, universally recognized, Messrs,
Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe’s system of sewin
achilles important modifications, which have p
them in the front rank of manufacturers,
°
Elegance, perfection of work, simplicity, solidity of
mechanism and facility
of management, such are the

CONSUMPTION AND LUNG DISEAES

(Green and Black,) 70c, 80c, 90c, best

Nashua,

tf8

THE GREAT MEDICINE FOR

OOLONG (Black), 70c, 80c, 90c, best $1 per Ib.
$1 x

The

/

are base

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.
MIXED,

115 Randolph

Co.,

WHEELER & WILSON

..

PUBLISHERS,

No.

its

'HARD/AND
TOUGH METAL, .28 person
And its large varietiesof

AF

Engraved Blackboard

ADAMS; BLACKMER & LYON,

or any other cause.

Fall directions for using

&

‘JOHN K. ROGERS,

ut-

lesson;

i to his own gifts and the peculiar wants of his
class,
Terms, Single Copies, $1.50 per year, in advance.
Single number, 15 cents,
:

RHCEA IN CHILDREN,

promote

~ Address ordersto

sistance is given to the teacher.
Lesson papers ( circulation 150,000) are issued as guides to the scholar
in studying.
But the teacher is always left to adapt

whole

color and

NEWSPAPER

1869

This is not a question book system.

pain, but

and bowels,

acidity, and gives tone and energy to the
system. It will also instantly relieve

HAIR

ALWAYS

BOOK

Boston, Whole6teow33

will be STUDIES IN THE EPISTLES, with the last
quarter on THE GOSPEL IN THE
OLD TESTAMENT,
This is the fourth year.
With 1870 the series will
begin anew with a greatly improved course on THE
LI1F#i AND WORDS OF JESUS,

Tething.

* invigorates the stomach

HALL

TEACHER

The

FOR

BALDNESS!

VEGETABLE

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY,

eowly?

tures are: Notes, biographical, geographical, and expository, for Teachers and Bible Classes; SuggesOutlines for Superintendents,

Scalp

AND,

COMMENCED IN 1817, —

THis series is published in the successive numbers
of the NATIONAL
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER, and
has attained an extraordinary
circulation.
Its fea-

lines for infant Class Teachers,

the
of

First Letter Foundry in New England.

YORK.

each

use

For sale by all druggists,

to Sunday School Workers of all classes,

of teachin

HAIR

Our treatise on the Hair gedt free 24 mail.

Rev. Edward Eggleston, Managing Editor,
With an Editorial Committee of prominent clergy-

method

of

The

J

Brow

Some of the best papers ever
given to the Sunday
School public have appeared in its pages,
It is used as a text book in almost every progressive
Sunday School in the Union,
.
THE
NATIONAL
SERIES
OF
SUNDAY
:
SCHOOL LESSONS.

Ms, Winslow's Soothing Sym,

.
AN

will ISstore it to its natural

WEAKNESS.

SCHOOL

GRAY

89

SICILIAN

: HAIR

HALL’S

men of all the leading denominations.

DON'T FAIL TO PROCURE

the most

RENEWER

Diseases
PRODUCE

RAND,

& Co.,
:

ands.

eT

HALL
HALLS

= HE

In character it is thoroughly NATIONAL, UNSECTARIAN, PROGRESSIVE, PRACTICAL.
It will contain ag variety of ARTICLES BY THE
BEST WRITERS,
8, CHARTS, and ENGRAVINGS,
The thousands who have used it pronounce it
INDISPENSABLE
:

tions as to

a

in hg

a 8 VEGETABLE
:

:

by the

NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER

8.

#] |

ot

Having attained in three years a circulation TRULY
national, gktendiag foto every State and Territory,
will hereafter be
ed
a
r

Employed for 16 years by Am. Ex. do.
These testimonials are a sample of what we daily
receive. We warrant it to give immediate and per
manent reliefas can be attested by thousands who
have used it, Sold by all Druggists. Price $1.25 a
ackage.
:

Spr

looking swellings and inflammations; thus af-

SICILIAN

NEW

od

fording reiief and a complete cure.
StH W.FOWL
& SON. Proprieotrs, Boston.
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single,
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are bein Sionatlly favored u Rev. L. L.
HARMONS
new method of sending
Melodians, Organs and Pi.
anos, from any firm desired, to arty part of the United
d
E
; Staten, thereby freeing the purchaser from the least
THOBMS, in ADDITION
‘xis
any way.
Te
Te
Mr,
TORI
of
I}
purchasing
by
per Tent is saved
it

-to the FOUR

:
SERIAL

THE TERMS TO SUBSORIBERS:
No man rents Instruments so-reasonably as Mr.
Yoar—single COPY
eeciirinrrisensnsereess«$3,00
HARMON, Old Instruments, of all kinds taken in,
in the South” desires to rent its farm of 140 acres, loOus
Four cop ny ($2.50 each)s essere
$10.
iange for New,
He does
H
cated ene mile from the depot at H
8 Fe
per
$150
to
80
—
Right
co
Bene
b of waht. ali 0.00
from
of
payment
the
By avolding
West Va. Onthe farm is a large TWO STORY prick hit
08@ sen
lor
ub o
HOUSE in
repair ; also a GOOD BARN,
e week to keep up a Music Store,
one time, will be entitled to a copy FREBR. Getters
fences are all new, fruit trees and vines have been re
II. By sending Instruments diyootly from the man. up ofrcluba
can afterward add
copiesat $2.50
cently set, and several acres are now sown ‘with win- ufacture:
rchaser.
ter wheat, Horses, wagons and farming tools willbe
Instrument fails to give satisfac. each,
AS
a
STREET
&
8
Propelotors,
re.
will
ON
sold at reasonable prices, or exchan,
for cows to tion after a few week’s use, MR. H
"Ro. 0 Fulion Sizer, NY
be rentéd with the farm, which will doubtless be most fund the money antl take the Instrument: hence he 19185]
Profitable, as butter and cheese find aready market at is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,
for
sells,
he
that
igh prices.
sand he warrants every Instrument
ce will be given to a’ Christian family, in- five years,
terested in our mission and educational work there.—
Send to MR, HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cab
or
the
pure
EFORE
A minister, unable to preach constant! ly, oould
there inet Organs. (Terms as low as thaXirm Allows.) a
make himself useful, It is a rare
pand app! lk: | go, for all kinds of Piano’s; es:
York,
New
of
Sons’
&
Steinway
cations should be made immediately
to
Sons’, of Boston, and
Rev. N.C.
For circulars address
ne, 37 addressing | La
}
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Harper's Fer og
Va,
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proved hy hundreds of testimonials received by the
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48 | prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SON, BosTox,
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on

use of

Balsam

Se

RAND,

H.

‘oF Breathing, Asthma, Docting'of {culty

:| ByCONSUMPTION
CAN BE CURED
a timely resortto this standard remedy, as is

9.50

single
dozen,

discount

COUGH;

Diffi

OF WILD CHERRY.

of oe

,15
“1,44
1,

That demand is new met by

.
DEMERITT’S
North American Oatarrh Remedy,

|

whether arising from teething

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,
AT CARGO
PRICES.

FOR

Tae Salurday Review very pertinently
criticises a large class of critics upon seérmons, &c., thus: “Most of these critics,
even if they do ‘not confess it, belong to a
class to whom religion and Christianity, as

A SURE CURE FOR

ENTERY and D

COMPANY

—

.

-

‘We believe it the BEST
EDY IN THE WORLD,

GREAT AMERICAN

possession of his heart. The proud and
the covetous are never at rest: but the
humble and poor in spirit possess. their
:

Reed & Cutler,

@riping in the Bowels and Wind Colle.

1861.

THE

THE MOMENT & man gives way to inordinate desire, disquietude and torment take

pis,

no ridiculous tints;

"AGENTS WANTED

souls in the plentitude of peace.—A4, Kem-

Potter,

MOTHERS!
MOTHERS!
MOTHERS!!!

DYE.

ESTABLISHED

Varieties.

|.

HAIR

stantaneous ; no disappointment;

moral

We. want a doc-

Y, A

of

remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful
black or brown.—.
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batohelor’s Wig Factory, No. 16 Bond
street, New York.

We want ateacher conscious

the heavens.

Bro.

ol Conn
Confer-

WHooPING

-

This well-known JEepazation does not dry up a
18'92 Cough and leave
e cause behind,
as is the case
"39 with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses the
Lungs
and allays irritation, thus
removing
the cause

HOOP SKIRTS
To Fit Nicely.

. 81,

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in-

of God's in-presence, claiming attention as a

voice outof

ense

These offers hold good until

and the wisfor

ence,

eral

nt,

—WWistar's

Havé hitherto found difficulty in getting

P.O. Address is Portsmouth,

BATCHELOR’S

welfare of man ; we want to see the Spirit of
God entering into human nature to revive

have

imitates

868,

;

vine and the human ; and that'none can know

incarnate

temples, and

postage; &6.

suffer-

.

8s

fer, and so save them, when possible, the

human.

God for their Saviour,

guide

Fo me it seems

dle-age cathiedrals in miniature, weak, pip-

America

A

Corpulent

. H.,
.
N. B. Any of the above premiums may be forward.
ed to the receiver in such methods as they shall pre-

and some require a mortal example for their

The Eiglish national church bhilds mid-

a church.

and deal with him.

prefer to contemplate the. di-

in Christianity ; some

&

"

00, we will give one of B.
tave Three Reed Organs, in
having six stops, and combining
ces and improvements. 4 Trensportation to be paid
by the receiver.)
Adap
to churches and
vestries, Price
x
:
11. SPECIAL PREMIUM. To the person sending the
largest number of new subscribers So addition to
other premiums offered) Rey. LOT L. HARMON
will
ve one of Mason & Hamlin’s Five Octave Portable
abinet
. Price $125,00.
BRO.
ON’S
sil in selec
Instruments and his method of su
plying urchasers with them free om risk, are wi
unders
and highly 3pproved
y afi who know

need ; but all will not find the same. Some
are born to one way of thinking, some to an-

other.

Gilman

150

PoEhe 8 8Bl

es

o

Boston. W. F. Phillips,’Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port:

will
Double
Reed Organs, in

a practical solution of it suited to its own

done in song, to give their throbbing hearts
a voice?
si

not essay

EE

om;

Lungs, and every affection
of the
Throat, Lungs and Chest
Are speedily and permanen
cured.by
the
that old and reliable remedy, .

THE

theoretical solution is not essential to spiritual growth. The heart that seeks will find

artist who will do for these waiting millions

lecture rooms, or Greek

Scac,

Aa There is no
dozen.

4

ing and the heart.
It is a question of philosophy, not of religion, and one whose

Word through whom, as the Supreme High
Priest:.the weakest and foulest child of Adam
mayefiter the holy of holies; this religion,
we repeat, has found as yet no" voice in
architecture.
O where is the Christian
what a Watts, a Doddridge, a Wesley

Bound,

ver

:

nnd,
ii

last fifteen

cil can determine and no creed can state it
with such authority and such precision as to
satisfy all the demands of the understand-

trine which shall announce itself"with divine

throb

Christian Baptism,

A

STON, June 19, 1868.

ascertain with
perfect assurance for himself ?
—who will undertake to determine for others P Councils and creeds may decide the

flowed into these forms of immortal beauty
whose

e,

do
do Paper Covers, single,
dozen, A
do
do
Life of Marks,
single,

land, Joseph’ Balch and Son, Providence, Af rota

cox &

can

and redeem it.

genius

-

or:
Mi
utes

4

Total

Eo) “1520
2,28 128 11,

16

; THROAT, SEnuN 24
rou;

mo.

do
0
Butler’s Theology,
© do
do
History,

8. Burr & Co., Rust, Bro. & Bird, Carter & Willey,

site

Christian are agreed in this, that there is a
divine and also a human element in thé gospel and life of Christ. In what manner and

thought and felt six hundred years ago.

Medieval

and Neuralg

lying and writhing in
agony and pain, unable te tum
Joursts in bed, and plo
movement will go to your
eart like a knife; now tell me, if reliefand a cure of
any of these diseases in a few gaye is not the Greatest
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!
. Directions to Use.
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a
and in a few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain
be dissolved and pass off by the kidneys.
Manufactured by D. KENNEDY,
Roxbury, Mass.
Wholesale Agents, George C. Goodwin '& Co., M.

gix lew

the nature of

Christ was the first opened, and will probably be the last closed in Christian dogmatics. Scarcely can two individuals be found
who think precisely alike in this matter ; and
yet all who nightly claim the name of

the full powerof the gospel, and experience

God,

=

LUMBAGO,

subscribers, and1 $1500, {itn 08
to
pa;
first volume of Stro yd
Ao
Biblical and
Theologica] Cyclo]
Price $5,00, or
50,
r

That

towards

Price. P

single, 1,00°
|ozen,
9,60

do Embossed Morocco, single, 1,10

spirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of
the dis‘eases that can afilictour poor human nature:
*
When you have the

will
#5 ”? for
Janu
oor

Christian faith unites both elements,

rises

:

Psalmody, 18me.in Sheep,
do
:
do
a

AGH

Kenn¢dy’s Rheumatic

. 00UGHS, OOLDS, HOARSENESS.
S08

Single and by the dowén ; also Postage on the same.

Dissolvent.
READER you may consider this a sort of a spread:
eagle Leading: but Imean every word ofit. I
have been there,
When your system isracked with

girded himself for his,
like Nelson at the Nile,

to the deliverer

cense cloud, the chants of the priests and
the “amen” of the
great congregation.
pile

THRE

+3

: Wabertisemets, |

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books, -

ne

We offer the Jollowine prominime for new subscribers to the Star. Of
their character we have no
need
to s)
That they will be approved as eminently
liberal, and induce a host of persons to under.
take
the work of canvassing, we have no doubt.
1. Any new subscriber sending $4,00 in
vance,
shall be entitled fo one copy
of the Shar on two
ears; or for the same sum
shall be entitled to
0 copies for one year, provided the second copy be
sent to another
new subscriber.
2. For two
subscribers,
and
$5,00, ( with 20
cents additional to Day postage we
send a copy
of the new “ Book of
Worship.”
Price $1
ew; subscribers,

will give Protestant Christianity voice in
freestone and ‘marble; a man who will
have faithin his heart as well as thought in

Churches and “Cathedrals.

ent rats

Dr.

Premiums for New Subscribers.

These are but hints, that we hope may
fructify in some soul. O for the Christian
artist with genius and piety aad courage to

=x

and
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Abbertisemnts,

of grace?

=~Sir KE. Bulwer Lytton,

than $80,000 a year;
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SOB

i

| Bdberfisements.

BEES SHN-G—

party, unles their in-

aise

—

TA

MEDICAL

oot

of

the work as Grant
and thanking God,

and inspiring facts of revelation than to
‘| weary our eyes with calico patterns and
caricatured leaves and flowers? Are they
painted there to afflict our souls asa means

Except in sin and pain,

~ graphs:

THE

sciences aroused.
Now just here is the
work of the ministry, accepting cheerfully
and courageously, as we suggested in a
general way last week, the responsibility
of leadership, and. girding themselves for

why would it be more sinful for our frescoed
ceilings to hold above our heads the great

Born unto that undying life,
They leave us but to come again’;
With joy we welcome them—the same,

Ld

the

the ministry ip regard to the Temcause, and says :
:
people are the backers of the law ;
are sure to fail us, especially amid

30, 1868.

for the great opportunityof doing their
RHEUMATIC
dozen.
duty. It is the ministry of the North that pain, and you cannot even turn yourself in bed, or Ghuron Member's Book;
Why dwell in these tombs among dead overthrew slavery. Let them now engage
sitting
in a chair, you must sit and suffer, in the Totse
2.
O0
.
Sozen,
men’s bones? Why
give we Romanism a the mightier monster in their midst.
wishing lt was night, and at night. wishing
do
’
. dozen,
Jet. morning
it was morning:
©
monopoly of art? Wh
do we refuse to them in every. parish in the land put th
single,
‘Thoughts upon Thought,
When you have the
Sg
Re
i
?
dozen,
teach truth by brush and chisel because she selves at the hdad of the enterprise. Let :
NEURALGIA,
teaches error? Why should we refuse to them pray, and preach, and plan.
Single,
Le} when every nerve in your being is like the sting of a The ook ; of Wore h
give our walls a tongue because her walls them call out and direct every available wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison Story of Jesus,
(Ques. Zook. single,
heart, and driving you to the very Lessons for every
speak lies? Why has thé anti.christ mon- agency. Let them counsel together. Let around. your
Sundavin:
madness:
:
the Year (Ques G 8 single,
Lopolized. the cross? Many a good man them support each other.- Let it be seen. vergehenof you
have the
do
iy
in
jy
shudders at the sight of the hod sym: and felt that the Christianity of* the church |.
SCIATICA,!
Appeal to Conscience,
ingle,
bol as if it were the graven image for- is still an unspent power.”
(that I have just got Sirongl with,) that most awful
most heart-withering, mos! strength-destroying most
bidden in the second commandment.
And
ommunionis
?
single

Transplanted into bliss, they now

5

yea,

our ceilings mute as the
atmosphere is dead as the

He leaves our hearts all desolate, .
He plucks our fairest, sweetest flowers;

Pod

and even

Marks’at Venice, read

second creation.

_Anangel form

Walks o’er the earth with silent tread;
He bears our best loved things away,
2
And then we call them *
dead.” .

Or heart too

which is but the servile

e unlettered peasant,
of St.

duty of
perance
“The
but they

brain, no heart, no religion

archs and Prophets,

hours,

May.

There is no death!

its

sculptured pillars the great facts of God’s
revelation; they trace in the mosaics of
wall and ceiling the wanderings of patri-

The leaves may fall,

The flowers may fade and

with

of a copy at the hundredth remove.

Yel

forest leaves
k daily life
From out the viewless air.

They

No

goes into work

copy

The food it rocks disorganize

‘There is no death!

procession

to be reconciled to God. Nota spark of
enius glimmers from the stones of our

"There is no death! The dust we tread
Shall change beneath the.summer shower
To golden grain or mellow fruit,
Or rainbow tinted flower.
“The

stoled

:

;
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~ Yaberfisements.

the mass ‘with its bells, and candles, and

There: is no Death.
wal
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be urgent and believing, that the guidance
of the great Leader be accepted, that the
devotion to duty be steadfast, that the
quickening and the might of the- great
Spirit be sought and aceepted;” and then

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 80, 1868.
«J.

M.

BREWSTER.
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Mitchell and Mrs. H. B. Stowe.

for [the

‘ontributors are many and of the best, and

and there is nothing like

store for the toiler.

Junior Editor.

& failure in

will

Why

of .the soulg of

all his

does the Secte(

the sphere Where

they furnish some of their most noticeable

things for this new and magnificent weekly.

espe

1If merit ‘wins, and
8
skill is a power, and en-

then there would

The sense of pardon

will follow; a new strength

no > small part of iis oly Why does it’ seem to To no room for a failure in this new
encourage its Pedobaptist ally to trust in undertaking, and one may predict a triumph
Jesus and make him the soul's only Hope without assuming to be a seer. Terms: $4
and Master, and then decline to accompany per annum.
¥
that ally to the service which specially asTHE BubE oF BETHLEHEM is a pleasant
sists faith and pledges fealty? Shall we
| and well executed engraving on Steel, pichave a * plain answer” to this question?

descend

from him who isi the Mighty One; the dark

——

refreshment

way will grow light and plain; the hostile
passions will own the mastery of a will
remittances of money, &o., should be addressed to become both right and royal at length; the
the Agent.
Spirit that helpeth our infirmities will keep
energy alive and save ‘the gourage from
Soy
Skt
and the task that seca too great
Close of the Volume.’
for
our
powers
will
bs
completed
in
its
- Evangelists. L
————
BS
With this ‘issue the XLIIIL. volume of the time, and made a. privilege when God has
Star ¢lgses. It has covered less than the hallowed it with his’ approval. “The disProbably every minister who has had or is
usual time, so that it might end with the ciple may then echo the word of the Master, likely to have any skill and success in revival
year. It embraces less issues but more pa- «It is finished,” and know that his humble meetings, has been importuned to assist
ges tham any preceding volume since the human work has a character and an influ- ‘churches, or enter new fieldsandlabor for
paper first saw the light and began to re- ence not wholly unlike the sublime and the salvation of souls. We know of several
flect it. For the encouragements of va- Gaog-like service which culminated at Cal- cases where these appeals have been nurious sorts which our subscribers have af- vary .two thousand years ago, but which merous and earnest. We have scores of
forded us in the effort to ake up a period® | flings light over every land and scatters places before usin New York, where good
ical of real interest and :
wa extend benedictions through all the centuries.
help would be likely to result in glorious
In an important sense the work of the
our grateful thanks. Tt has been pleasant
revivals, and the prayer is often repeated,
to labor in the hope of profiting our thou- year is ended. The record is made up. “0 Lord, send help to these struggling
sands of readers through the weekly visit The opportunities have gone by. We can- churches.” But where can we look for
All communications designed for publication should

be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business

to their @iresides, and the assurances

that

the effort has not been wholly in vain have

been welcome and cheering.

That so very

not

live

over

the

by-gone

months.

turing the Holy Family in the humble

‘apartment at Bethlehem, at the hour when

the shepherds are crowding in and bending
above the wondrous child in admiration
and joy and worship. It is published by
B. B. Russell & Co., Boston, and sold at $2.

Lamb be its light forever,
An index to the volume willsbe found on
" our eighth page, for the special convenience
.of those who may wish to preserve the paper and need aid in referring to its contents.

We

‘Ended Work.
&

There

is

Question and

The Christian Secretary, alluding

S

teral work.

serious, even w hen

.and to. our position that the Scriptures do
not make baptism (immersion) a necessary”

of the Star

be 80

wears

upon

2tufns
kind

NOT

and a death grapple, which would test the
Christian fellowship of our people and peradventure put a strain upon our denomina-

the

An evangelist who gives his ional union.
cannot

expect

to

or

‘receive more than four or five hundred dol‘lars a year, when he ought te receive more

recent article entitled ¢“The Divine Order,”

Will our friends

and

whole.time to this labor,

to our

querist, as follows:

WAS

and all seemdd to betoken a fierce onset

; constitution more than six months of pas-

its ATW

prerequisite to they, Lord's Supoen

B

something

| the nervous energies

a

A

WHICH

FOUGHT.

large a portion of our old subscribers still
keep their names on our list is a fact of tasks and let them tell their story, even
special interest, and that our acquaintance though we blush to hear it repeated, and
is steadily extending Info new spheres, and wish it might be blotted from sight. But
including many whose names were strange we may put a penitent confession beneath
to us a year ago, is a seurce of higa gratifi- its grievous lines, and hear and heed the |
cation. We close the volume with a most call of the New Year as it comes to its
cordial utterance of the pleasant greetings place and bids us ¢‘Go up higher.” Doing
of the season to all and each of this host of this, we shall end the work of 1868 fittingly
friends both old and new, and trust the ‘and with ~promise; we shall be making
Star may continue to shed a grateful and promises for ending the work of life withsacred light on their way until they go up credit whenever that end draws on; we
to dwell forever in the temple of life where shall have insured what many fridudly Pes fifty dollars ought to pay a preacher well
neither Star nor Sun is needed, because wish ns,—a Happy New Year.
-| for four or six weeks labor, which exhausts
;

BATTLE

than a thousand.
Yet much can be done

even

Men not wanting in courage,

bravery,

looked

meeting with anything

forward

to

the

but pleasing appre-

hensions, and -at least in some instances ex-

pressed a disinclination to witness what
seenied to them to bode so little good. Before setting out, and even on our way, we

if ministers”
and

.\"churches are willing to co-operate and share
in the burdens. At the outset all. ministers
should become skilled in holding revival
meetings; for théy can if they will try.
They can learn to work efféctually in this

were more than once inquired of,lwhether we

did not expect a stormy time and disastrous
there are relief and pleasantness wrought | as to answer us a question? Suppose a perresults. Our invariable reply was,*‘ Not at
into the experience, in laying down a fin- son who has been sprinkled; and -who proall. All will be lovely.” Such is our esti_ished task.. The thought goes back to its fesses honestly to regard this as a sufficient
baptism, comes to a Freewill Baptist church department of labor, just as well as they mate of the power of religion and such our
beginning.
We recall the hope and zest,
and asks to be received to full membership can learn to do anything else. Any man confidence in Christian men.
or the fear and reluctance, with which we without fufther baptism ; by what ScripturThough the main
took up the dntried service: Perchance we al authority will the church refuse to re- who has sense and ability to preach at all, } It was not misplaced.
were lifted with ambition. We had faith ceive him? or will it not thus refuse? A can become effective in winning souls in question :assumed features more formidable
in our foresight and skill. We predicted plain answer to this may at least help us to ‘these special efforts. There is no excuse and more generally less acceptable than
#&
for any of our ministers on this point. They any one had anticipated, yet it was disposed
that we should not falter. We felt strong understand each other.
The question is in itself a very proper can succeed if they will to succeed. The of in the Conference proper during one brief
for service, able to endure trial, ready for
heroic daring. We believed we should one. It has been asked before, and an- great difference_between those who pass session, withouta word of angry debate, or
master opposition by an unyielding pur- swered at length in these columns,but there as suceessful "evangelists -and those who a ripple on the sea of passion. Whether
pose, wear out resistance by steady and is not the slightest objection to answering “haveno gift,” rests in effort, energy and wisely or unwisely, itis not our purpose
here to discuss, our only object being to
it again.
We have to say in reply to it trying.
patient pressure, and win a grand triumph
Then churches and’ pastors should have note and magnify that spirit of charity and
because we assured ourselves that we should that there is, strictly speaking, no ‘‘Secripdeserve it through our virtue, or pay for it tural authority” whatever for refusing to this understanding, that every paster isto forbearance which characterizes all truly
receive such an applicant as is above de- hold at least one series of special meetings Christian men.
a fair price in toil and devotion.
The case belongs to the domain
Often in ecclesiastical bodies radical difevery year in some congregation other than
The review is not-always like the antici- scribed.
pation. Looking back over the trodden of Christian expediency. Whether such an his own. The churches can afford to con- ferences of opinion exist respecting matters
way, it is not always straight. There have applicant would or would not be received tribute this much to the general cause, and of policy ; each party regards.its position as
it will benefit pastorsto do the work, get of paramount if not of vital importanee}
been haltings and stumblings and falls, in fact, would depend on circumstances.
Prominent
among
the
considerations
that
the experience, gain the strength and com- debate rung high; the war of words asWe remember that we were weak and vacthe timid
illating just where we predicted vigor and bear on the case would be those involved fort and courage which will result from it. sumes a formidable aspect;
; the tender, in heart are grieved;
steadiness and decision. Tares seem to in the answers to the questions,—Why does All pastors would be worth more to the tremble
have been growing where we had hoped to a professed Pedobaptist wish membership churches, through the inspiration of such and to the mere worldly eye nothing apgather a true and a large moral harvest. in a Baptist church? Will the policy pecu- extra efforts. We have at least eight hun- pears asa result but division, or perhaps
We read some pages in our book of life liar to this Baptist church be cordially sup- dred pastors who would do good servicein settled animosities. [But in a moment, when
fields, if they would engage human wisdom and prudence seem quite
through the mist of tears, Our perform- ported by this applicant, including the uni- these new
ferm
practice
of
immersion
for
believers
in
them.
And
if they should enjoy re- exhausted, a sudden gleam of light, perance has been small and doubtful where
the promise was large and confident. We only ?- Will this applicant be ready to" lis- vivals in’ these they would be quite sure haps from above, reveals some ground of
end the toil witha sigh upon which we en- ten candidly to whatever may be urged in to labor for and enjoy them in their own accommodation, and charity assumes her
Harmony
follows, and
tered with an eager shout. The harness support of immersion as the real act of churches. Eight hundred ministers ought wonted throne.
baptism,
and
practically
yield
to
the
evimen
seemingly
fast
tending
to bitterngss
to
report
at
least
twelve
hundred
revivals
which was put on boastfully, it may be, is
dence so fast as it becomes convincing? in the next four months. They can do it; and hate regain Christian balance, and sepput off in a mood of despondency.
But<he year's work which has just ended Should the replies to these questions be will they do it ? If they would “go forth, arate with Christian love and fellowship rehas net everywhere been of this unsatis- satisfactory, the applicant might be admit- weeping, bearing precious seed,” they would kindled and intensified.—J. F.
factory sort. Some souls close December ted to the full fellowship of some of our ¢¢ doubtless return bringing their sheaves
Home Mission Funds Needed.in glory that commenced January in shame. _churches#*though we-presume most of them with them.” But hard work mustbe done to
would, in such cases, prefer to receive this effect it, and hard work will certainly do it:
Since the old year dawned a new purpose
Will the friends who made pledges at the
What glerious reports these would be! General Conference for the Home and
has been born; the ear has learned to class of persons under its special watch-care,
without according them the privilege of Twelve hundred revivals in four months!
-catch the tones that come from above; the
Freedmen’s Mission, to be paid in ninety
heart has been taught how to draw its in- voting upon questions touching the polity Fifteen souls to a revival would;make eight-

self;

treasures

in

heaven

have

come

to

of the church,” Egch church is an indepen-

dent body, and cases of this sort have been
in fact 50 rare that no definite line of policy
has been adopted.

That i3 the answer.
Why does our con
seem real and enduring; and the whole
temporary
raise
this
question
just now?
world of human action has been glorified
‘with the recognized presence’ of God. We were showing that the argument for
Under this new and higher stimulus the the precedence of baptism in relation to the
commonest daily duties have grown majés-: | Supper had no real Scriptural basis. It
tic, the simplest service has borrowed luster would have been more legitimate for the
from the motive which animates it, and the Secretary to reply to pur argument directalleged inconsisended work of the year 1868 is one that ly, and clear itself of*
gains man’s gratitude and Christ's ‘Well tency, rather than to divert attention from
done.”
Bestowed in the great Master's itself by an effort to make us appear antagname, even the gift of a cup of cold water onistic with ourselves.
But it by no means follows that a Pedo-has the guarantee of a reward, and the life
fashioned by a heavenly motive has beamed baptist finds a legitimate place in a Baptist
forth in glory, even when lived in the com- church because a true and earnest disciple
of Christ may be properly welcomed to the
= ~ mon spheres of men.
And where the ended work wakes regret common Master's table. It is a plain inand shame thete is hope. The very fact stance of the non .sequilur. Because we
that there is unrest proves that God is agree in every thing that is signified in parkeeping the eye of the soul open, giving taking of the Supper, and hence sit down
emphasis to its moral judgments, and together to partake of it at the common
+
luring it with a nobler ideal. The disquiet board, does it follow that we must enter inis evidence that he has not left the prodigal to the special relations of church life and
wholly to himself. If the regret might but labor when our views of church building
rise into. true penitence, and the yearning p nd of effort therewith are at variance
rR
‘better break forth in an ear- and cannot yet be. harmonizedP In other]
nest prayer, and the glimpse of a nobler words, because we cannot agree in all the

a}

#

life beget& resolutd and abiding struggle

details of religious belief and practice, shall
we decline to sit down in fellowship at the
board where the great central truth which

give birth to 1 joy 80 elevated as to suggest

is the hopeand joy

to actualize it on earth, —the sadness which
marks the ‘end of the year’s work would

and

inspiration

of all

g of the rainbow out from the true believers is simply symbolized and rebosom
of the storm-cloud. It is a ‘great affirmed ? Because a fellow disciple is satis-

- water, shall we refuse
“calm” that may come at the endof the. in- “fied with too little
ward -ond ‘soul calls for the iid him the bread for which the hunger of his
soul is crying, and in whose reception the
1 | grateful faith rises into new vigor, and the

ot er.
he Gori up35the | ation, and the hands
‘nd

ned heart bends in a more loving ador-

are made readier and

«ex-| more skillful for*thie high work'of duty ?

that is thus oat at

se

owing. It only néeds that the confes-

fiom budheaty, ry the plea for divine help

For thé Sate Fehon that we would join
with

any real Christian in prayer for the

grace of Christ, though not a member of our
-

3

een

thousand.

ean be

saved

piece

of bedding,

flour, meat,

every pound

and

Every

of butter,

&e. ., saves the Mission its val-

Then thedolored people them-

ue in money. Pack it securely in boxes or
They did. barrels, and mark it, “Mr, P. C. Tolford,
could be Cairo, Ill.,” and send it as freight, or by

selves were not in fayor of them.
not believe that colored people

Ht

express; and all the® better if yu pay the
freight on it. Send a letter to0,Mr, Tolford,
by mail, notifying hi thas you send fim »

not let

the

teachers board

in

:

box from such a place, "¢

i

A. H. Cnasg, Cor. Seo. ps

terprise. It they could not crush the schools
by a mob, [they would so ostracize the

ask :=<=Why

bedding, provisions,

forward to the sacrificing teachers.

|

Maine Correspondence.
Pastors—Freedmen’s
~Church

Mission—Rev, N. C. Brackett ”

at Phillips—Kindness of friends, &c.

Eight years ago last May, after. an agreeable pastorate of ten years in this town,

(Phillips) we removed to W. Waterville,and
thence to Bath; between the two churches’
consuming about seven years. One year
ago last fall we engaged in the mission
to the freedmenin the beautiful valley of
the Shenandoah, West Virginia. Assisted
by faithful and efficient Seachers and missionaries, and with the co-operative labors of our highly respected and efficient
superintendent of schools for the colored
people in the valley, (Rev. N. C. Brackett,
a

native of this town), foundations were

laid not only prophetic of great good in the

colored families? Very few families have years to come, but also productive of imaccommodations for them, and very few of | mediate results exceeding our most santhose who have, have slpumes to board _guine expectations.
But a severe attack of pneumonia wear
them. It would be u
. 1t’is hard to
find a southern man, black or white, who will the close of the Winter took me from field- -.
do «un unpopular thing beeause it is right. service, Nor was I able to preach buf
The indications are that prejudice will tri- twice during the Spring, althoughI conumph. We must have colored teachers, or tinued in the mission, attending some
we cannot carry on the work.
The pref- prayer and conference meetings, advising
erences of the colored people have also with the assistant laborers, and in various
changed in this time. A large majority of other ways striving to promote the interthem now prefer colored teachers. This ests of the cause.
Rev. N. C. Brackett, in the spirit of a true
change in their feelings has been brought
about in part by the efforts of the whites, for friend both to me and to the mission, most
assumed many of the responthe sake of getting rid of Northern influence, cheerfully
in part by sectarian preachers who hate ev- sibilities that would have fallen to my lot,
erything not of their church, and in part it had my health remained unimpaired. Much
may be the result of the prejudice of color, credit is also due to the assistant missionaries ‘and teachers for their faithfulness
$0 strong among every people.
In many of the towns where there are free under the increased burden of their duties.
#chools conducted by well-educated white |’ In July last, with others, we returned to
teachers, there "are several. tuition schools Muine for a vacation, hoping to be able to
taught by ignorant colored men who can rosume the work in a fow months at the
scarcely read, supported by the people longest. But lost health has come too tardithemselves. Though this condition of things ly for the fulfillment of such expectations,
is much to be regretted, I do not see how it and, until the present, taking counsel of
can be changed. It will of course be a great medical men, I have ventured to preach
drawback upon the work of education.— only occasionally.
Two weeks ago to-day we came to this
The societies are refusing competent white
place
on a visit; and finding the pulpit *
teachers, and filling the places with colored
ones poorly fitted for the work. Here aris- vacant by the resignation of our faithful
brother in the’ ministry, Rev. H. P. Lames the necessity for efficient Normal schools.
prey, I have for the last two Sabbaths
The universal sentiment df every man acsupplied the desk with one sermon a day.
tively engaged in this work is—‘‘We can
This is followed by a Sabbath School, anddo nothing without=aormal School.”"—
prayer meeting at night.
Chaplain Kimball of Gen. Howard's staff,
1 find the capacious old house of worthe other day remarked—*‘I was opposed to
ship in part remodeled and greatly imthis Normal school effort at first—1I thought
proved since I was accustomed to speak
the work could be done better by white
here. And although many are not here
teachers, but I see my mistake. We must
who then occupied its slips, still not & few
first raise up the teachers.” Who is ready
to give us the hand of welcome,
remain
to help us in this good work ?
our hearts glad with one more
make
to
and
N. C. BRACKETT.
friendly greeting before we go hence to the

Harper's Ferry, Dec. 16, 1868.
Our

Buildings in Cairo

spirit world.
But, best of all, the Holy Spiritis visiting
the people; already three young persons

Burned!

We have no words to express our {feelings
in relation

to the burning

of our school

building -and dwelling house in Cairo; on
the night of December 14, by a vile and
wicked set of desperadoes. We had succeeded in getting a title to the land and pos-

have publicly begun the “new life”, The
brethren seem to be ré-animated and hopeful, anid the prayers are frequentsand constant for the

Our visit

conversion

may be

of many

more.

continued for several

weeks to come, for the cold mountain air
seems to be favorable to my health, and
Iam conscious of substantial improvement

session of our buildings the day before they
ninety dfys have nearly expired, and the were burned. The school-heuse was a two- within the last two weeks. Duty is here,
increase if we sow and water the seed of funds are greatly needed. . A list of those
story building, with two rooms on the first
for the immediate present ; 1
the kingdom. Who will arise and enter pledges may be seen in the Star of Nov. 11. floor for the schools, and the second floor doubtless,
accept it as from the Lord.
the field ? Who can endureto be idle ® Who
The dwelling
“During the present year we have sent was for religious meetings.
I also feel that the prayers of God’s people
will dare to make no effort?
:
monthly between two and thgee hundred house was a two story building, very con- have prevailed and will prevail forme. I
Laymen have responsibilities in this mat- copies of the colored Child at Home as pre- venient for a home for our teachers. Builddesire in this public ‘manner'to express the
ter. They should be fellow helpers, visit miums to children of our Sabbath schools ing material is excessively dear. in Cairo.
unfeigned gratitude we feel to our friends,
from house tahouse, andexhort, pray and who raised three dollars or more each for “Phe buildings were worth from threett four
who, in so many places and so many ways,
sing, ever standing up for Jesus, and per- ‘the Freedmen. The year for which most of thousand dollars, and perhgps more than have shown us so great kindness, both in.
suading men, night and day, to be recon- ‘these papers have been sent closes with the latter sum, We give our friends a few the Valley and in New England. My
ciled to God. When Prof. Finney enjoyed this month. We would earnestly invite extracts from letters received from Bro. Heart is daily with the churches among the
his wonderful successes in winning souls, our ministers, superintendents of S. schools,
Manning :
freedmen, and I want them to know that I
he had a few chosen laymen who traveled and all others interested in our work among
y®
“CAIRO, Dec. 15
neither forget them, nor cease to love them
with him, to pray, visit, converse with the the Freednien, to present the subject to the
Last night between one and two 0 ‘clock most tenderly and sincerely. And now I
We barely esanxious, and help in the work. These men S. school children, and encourage them to our buildings were burned,
can say, although clouds haye overcast my
were quite as essential to success as the pro- renew their efforts for raising funds for the caped with our lives, Bros. Tolford and
still my confidence is in God,
Keyes, and sister Carroll were burned quite pathway,
fessor himself. We have many laymen ensuing year.
We will send them the padly. We have rented a house, andalso for he is infinitely wise and infinitely
who would be ‘of great service in revival Child at Home on the same conditions as bought the old mission buildingrand will good, and consequently ‘infinitely worthy
meetings, if they would go out with their we did last year. Now is the time to com- have it ready for school next week.
Itisa to be trusted.
pastors and engage in the work.
It is but simple justice that I should say
mence the work in earnest. Who will send sad calamity, and there is but one opinion,
burned. the buildWe are not doing our whole duty; not us the first New Year's present in the shape and that is that
that
‘I have found in my own domestic
ings.”
even half of our duty. The fields are white of funds -for the ¥reedmen's mission P
‘circle especial help and sympathy in all
“Dec. 17.
for the harvest,
the calls for help are numer- What Sabbath school will send the largest
Bro. ‘Tolford’s hangs are so burned that the changes which hvae passed over us,
ous and earnest, thé Masteris saying, ‘Why amount and receive the largest number of | he can’t write you, He says if you will
A. H MORRELL.
Pailips, Me., Dec. ut
:
:
stand ye all the day idle?” and yet, how few the Child at Home?
'The school at Ports- come and see him it will add ten years to
make a move! how niany pray to be exeus- mouth, N. H., was the Banner school this his life. He is improving and has the best |
*~
ed !—a. 11, B. year in this respect.
Twenty-seven copies of care. Sister Carroll was severely burned,
kn
&e.
Yesterday we brought her home, She is
ets ot
LURE
HR
_{svere sent to: that school,
and we received doing well. Bro. Keyes'shand- was-burned-$81,00 for the Freedmen’s cause. What badly.
2
Some Good ‘Things,
BELKNAP Q. MEETING. At tho Jot ses.| school willbe the banner school the coming
Nono of the teachers will be able to teach
of the Belknap Quarterly Meeting, in
sion
next week. The people are anxious for the
HaArrER'S WEEKLY
crx desdivrGato be singled year?
r, at Gilmanton Iron Works, Bro
Novembe
school
to'éommence
and
our
mission
was
This arrangement need not interferoc at
ouf as, beyond all other pictorial papers in
never so popular as. now; all classes ac- J.C.0sgood was publicly ordained to the
Ve thought, work of the Gospel Ministry, a formal noAmerica, ‘beautiful in appearance, excellent all with the circulation of our Myrile, knowledge its importance.
‘in illustrations, elevated in tone even when which is a semi-monthly paper. That is after struggling for more than four years, tice of which has already been published.
dealing in caricature, and brilliant and our school paper, and the Colored Child at and having overcome so many difficulties, Bro.Osgood settles withthe church at Giland of the hundreds of children that will nevalle in ‘its political editorials as the pen of Home is extra as a premium for Freedmen er be educated if we neglect to do it, and manton Iron Works, under favorable cirfunds,
which
are
raised
by
circulating
cards
George William Curtis is sure to render it.
having also obtained the respect of the res- cumstances, and with a large and importOne may take this into the family without anywhere among persons who are willing pectable portion of the citizens, wo felt it ant field of usefulness before him.
~
through these efforts.

God

will give

the

misgiving or subjecting it to jealous quarantine. Terms: $4 per year. Kew York:
Harper & Brothers.
HEARTH

AND HoME

;
is the

to aid in the education and elevation of the
Freedmen. The children who circulate the
cards and raise the fands will receiveas

would be wicked not to go forward:

thereby become ‘interested in doing good

house, and have to buy a good many things
lost by the fire. - We have arrested a man

great a benefit as any ‘class, as they will

title of the

and imbued with the holy spirit of missions
& Co., New York, and edited by Donald G. Jin early life.

new weekly, published by Pettingill, Bates
J

on

So many

days, forward the'amount of their pledges
to the Treasurer as soon as possible? The

es of clothing,

=,

|

spiration from Christ's words and. life;
service for the welfare of others has supplanted struggles for the gratification of

the country.

As every body knows, the entire mass of
southern white people, loyal and disloyal,
with now and then an honorable exception,
set themselves obstinately against this en.

Conference Recollections.
—
Pr
pe
GREAT

this country is assuming a new form. When
we commenced the work, it was a necessity
in most instances to employ white teachers.
But few colored teachers could be found in

competent.

* Denominational News and Notes.
THE

and money."

We have not time nor space t¢ go into
init. The Lord is blessing the labors of
our missionaries in the Shenandoah Valley. further details. What we want is assist-.
‘Glorious revivals are now progressing in |ance to carry forward this important work.
Ministers, Christians, citizens: Will you
Charlestown and Berryville.
Thirty-two
| | were baptized in-the latter place.a fw Sab- | help us<in- this time of need? Is there a
hore worthy objectof charity? Every o
baths since.
can do something. Send us money. Do
Sig, urs, Treas. and Cor. Sec.
it now. It will be worth more to the cause
Concoi Rl, Dec. 24, 1868.
”
than a fow months later. Give liberally.
The Shenandoah Mission. A Chang. You that are prospered send in your hundred dollars.
;
| The work of teaching the Freedmen of | Ladios can assist us much. Get up box-

Long before the meeting of Conference, teachers, and all their friends sodially,as to
there were divulged through the public make it practically impossible for them to
‘help? Where are the men to enter into the press plans looking to a somewhat radical
remain in the South. . The hardships conwork ? Who will go to the whitened fields? change of policy respecting our periodical
sequent upon the work were patiently
if we could do the work, thousands might literature and theological training; even borne fora time, with the hope that the
be added to- the churches before tke an entire reconstruction of the denomina- ‘prejudice would be overcome, when it
‘winter closes.
But we have not the men to tion was more than hinted at.
Claims should be found that the teachers were not
£0.
Those who wouldbe glad to go, and were set up in one section,
gnd persistently monsters, but Christian men and women.
.would do good service, are tied to congre- urged, which seemed rE inadmissible But we were mistaken. We did not fally
gations which need’ and demand all their in another.
The elements portended a understand the ‘blind madness of the peotime and strength. A few would tear away storm. The blasts of trumpets resounded ple. Nearly four years have passed, and
and'ppen the campaign, but they are poor, through the air, and weapons gleamed in now thirly schools in southern Maryland
and
churches will not pay for such the sunshine. The old war horses of the | have to be suspended, because accommodaservice so that a man can Prpon his fami- denomination snuffed the battle from afar,| tions cannot be secured for the teachers.
ly; so they are kept frem
the field by pov- and beat the bars of their enclosures with ‘Where board can be obtained, it is only aterty and these low ideas of compehsatien, eager foot.- For weeks there was even, such prices as to expose the superintendent
Many churches suppose that a collection of heavy skirmishing along the whole line, to the eharge of extravagance. One may

cannot blot out this chapter of history. We
cannot win back a forgotten or abused
privilege. * We must each lay down our.

the glory of God shall illumine it and the

beginning of the year is the time for re- him. Will not our friends in the north rally to our aid? We truly need your prayers °

It has six-

teen folio pages, and combines the highest newal of pledges and subscriptions for this
features of several distinct journals. Its’ work. Let all, old and young, take a part:

to join in the petition, but kg

"| the work assigned _ us is sure to be a true
| one,

.

special religious household, would we join
in feasting upon that grace as it is bestowedat the Supper which Christ has spread

people.

=
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M

Our house of worship at Laconia during
fall has been newly painted inside and
tho
more in Cairo than in any place I know of.
We have %o pay $80 for the old Mission frescoed, Much credit is due to the public
opinion is that

mow

we

for burning the buildings,
staal

‘evidence. is ‘quite

can

accomplis

and the circum-

strong against

spirit of a few of our members there.
During the past Summer and Fall our
church at Gilford Village has been blessed

a

2

:
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SHE

‘Holloway’s Pills.~Apoplexy—Ye who are
A PROCLAMATION, “by Messrs. Orange Judd &
The American Missionary Assoeiation are
Tecommended the ministers to meet at
Co., is given in’our advertising columns, These gen- in hourly dread of death, whose lives hang on the
This church has nearly doubled during the Huntington on the, 12th of Jan. 1869,to ar- making a purchase of 3,000 acres of land in Missis- tlemen usually adopt somenovel way of drawing snapping of a thread, would act wisely in having resippi, a gentleman having promised to erect on
eourse to occasional doses of these safety-valves or
last year and half, 40 having united by bap- range for supplying all the churches with ‘| the’dract
a Normal School building worth $12,000. attention to their business announcements. Their life-préserving pills—they
regulate
the action of the
journal is a novelty itself, in the large
the
preached
gospel.
=...
~~
-=
=
tism and 17 by letter, ,
One subscription of $500 toward the land has. valuable
amount,of useful information,and of beautiful in- vital functions, equalize the circulation of the blood,

.

with an addition of tonto its membership.

©
|

©

The 1st Upper Gilmanton church is now

ONESVILLE.

Bro. A.

W.

Jefferson

is

been secured in New Bedford.

Mr. Elisha Hath-

without a pastor, but is supplied by Rev
H. Quinby, of Concord. This church, we
think, is desirous of settling
some good

teaching in the Jonesville Academy and
preaching to the church there. Success at-

away of Bristol, R. I., some. months since, gave
the Association $1,000, with which to purchase

‘tends his efforts.

land in Talladega, Ala.,to be soldto the freed-

good church,

‘here now all the time." The

“minister
With “ther. ~W

“there

, ;

doe

EOL en

ty

a.1n

some excellent brethren an

wl

rian

—

10

0

P

wenty

acres

~~.

our people there,
The

~~

Meredith

Center

another of our strong

church

churches

is

| well since Bro. A. commenced his labors | munity
haéa Tight to be represented by men who | DePility it 1s a specif,

also

here, and the

prospects for

without a | promising.

the

ES

future

:

are

have some moral self-respect, and

SR

ew

S

S u mmary.

:

;

Weirehotaé

school are very thoughtful and prayerful,

and indications are good for a work of
A uniform

system

of lessons

has

been

The Freewill Baptist cause in this part
Vt. has not for years past, atleast, stood
;
as now. The ministry are well
well

adopted, and the gain is so apparent, to all
that none would consent to throw it aside
NOW.

:

R. I.

The

second

Free

an effort
to build

has subscribed $500.

a new house of worship.

One

odist has subscribed £500,

and hopes to find open
thizing hearts.

and a Baptist minister; 250.

havo subscribed,

hands and sympaH.R. S.

and one who is a | the Ohio, and the

Even the Roman

Catholics

several of them.

$25 each

Ya

Hy Sh ech,

C0. No. 81 PARK
;
Tr

are

known

number

Cath
Hon.

Gad

Caleb

may be

much

ta.

A

from

T

;

"
Tail
railway accident,

of sev- |

causing the death

din
diti
of the battle-fields
to what has been done or | of Iast week, in the vicinity
Q.M,, in addition

During the past few weeks there has
been in this section a decided revival of
interest in the temperance cause. The
alarming increase of intemperance among

may be done-in smaller sums,

Soap,

Fpl
Hy Bo

XOY Jue

a

composed of 57 members, a large number for

SUNNYSIDE. The Eve. of Dec. 22 witnessed the
usual annual gathering of our people in kindly
remembrance of us—when- they left us a free
donation of eighty dollars—very gratefully acknowledged.
P. S. BURBANK.
M. B. BURBANK.
Danville, N. H.

a new church. The exercises upon the occasion were very interesting. They were:

Sermon by Rev. Dr. Cheney ;. Consecrating
Welcome

" by Rev. Mr. Heath; Address to the church
by Rev. Mr. Lowell.
The Bowdoin Quarterly Meeting, which
was held last week with the church at Lis-

marked

by

with the Agency City church.
The delegation
was quite small, only two ot the churches were

earnest, devoted spirit. Sermons by Bros.
Heath, Burgess and Libby. The Q. M.

WATERVILLE, Me.—Held its last term

of business was harmonious,
and the prayer
meetings were interesting,and -while listening to
the preaching many thanked the Lord that they

The
from

could hear the gospel.

considerable

Quarterly

attention

Meeting, and

increasing

interest

from

there

among

is

the

Rev. J.

W.

Carr,

of the

Wellington Q. M., was with us and added mnch
to the interest of the Heeyitige,
. BOWDEN, Clerk.

the

ding rine, 2 edn Jrom

Kid-

utis—Lyman-

J. WHITE,

ORE

ally. FE i

virtues: of the, White

Beldin—.

ale

PAY
PRINCIPAL

UNION Q. M.,N. Y.—Held its last session with

°

also an

A.

Tayler

term:

Items.

Tue HuNTiNGTONQ. M. held its last sesson was a refreshing one.

is with us, protracting the MeCting,

with

Italy and

Naples

—14.
Opening sermon,
Collection, $18,00.

sion; Dec.-11—18,
at Huntington,

The

The sea-

reports

SAUK

church,

m3

Pine Bark.

United, AT

apply the

12

OPEN COMMUNION?
An Experience and an Argument.
By REV. CRAMMOND KENNEDY...

par

A Book for every Baptist, and every

Clar

;

|

¥®.. Single copies mailed for $1,25,

J

supplied

THE
2140

Thi#ds the familiar question putto every invalid, In

-

COUNTY, Q. M.,

Wis,—~Met

with

the

church in Scott, December 11=13,
The present
financial pressure is seriously affecting several of

the churches;

were well sustained and’ profitable.

several chuiches composing this ¢ M., to repre-

to labor for the Master.
Resolved,

preaching was spiritual and
edifying,
This Q.M. has been noted for its readiness
to respond to the calls of our missions and
other enterprises of the denomination.
At
session

it raised less than

usual

for

the collection has gone as high as $75.
Now it raised $26 for Missions and $320
One sister who

had laid

by $20, to get herself a set of furs, conclud-

ed ‘to dispense with the furs and gave the

money to the Seminary. May God bless
her, and lead many others to devise liberal
things for him and the F.Baptist denomina-

That. we

Conference adopted
earnestly

call

upon

the

General.

The Congregationalist.gives a very good -rule
to those who candidate for a pastor, viz: “Never

hear a second candidate till you have Yecided for
or against the first.”
In

incinnati there are

70,000

persons of Ger-

man
h or descent. Rationalism and Romanism are wielding a tremendous deadly pow! er,
Ata recent installation in~Warren, Mass., the
preach people were charged not to try their pastor’s ser-

:
tion.
Two brethren were licensed to
for one year, and hopes are entertained

wo.

mons by the rhetoric of Wendell Phillips, the

that they may be, each of them,’ a‘ gregt gospel
blessing
to the cause of Christ. ~~ | ethics
Bible,
Rev L. Sargent from Corinth Q. M., and

:

by

the

ENTIRE’

;

counties

C Bridge, Gardiner

_Horaee
T Root,

Unity Q M, Me, per B Fogg,

Roughiys Falla ch & cong,

Juntin

and

Bristoi, Vt, OF

CAPITAL

A“FIRST AND
LIEN
f

@ M, AS
NY,

pers

rah

to complete

L M

of

6,60 |

13%

33
9.10

1.00}

1n Gonie village, Aug. 9,by Rev. G. J. Abbott, Mr.
Samuel A. Caverly afid Miss Adora F. Tuttle, both of

OF COAL,

Each Bond is for $1,000, or £200 sterling,and is eonvertible into Stock of the Company at the option of
the holder. The interest is pagable on Feb. 1st and
Aug. 1st.
The Trustees for the Bondholders is the Union
Trust Company of New York, Arrangements have
heen perfected by which a considerable portion of
this Loamnjs likely to be placed in Europe, andl only

to be dis-

Miss Bmma

Richard

Palmer

of Buxton,

Rev.

and

Edgecomb of Hollig.
In Wakefield, by Rev, II. P.

J.

Nason,

Miss

M,

Mansur,

My.

J. Gatchell, both of 8,

In Jersey

City,

Nov. 24, by

Rev,

C.

Dr.

II.

the word | (pe largest in the world, and is conducted by a [toa reduction of one per cent. on the price of the | My, Henry C. Showard and Miss Adelia A. Marshall,

Special

3

A

The prospects of this Q. M. are good; the | nent.
are well united ; and a goodly num- |
ministry
ber

»

:

of the

big.

churches

ara

strong.

Five

ot

g

|en over $500 towards building a chapel

for her

. | people, renting her house to raise. the money,
;
the churches
while she herself had been living in a shanty.
os have preaching all the Hime;
two one half the time each, but the other
;
Il
{ving
till
feel

four are not so well supplied.
:

a

*

The Q. M.

y-

Securities received
d

Notices.

A, M., 02,45, 5.45, 7.40 ¥. 3.
For Great Falls, 10.1

In exchang

AJ

n

‘A colored woman at Columbia, 8, C., has giV- | pamphlets giving full information sent on ap:

i

Thay SUIS 04 euled LITINg WI My
v

Wile

Jurposts,

plication.

The Bonds may be had at the ofiice of the Company, 12 Wall street, and of
HENRY CLEWS & CO., Bankers,
, 8 Wall Street, New York,
ditt

i isa Bayi 10g i te 245, dn a
Povo

Hanbo
a

;

.

W

My
h;
do R an
? pig

P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 P.M.
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.80 A. M., 12 M,, 3, 6 P.M.
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 r. M.
WM. MERRITT. Supt.

-

a
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This history has received

TERMS

OF

THE

OF THE

PAPER,

a

year;

iés, to one address, $59; 50 copies and the History, fo
one address $56;

1.50

one copy of History, $33; 60 copies

for

TEI

Gilman's

The money

must, in all cases,
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mized tn one Clubs
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Ir ocnes.

for clearing the throat
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Terms, cash in advanc

‘
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Address Tug TRIBUNE, New York.

Semen

Steel
_

Foo

Composition

Steel

Manwfs Cincinnatti, Ohio.
These celebrated Bells [Not

omy QNETIEIRD 10, Te Te

i

civeular.

x

:

,

’] riof
Cast
AD Yoo
IE Tron oyor’ ‘Amalgam
punts copper ang tn.
Wi

b

Agents, Tribune
Building, FPhilg,
for advertising of

at one

{, Blymer, Norton & Co.

WATSON,

.

received

BELLS
FOR! CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, ote. ,

Nyrecrice and Food Establishment, £1y-

JOY, COE & CO., Publishers’
Buildings, New York, wl
delphia, are authorized to contfact
inpaper.

oe

be

$61.

time, and the papers be sent to one Post-Oftice.
Fridnds wishing to secure the History on these terms
must send the. Clubs precisely as we have stated them,
SEMI-WEEKLY qd WEEKLY subscriptions. must not be

sT., BOSTON. “|

Pulmonar y

| Especially recommended

7, $35; 50

copies, to names, with one copy History,

JOHN W. OLMSTEAD -& 00.
151 WASHINGTON

11 copies, to names of subscribers, $16;°

10 copies, to names, with one copy of the History,
$21; 21 copies, to names, $27; 20 copies, to names, with

six months; 100for four months; 50
cents additional by carrier; sent to Jan, 1870, on receipt of price
for offe year. ¥%. For $5, ANY PERSON sending his
own name and the name of a NEW SUBSCRIBER, can
have two copies one year, by mail Sample copies
free, Address

1141

TRIBUNE.

Mail Subscribers, $2 per annum; 5 copies, $9; 11
copies to one address, $14; 10.copies and Greeley’s History to one address, $20; 21 copies, te one address, $25.
20 copies and the History, to one address, $81; 50 cop-

OI"

REFLECTOR

$3.00

TRIBUNE,

TRIBUNE, Mail Subscribers, $10 per annum,
SEMI-WEEKLY, TRIBUNE,
Mail Subscribers, #4 per annum...
Five copies or
over, $3 each; 16 copies, $45.
For $39, 10 copies,
and Greeley’s History ; for $63, 20 copies and Greeley’s
History ; for $115, 40 copics and Greeley’s History.

Is a first class medium for intelligent and enterprising advertisérs,
x
TERMS

a

DAILY

20,000 Copies Weekly,
AND

it by giving

on receipt of the required subscriptions.

Among the best classes of the community,

WATCHMAN

of 648 and
stated be-

many will be incited to do so, The work will be
promptly forwarded, prepa
Fy express or by mail

WEEKLEY

THE

WAR.

few hours to procuring subscriptions'for THE TRIBUNE among his friends and neighbors, and we hope

this

IN EXCESS

expense

from all quarters the '

any one who wishes can now obtain

worthy of attention,

business

no

scholars who can, with a few hours of attention,
raise a Tribune Club and secure the history.
Almost

§

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD.
GEO; C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
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ON THE | _ Summer
AXD BEST INVESTMENT
. Arrangement. June 23.1 808.
- hi
:
;
MARKET,
rx « Fresh Garden, Flower and Tree Seeds,
exchangaat Whi Sontag, Wednestoy tnd ting IAP
ved in
Scout

(a Der spbiy ed

J

.

/,

for

and

also proposes to send The American

and relieving hoarseness. Mueh valued by singers
Sold
and Speakers, At once the best and cheapest,
everywhere by Druggists, Only 25 cents per box,
’
May be had in any quantity of

The receipts of the English Church’ Missionary [Bonds faust be regarded‘as the

precious to their souls.
ay?
\ pg
the past year have been about $786,000. | 111,
for
SocietySociet
Rev. 8. C. . Kimball remained and |mhe
jlety has 1,000 auxiliaries in England,
preached with profit for several evenings. | Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and on the conti. | -

SPE.

OFFERS, as: proposed

With a stable CIRCULATION

William

Wheelock

will find that

price

highest commendations for accuracy of statement
and fullness of detail. Itis substantially bound, and
must be deemed valuable addition to any library.
These volumes should he placed in every School Dis,
trict library in the land, and each school contains

Newspaper correspondent, Also, weekly correspondence from the West and all parts of the land.

My.

Jennie

Valter 8.Littlefield
of.N.J . and. Maggio,

both of Seloto Co.;0.

low.

on

4

OTHER

,

a sum-

a lower

Conflict,” by Horace Greeley, in 2 Vols,
782 pages respectively, to.elubs on terms

qepat mens alone, for its accuracy and
reliableness,
will be worth to them many times,the subseription
price of the paper,
Weekly Letters from New York by a first-class

C. Watson of Limerick Me., and Miss Mary Ellen
Thompson of Newfield, he.
In Limerick, Me., Nov. 26, by Rev. M. A. Quimby,
Mr, Ezra N. Watson of Salem, Mass., and Miss Emily
J. Gove of Li.
n Spuingheld, Me.,Aug. 1, hg Rev, 8. M, Haggott,
utterfield and Miss Josephine KE. O8gooc
M+ Isaac
both of Prentiss. Sept. 22.
e same, Mr, George
W. Cook and Mrs. Marthe.
Camball both of 8, Al80, Nov. 20, Mr. William H, Stinson and Miss Abbje

|parmly,

”

from time to time, are always

Clark, both of Rochester.
In Salmon Falls, Dec. 15,by Rev, T. 8. Robie Mr,
Valentine Porter of St. Joseph, I11., and Miss Lydia
A. Smith of’ 8, F.
In North Berwick, Nov. 17, by

8S. F.

The Agricultural Department is very full
and practical, adapted to the every day wants of th
farmer.
.
A Weekly Review of the Marlet¢s and Prices
Currentis made up with the most diligent care,and
at a great expense for accurate information, Its
statements can be implicitly relied upon: Country
Merchants, ‘Produce Dealers, Wool Growers, and

It is probably | premium on the coupon of Feb. 1st, which is equal | Sher, by Rev, IL: 4. Curr,Be, Bagid homes,a

.
|
with profit. On Sunday evening the inter- | lady. It was organized about three yeangsinee, | Bonds.
We are authorized to offer what remains of these
d
est of the meeting deepaned, and several with three members. More than seven hu
Bonds at 97{ and accrued interest in currency: at
came forward for prayers, all of whom with POrFEQHa have been added tothe church. from its which price, considering the soundness of the enterprise and the ample security of the Loan, the
v
some others, it is hoped, have found Christ members.

.

p

Farmers,

Nov. 25, Mr, Amos Gale and

GREELEY’S
THE TRIBUNE

TO BE ANNOUNCED,

Our very liberal PREMIUM

SEMI-

every fireside in the land,

STEARNS,

ARNOLD,

from week to week, and at

ance to our readers that no pains

IDE, TURNBULL,
Mrs, IIARRIET
BEECHER
author of ** Madge
H. B. GOODWIN,

AND

and

will be spared to give it still greater usefulness and
power, and to make it a yet more Welcome visitor to

Mrs.

CIAL FEATUR)S

Miarmied

of Illinois, upon the Company’s franchises, and property of every description, including
20,000 ACRES OF VALUABLE COAL LANDS,
partly owned in fee and partlv leased for 60 years,
and estimated to contain

SEARS,

pr.
truthful incidents, &e., &o.
"
;
410 | OTHER SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS

‘

ss,

STOW,

best

tained its present commanding influence and circulation, and we enter upon the new year with an assur

Sherbrooke,” “ Dr. Howell’s Family”—this last as a

265,66

* Strafford.

OF ITS OLASS,

6,70 | DUNBAR CHAPLIN,
who commences a serial this
THE BOG,”
“GEMS OF
10,83 | month of December.entitled
of readable,
a story of Scorcu-IrisH (LIFE, full

Jor E 8 Dart,
eh,

HAGUE,

of the

than that of any other newspaper in America. By
pursuing this policy THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE has at-

2:00 | serial the present year in the WATCHMAN, Mrs. JANE

C.0/ LIBBY, Treasurer.
Dover, N. II.
y »~
The donation of the Young Men's and Young Ladies’
-Socleties of New ITampton Institution in Nov. constituted Prof.J, Il, Rand, Miss Lizzle Colley and Miss Lydia
KF. Remick L. Ms,

POPULOUS

furnished

MATTER

PARK, PHELPS, LAMSON, LINCOLN,

15,50 | §y1TH,

10,00 | SyowE,

?

Drs.

one

music and the fine arts; letters from different parts
of the world—some of them of rare interest to the
farmer, as showing the progress of agriculture in
other countries; editorial essays on all topics of
home and foreign interest, together with full and
carefully printed reports of the markets, will be

one

PETER BAYNE of] London, Dr. DE PRESSENSE of
pondents;

Geddes,

dress itself to the wants of the great farming class.
Reviews of new publications, and of what is new in

30,67 | Paris, Prof. JAMES D. BUTLER, LL. D., Rev. GALU‘11,50 | SHA ANDERSON, D.D., and other foreign -corres-

Me, per A Caverno,

oh

ONLY

PAPER

George

WEEKLY editions, while in addition it is made to ad-

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE,
oF
incall
Both Home and
Foreign, including such names as

25s
h,

Biapoore

UR Wilmouth, E fini

per mile upon 400 miles of railroad, trav.
i
L
.

MILLION TONS

enix)

is, with
w

READING

engaged

mary of all that appears in THE DAILY and SEMI-

And the quality of its reading
may be Judged of from
' its outlay for Editing, and
from

M A
ery Ross,
don,
N H, per EO
a
good
H, per
Loudon, N
aylor,
rs Eliza
*
Q M, Me, periG- W Gould,
Farmington
J

OTHER

year

of Pro-

and profit. . THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE£Lontains

Apart from its advertising, than

ANY

the

ingj.can afford to neglect the advantages of a newspaper like THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE, especially when
it unites with agriculture other features of interest

And ong of the most widely circulated.

i

during

WEEKLY and WEEKLY TRIBUNE. No farmer who
desires to till the soil with profit, and to know the
progress constantly made in the science of his call-

Year.

Eight Page Weekly
+ exception, the

MORE

proposes to write,

mers’ Ciub will continue to be reported in THE

Oldest Religious Family Paper in the World

Medina Q M, O, per G H Damon,
;
‘Waupun Q M, Wis, per 8 F Smith,
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their angel welcome.

my first born sleeps; buf it is not like hers.
‘[Ahme!

strange

she weeps ;—to

all this-abundance,

and

He has soothed the keenest sorrow,
the saddest day.

‘When our work for him is finished,
At his feet the cross laid down,

mourning, laid aside -her

He will clothe us in white raiment,

work,

Among them was Edith

used to call the

“My

dear sister,

do

not

despair.

hand is over all.”
The pitying touch, the
strengthened and soothed

~ Nelly.
——

Only a little child,
‘Who sings all day in the, street,”
Such a tuneless song
, . To an idle throng,

‘Who pity her shoeless feet,
A poor, pale, pretty child!

y

a trace

Of childhood’s joy ean be seen.

Out in the damp wet fog,
Out in-tha2 sleet and the rain,
Out when the cold wind
- Sends'its blast unkind
;
Through her again and again ;
Out’'in the dreadful night,

loving fone,
the agonized

And blessed by Him, our present pain
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Some pence on the beer-stained floor.
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not’ permit
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B suffer in

vain.’
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pleasure they had felt in preparing those
dainties was destroyed by the thought of
those who
were i
ond their

Out in the damp, wet fog,
Out in the sleet and the rain,
Out when the cold wind

Sends its blast unkind
Thredgh her again and again.

reach.

Brought up in Satan’s school,
Hell’s abyss falling in:

The work of packing was
boxes were

Is there no pity
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,| alone.
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room,—how solitary. and
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an orphan
at an age
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atten, and a widowed mother
earlier than most
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two years, died suddenly leaving her to
struggle alone for the support and educa-
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“Oh! twas an age of glory,
And worth a thousand years
Of petty fears and sorrows,

‘| tion of herinfant son.

How

she had

loved

this boy only widowed mothers know ;—
“how patiently, how joyfully she had labor#
ed for him! And he had grown up so handsome, so intelligent, so good. Her heart
was satisfied, full to overflowing in its
pride and joy, and she was beginning to
feel the rest and security which she had ex-

Of Wwoman’s hopes and tears.”

Four years ago, when the Christmas bells
rang in the day ‘which commemorates
earth's greatest event, there was war inthe land. Who does not remember those
days, when the cloud hung over us, and
we cried from its lurid depths? We kept perienced in her short wedded life.
Christmas then, as “now; and because
Then the war broke out. The young
Christ had been born in Bethlehem of Judea
man grew ‘anxious and restless. He did
—because the kingdoms of the earth had
been promised to him—we did not despair.
In those days there were few homes without an empty chair. In many,
.

“They weptno longer in dread,
terrible
tidings
dead ;—”

had

‘he

come,

is

in others the light of hope struggled dimly
against the darkness of anxious suspense
and sickening fears.

“Women were busy all over the land, for
Christmas was eoming,and the boys must not
feel that they were forgotten on that day.

In the littlé town of D——, there was a
society, formed in 1861,."as

Sanitary Commission.
women who had

sent

an

aid to the

It was composed of
their husbands

and

their sons to the army, and with a sublime
faith add an unwearying patience, they
had labored to sustain them. Estimating
truly the immense interests involved in the
war, they had freely given their dearest and
their best to their country, and they rejoiced in the privilege of adding their mite of
personal labor to the great work. In this
December, 1864, they had been very busy,

and on the twentieth, they assembled in the
basement of the villagé - church,—the room
where they had labored,and prayed through
all

She was

years the bud had unfolded with Wondrous
beauty and grace.
3
Mrs. Weston was

setting

the

iy

table,

dark, disastrons years, to pack the

“Have I?” laughing.

‘alone.

they were accustomed to subsist,

how

hot heaven

is over

not speak his thoughts

to his mother,

but

she read them, and knew that the time was
coming when she must give him up. After
the disastrous campaign of ’62, the call for
600,000 men rang through the land, and
she knew that he must go;—must go because he felt that honor and duty called
him, and it was cowardice and ignominy
to refuse ;—hecausté

he

would

rather

die

than live to see his country ruined and enslaved. So when he came to her and besought her consent and blessing, she hushed her heart, and with white lips bade him
go, offering him a sacrifice on the altar of
duty, as truly as Abraham offered Isaac on
Mount Moriah. In those days our sublimest dreams of patriotism, courage and selfsacrifice became realities before our eyes.
He joined the army of the Potomac, and
for two years shared its toils and dangers.
He passed unscathed through the battles
of Fredericksburg, Chancellorville'and Get-

tysburg.

“Were you expecting me?” he sail, “Have
you received my letter ?”
.*‘I have had no letter,” replied the mother, pressing his thin hand, but surely I had

Always cheerful kind and brave,

he was a favorite in every circle, and from
the rank of private soldier he had risen,

step by step, to that of/Captain.

‘But the

evil day came at last, and he fell a prisoner into the hands of the rebels. He had
been sent with a party of cavalry to reconnoiter near the enemy’s lines. They were
suddenly surrounded by a superior force,

Petersburg.”

for I have not

|

i

It would make my story too long to tell
all that passed in that happy home that
Christmas night, or to relate

the

story,

as

Frank told it to his mother and her guests,
of his sufferings, perils and wonderful escapes. Inthe course of his narrative he
took a small paper from his pocket, and unfolding it, displayed a small lock of woolly
hair. Some of the young ladies laughed a
little, as it was passed. around. “Receiving
it again, he said seriously, ‘“Money could
not purchase that. I shall keep it as a memento of the brave and generous man—poor
and black though he is—who saved my life
by the deadly peril of his own; and not of

what makes thunder.

It is God

putting

coal on.”

h

A Baby’s Soliloquy.
Iam

here: and ifthis
is what they

but the

them
of home, and to assure them of the
love which followed them through all their

perils and hardships.

There were dozens of turkeys
and chick: ens, baskets of ‘sausages,
|
cheese, mince:

five months had passed. Oh, the agony of
those months to the wretched mother! The

i

This is the
number of ‘‘
in anecdotes,
A friend of

title of
Hours at
a few of
mine has

and
you
pin,
asa
the

Sayings.

f—

a paper in the Dec.
Home.” It abounds
which we quote:
two bright little boys

—Freddy, between three and four years old

and Willie, about five. A chronicle of their
doings and sayings would fill a volume, but
two specimens must suffice.

Both were
of it always
while in the
chanced that
ing.

very fond of milk, and a mug
completed their supper. But
country, last summer, it so
they one day saw the girl milk-

*¢ There,” Willie,” said Freddy,

‘ you see

that, do you? I don’t want any more milk
after the cow’s had it.” And he withdrew
very much disgusted,
That evening,

were placed on

when

their mugs

of ndilk

the table, both stood un-

ing.

The mother. then explained to them that
the milk did not come to them second-hand

—ihat the cow ate grass, which was changed into milk by a wonderful chemical pro-

cess, akin to that which produced every-

thing in nature.

When her sorrow grew

in-

In the light of this explan-

tant occasions always acted as expounder,
took his brother aside into a corner. ** It's

Now

if the cow

didn't eat

the grass,

you'd

mistaken,

oy

hy

pred

may

Afpenr

3

s

Airat Ribot, ir of, wosond
Sod 04o
tine Flin Toland Storient

CHARLIE

production,

es,”

in

I wonder who else I belong to. Yes there's
another one — that’s * Granma.”
Emeheld

took me up and

me against -her soft cheek and

¢ Granma’s baby,

soit was.”

said

I dgclare, I

do not know who I dobelong to; but I'll
holler and maybe I'll find out.
. There comes snuffy with catnip-tea. The
idea of giving babies catnip-tea

when

they

are crying for information!
I'm going to
sleep. I wonder it I don’t look pretty red in
the face ? I wonder why my hands won't
go where I want them to ?

Literary Review.
Toe RING AND THE BOOK.
By Robert Browning, M. A., Honorary Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford.
In two volumes.
Vol. I. Bos-

ton:

Fields, Osgood

829.

Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

& Co.

1869.

I6mo. pp.

AMONG THE HILLS, and other Poems.

SAUL:

|,

A

Drama,

Heavysege.

By John
Publishers, etc.—

Same

Greenleaf Whittier.
1869. 16mo. pp. 100.

in three

parts.

By

Charles

A new and revised edition. Same

Publishers, etc.

16mo.

pp. 436.

It still seems strange to write the name of this
new firm, instead of Ticknor & Fields, which

has become so thoroughly and gratefully familiar. But the old spirit survives in this new
bedy. Not an element of the enterprise and
good

taste that

have

so long

distinguished

the

House as it was has disappeared in the change;
d if the work of the last few weeksis any

ac-

curate indication of what is to be done hereafter,
the new name is on the way to gather even more
luster than the old one.

It is not often that such a bundle of poetry as
has just come to us from these publishers is
reaped by the best harvesters in a single week.
The new work by Browning is such as to develop whatever is peculiar to the genius of one of
the most eminent poets that pour their music in-

to the air of this nineteenth century.

The nar-

rative style is chosen, and Italy furnishes-the
theater, the imagery, the inspiration; and a large
part of the incident and coloring which distinguish the poem.
It is one of those things that
must be really read and meditated, re-read and
appropriated by means of the mental digestive
system, before one is fully fitted for the work of
criticism. It cannot be hurried over any more
appropriately than Hamiltor’s Metaphysics, or
MiJ’s Logic, or Herbert Spencer’s Essays.
But

dipping into it here and there, we find ample
proof that the poet’s powers are yet in both the

simplest productions, that here is something offered them well worthy of their attention.
‘Whittier is not less musical among the hills
than on the beach, and his song of the country is
both sweet gnd kindling. Indeed he has written

few finer things than those which paint the portrait of the wife who carries the refinements of
the town to the freshness of the country, and so
in her own character as well as in her domestic
sphere weds a rare and captivating grace fo a

noble and rugged

strength,

this version

of

BELL,

the Waif of Elm

etc

16mo. pp.

ddan,d.

—The

Boston: Lee

Take these few

to blossom where she walks

The careful ways of duty;
Our hard, stiff lines of life with her
Are flowing curves of beauty.

Our homes are cheerier for her sake,

Our door-yards brights blooming,

And all about the social air
Is sweeter for her pre nly

bu F. 0. C. Darley.
oughton.

B

nd

of

16mo. , PP: 206.

Sold by D.: Loth-

literary

choice Yolume

Publishers, etc.

of

skill

displayed

are

wholly

Sold

ionship and comfortto offer.

by

D.

illustrations.

York:

Hurd

&

pp. 339—A judicious

Co.—A

Riverside

UNCOMMERCIAL

pp. 287.

serial

at enthusiasm

readers
he
first appeared.

THE

&

a

Same

1868.. Square 12mo.

Lothrop

which Stirred up

story

among

the

Magazine, where it

TRAVELLER,

and Addi-

tional Christmas Stories. Lo Charles Dickens.
Withdi Gor Illustrations.
Boston: Fields, Os-

1869. 16mo. pp. 816. Sold by D.
p & Co.~This completes the Charles
Lothrop edition.

taste
above

question. It is a beautiful book to the eye, and
to the smitten and sorrowful it has both compan-

:

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.
THE LONDON QUARTERLY for Oct. is not re- = |
_markably fresh in the topics which are discussed

ini‘its pages, but fthasno lack of ability, learn-

cus

COMMUNION, OR OTE
COMMUNION?
Re bericuos
—
ent. By CramAun
ennedy. NewYor American News

Co.

16mo.

With

. With eight illustrations by M. L. Stone.

that very

very intelligent sympathy, and the good
and

1868.

New

selection from Cooper’s works which exhibit
his power as a painter of earlier American
life and manners,
LITTLE LOU'S SAYINGS AND DOINGS. By the
author of Little Susy’s Six Birthdays, ete.

& Shepard.—

16mo. pp. 176.

ing, self-reliance “or dogmatism. It is the best
and strongest embodiment of one of the promi-

nent phases of English opinion.
Scétt & Co.

New York: L.

If the affirmations and denials and protests of
Baptist Associations on the subject of Communion, and the abounding columns of definition and

The same Publishers send us BLACKWOOD’S
EDINBURGH MAGAZINE for Nov.,—a number
that grapples manfully with the living quescriticism which the papers have exhibited, have
seemed to induce timidity and silence in some tions that stir Europe. They who dissent from
quarters where frank avowals and brave words many of its conclusions will nevertheless be
to confess the ability
with which they
had been found, they are only bringing to ex- - compelled
are handled, and the high literary art which
pression the latent convictions that might have
slept still longer but for this sonorous challenge English conservatism brings to its aid.
and attempt to coerce uniformity. Mr, Kennedy
is of Scotch parentage, and was

somewhat noted

years ago for the vigor of thought and expres.
sion which he carried into the pulpit while he
was only ‘ the boy preacher.” He has maturity
enough to be a manly writer now, and he has
dealt with the communion with freshness, fair-

ness, force and fidelity.
tist, and

took

the

He is s.thorough Bap- |

theology

and

body to himself without much

polity

of that

heart and head began to rebel, and even after his
experiences had made him blush again and again
over his posifion.
The portions of his book
which exhibit the workings of his own mind as

it found the way out from its perplexing bon-

dage into a grateful freedom, are of special interest, and the emphasis put upon more or less
points in the argument which follows, indicates
the peculiar mental experiences of the author,
while they set forth clearly the real logical and
Scriptural grounds upon which the ordinance is
made to rest. Without possessing much that is
absolutely new, the little volume is timely, valuable, and deserves

a wide circulation,

which

it ie

almost certain to secure.
Itisaword fitly spoken, both in its character and in the hour chosen
for its utterance.
How NOT TO BE SICK.
A Sequel to * Philosohy of Eating.”
By AlbertJ. Bellows, M. D.
ew York: Hurd
& Houghton.
1868.
12mo.

pp, 363. . Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

The practical bearings of scientific inquiry upon practical life have been often demonstrated,
and in many ways and spheres.
One of the later
and more interesting examples of this utility of
technical knowledge appears in the two volumes
by Dr. Bellows.
He exhibits the relation of the
various kinds of food to the human system in

methods that are as fresh as they are. suggestive.
Much of his information

is curious, all of it is

important. His philosophy of eating gave us
many valuable facts thatwould profit the community if they were known and heeded; and his
-new volume follows up the lessons of the other

with abundant facts that have something far beyond a mere theoretical value. The constituents
of our various articles of food, the kind of nutri-

ment adapted to any peculiar ‘physical constitution or type of life, the elements that serve to
make muscle, or nerve, or brain,~these points
and such as these are rendered very clear by the
author’s plain style, instructive tables, well classified information and vigorous reasoning.
The

two books deserve a wide

and careful reading,

and

1d be

if their teachi

' cians’ bills would

Sod

h

be lessened, and

y physi

the working

power of men and women greatly increased.
THE LIFE OF JOHN CARTER.
By Frederick
James Mills,
With Illustrations, New York:
“ Hurd & Houghton.
1868. 12mo. pp. 122.—
Sold by E. J. Lane.
The narrative here given to the public is both
touching and inspiring.
It gives us the story of
a man who suffered an injury that deprived him

of all power of motion below the neck, but who
devoted bis attention to drawing and painting in
water colors, holding his pencils and brushes in
his mouth, and. whose skill ind success are illustrated - by several engraved fac-similes of his
work that are bound up with this memoir.
There is something wonderful in the results
which were reached, and the whole story en-

forces the truth that a brave spirit and a patient,

PUTNAM'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE commences its

second year with the issue for January in a way
that indicates a dispositionto take a positionat
the very head of publications of its class. Itis
strong, wholesome, varied, and full of stimulus,

and deserves all the commendation and encouragement that it is receiving,—~and these

stinted.

are not

New York: G. P. Putnam& Son.

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY never appeared
better than it does in the initial number of its
23d volume.

The literary magnates are out here

in force, and they are not simply seen but heard
and felt. Whittier, Lowell, Bryant, and Bayard
Taylor contribute a peem each, while Higginson,
Parton, Holmes, Hale, Whipple, Howells, etec.,
ete., furnish papers that carry
the promise of the

future along with the gifts oI the present.
ordinary

praise ig. insignificant

statement like that.

at the

Bostup; Fields,

Co.

Mere

end

of a

Osgood

&

{ +

HARPER'S

MAGAZINE

is

thoroughly

fresh,

gleaning as ever from -all the fields of literature,
and

adding

the

embellishments

uf

art

to

the

wondrous variety which is supplied by a multitude of practiced and noted pens.
In its own
line it is neither rivaled nor approached. New
York: Harper & Bros.
Next to Harper THE GALAXY stands forth as
the large Magazine, supplying to its readers an
amount of material each month that forbids one
to ask for more; and the quality of the contents
steadily improves as the quantity increases. Al-

most everything

on its pages has a sparkle, and

the brilliancy is not wholly on the surface. The
issue for Jan. has articles from Bryant, Stoddard, Edna Dean Proctor, Lucia G. Calhoun,

Justin McCarthy, Richard Grant White, ete.
The work of the editor was always well done;
some of it is now admirable. New York: Sheldon & Co.
HOURS AT HOME
characteristic article
ress; it has a striking
from the pen of Prof,

for January opens with a
by Dr: Bushnell, on Progpaper on Bab and Babism
Evans, giving an account

of the religious system that

has lately

appeared

in Central Asia, and a. variety of excellent con-

tributions from

other sources which

help to

maintain the high character which this excellent
monthly has borne from the first. New York:
Chas. Scribner & Co. Sold in Dover by J. C.
Varney, who supplies most of the Magazines on
demand.

\

OUR YOUNG FOLKS greets us with evidences
that the large promise made by its publishers
and its past history is not likely to be forgotten
or unkept.
It opens with a fine steel engraving
of Dr. Hayes in the cabin of his vessel wherein
he was ‘“ cast away in the cold’’ among the ice-

bergs, and where

so much of the

material

that

has been wrought into his admirable stories was

gathered. The whole thing is a joy in all the
home circles where the youthful readers have
got hold of it. Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.
THE RIVERSIDE MAGAZINE is as fresh-faced,
bright and gay-hearted as ever, and has evidently large and valuable and attractive things in

store for its subscribers. It deserves the praises
which it has drawn out from all quarters. New

resolute purpose in a human soul may work out
great results when the barriers appear almost in-

York:

surmountable to an ordinary eye.

Mayne Reid's new Magazine, which takes the
significant title of ONWARD, is a broad-paged,
comely octavo of 86 pages, distinct from every-

GLOVERSON AND HIS SILENT PARTNERS.
Ralph Keeler. Boston: Lee & Shepard, ‘1600,
12mo.

pp. 372.

Sold by E. J. Lane.

The author of this volume showed his self-reliance and pluck by making the tour of Europe
while yet a young

delberg,

man, studying

a year

and returning to America

years’ absence, having expended

°

inquiry or any

mental reservations years ago, as he himself tells
us, and clung to them tenaciously long after his

at Hei.

after a two

meantime only

about $300. He is as original in his use .of the
pen as he is unique otherwise,
and has given us
a book that has versatility, humor, sentiment,
pathos, and real genius enough to fill even more

pages with interest than he has here written.

The’ scene of his story is laid in San Francisco,
but many of his characters are ® thoroughly aCO8~

stanzqg as specimens of his description, and let.
if it camber "| {oon
be
‘their exquisiteness denied
Flowers spring

James Fenggore Cooper.

that

selections in prose and poetry was
received
which appeared a year since under the title of
‘ Golden Truths,” has prompted the author to
make a second venture on the same general plan
| as the preceding.
The new workis meant especially to minister strength and peace and hope
and healing to the sorrowful and afflicted; and it
seems to have been compiled in the exercise of a

funny little toad, and looked just like Bob.”
He smelt of cigars,and I'm not used to them.

line told me, and then she

Sqeare

The favor which

call

for a chap was

supportable she cast it on Jesus, and rested ‘have to, you tec. That's what the cow's
Unspoken} homilies of peacefor.”
=
pies, froit-cakes, and cans of delicious| in his strong and tender arms.
Her daily life is preaching ;
Freddy resumed his, evening draughts.
When she entered her solitary room that
fruits, The work of packing was pleasant,
The still refreshment of the dew
Is her unconscious teaching.
forward
; and those wom- evening, she felt a strange joy springing To his mind the only alternative was eating
And never tenderer hand than hers
bo used 0 prayers ad, gu, grew up in her heart. The cloud which had grass, and from that he shrank,
Unknits the brow of. ailing
How observant children are, and how
wrapped her’ so long seemed
"Pa lik a t0 see Henry
Her garments to the sick rT ear
cut this,” said a Tite and she saw. the sun.
their
ears
prick
up
atan
intimation
that
any
What could it mean ?
h.
Have music in their trailing.
Sr

briskly

Co., we have:

does

Saul”

a fresh

with

oF HOPE.

1.
rop

touched. A reason of this phenomenon being asked, Freddy simply declared that he full blossom and the splendid fruitage of their
life. We reserve the book for the first leisure
didn’t want any milk after the cow had had | that can be commanded, and assure our readers,
it, but further refused to explain. Willie, who love poetic art and enjoy communion with
however, told of the discovery of the morn- a bard who has genius incarnated in even his

terrible tgles of suffering in the prison- all right, Freddy,” he said, “and jou can
pens
of the South wrung her heart, and just go on drinking your milk again. The
pwould have crazed her brain bat for the cow eats grass ‘and that's what makes it.
grace of God.

No, I was

and the woman

and their

precisely

in - dealing

WoRrDS

here just now and wanted to see Bob’s baby, and looked at me and said I *‘ was a

regained his health, and was back with his

Children

entitled

riod in our sacred history.

would ratherhave catnip-tea. I'll tell you
who Iam. Ifound out to-day. I heard
folks say ‘‘Hush, don't wake up Emeline’s
baby.” That'sme. I'm ‘“Emeline’s baby.
And I. suppose that pretty, white-faced
woman on the pillows is Emeline.

whom I marry will be proud to wear it.”
Need I tell you that, with his mother’s
nursing and Edith’s smiles, Frank rapidly
regiment in time to share the glory
the joy of the final victory. And do
care to know that Edith received the
inwrought with the black man’s hair
bridal present from her husband on
next Christmas?

as

poem

trust

| The following volumes we can mention only
by their titles, not because they do not: serve a
fuller notice, but because the space at our com.
mand is exhausted.
From Lee & Shepard, sold byD. Lothrop;&

striking story of Israels first king, and the portraiture and interpretation of the life of that pe-

It's'a

Idon’t think much of it.

who everywhere gave me help, and many
times, during my peyjlous flight through
that hostile country, saved me from perishing by their timely aid. I will have this

a pin,

appear

isfaction

a word about it I'll be trotted or ted, and 1

this one man alone, but of the abused race,

hair wroughtinto

dramatic

talk ‘we

1

though it is likely to be -new to’ most American

there.

bling, he shouted, ‘‘O; mother, nowI know

may ‘the world,

On

best the land afforded, a dinner to remind

Lswont

not

‘Christmas

coal in the bin one day, with a terrible rum-

Well, who can

and a desperate skirmish ensued. "A friend ation Willie was satisfied, but Freddy still
Christmas day the soldiers in the camps,as who escaped saw him fall wounded from turned up his nose at milk, sticking to the
well as in the hospitals, must have a dinner, his saddle. That was all that had been original proposition.
~==not the hard tack and salt pork
on whieh - heard from him,-and since that fatal day —After-supper; Willie; who-on-these-impeorwere not stores for the ‘sick

truth’s sake.

The

sober

morere frequently in what is to come.

of every earnest. pleader for right, and echoes
back every brave and noblg word uttered for

Santa‘ Claus is baking, I guess.”
In a manner somewhat like this-did one
ofthese natural philosopher$ account for-another phenomenon.
Hearing a man dump

“Do you see,” she said, ‘ we are but
|
nine, and you have placed ten plates P”

been troubled about you since.”
“Five days ago,” he said,surpfised, “five
days ago at sunset, I entered out“gjges at

¢‘ ‘Though from His ordeal’s heated bars
Our feet are seamed with crimson Scars;
His will be done!’

Shudder with terrible fear,
Praying her fate may
Never be some day
That of their little ones dear;
Children who hear her sing
Stare at her features so wild,
O’er her life ponder,
Thinking with wonder,
‘ What, can she too be a child?’

the

pink rose-bud.

good news five days'ago,

will be done,” she said solemnly.

Mothers®who pass her by

For

Rose, whom Frank

set gorgeousiy red one

eve, *‘ see

and Edith begged to assist.

God’s

soonthe conversation

tell what unexpected Company we
very flannelly world,and smells of*: pareg orhave to-night”
heart. Mrs. Weston dried her ‘swollen
Just then the gate was heard to open, ic awfully. It'sa dreadful light world, too,
eyes, and smiling sadly said,
And I
there was a step on the plank at the door. and makesme blink, I fell you.
“] know God's hand is overall; and I try
don’t
know
what
to
do
with
my
hands;
I
Edith opened it and stepped back as if
to rise to that sublime hight where I can
afraid. A tall, skeleton form, wearing the think I'll dig with my fists in my eyes. No
say, his will be done; but I am very weak,
army blue, entered. Mrs. Weston uttered a I won't. T'll scrabble. at the corner of my
and can only ery, Lord, pity us!”
blanketand chew it up, and then I'll holler
«And he does pity us. As a nation we cry as she gazed on him. She was in doubt. whatever happens I'll holler. And the
The black eyes and the dark curly hair
reap as we have sown, ahd it is well that
were Frank's, but everything else about the paregoric they give me the louder I'll yell.
the immutable laws of justice should take
The old nurse puts the spoon in the corner
stranger
was unlike him. ~
“their course. The harvest is- bitter; the
of my mouthina very uneasy way, and
“Mother
.and
Edith!”
he
said,
leaning
grapes which are cast into the wine-press of
keeps tasting my milk herself all the while.
heavily on his cane.
his wrath are full of blood; but like asa
She spilled snuff in it.1ast night, and: when
Then his mother’s arms were about him,
father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitThat comes of
and her lips covered his pale, wasted face 1 hollered she trotted me.
‘ies us.
with kisses, and Edith, smiling and weep- being a two day's old baby. Never mind
when I'm aman, I'll pay her off’ good.
‘If, for the age to come, this hour
ing, brought a chair which weakness comThere’s a pin sticking in me now, and if say
Of trial hath vicarious power,
‘pelled him to ‘accept.

;

in War

the sun

fifteen when he left home, and in these two

beside her at the window.
Passing her arm
around her waist, she said,

On each forehead place the crown.
All our toils and trials ended,
Conflict past and victory won,
He will be the first to greet us,—
He will speak the glad “Well done.”

Very

“Mamma, mamma,”’cried a iittle boy. when

,. Five busy days passed, and on the evening of Christmas I
young ladies assembled in Mrs. Weston’s little parlor.

stood

“mamma.

of downright

readers. The Scriptural narrative is not only ROSAMOND DAYTON. By Mrs. H. C. Gardner,
“tho
~basisof -the~drama;-bt-that-—narrative—is-- ~~ awuthor-of-‘* Rosedale,-a.Story.of Self-Denial,”
There
sat
the
little
fellow,
busy
with
his
|,
ete. 16mo. pp. 234.
closely followed even in most of the details. A
blocks, and in reality, not heeding a word
few personages are brought into the field who
A K18s
JOR A Blow; or'a Collection of Stories
of what was said. But no sooner did the are created and set at work for the ‘occasion, but
for Chlldren ; show ng ihe how io revent
quarreling. © By Henry C. W
New
pause come than he turned round, and roll- the chief aim is to invest the Old Testament stoXdition, with ten justiutipns by Bilge
ing on the floor,and laughing as though his ry with fresh impressiv eness. The conception
Square 18mo. PP: 204.~A new and beautiful
edition of an old and excellent book,
little sides would burst, shouted, ¢* Go right of characters is vivid, and the presentation of
on; that's jest sich as I like to hear every them in action is skillful and effective. A calm, STORIES OF THE PRAIRIE, and other adventures
thoughtful, reflective nature will find a real satday! ”m
of the Bopder. Selected from the works of

“Joyfully, joyfully onward Imove!”

to think

and

pear in this opening song that gives the volume
its title, ‘Whittier never writes but with point
and purpose; anl ¢ Fhe. Meeting” will induce
both a quiet smile and devout. reflections, while
Lines on a Fly-leaf” will exhibit the readiness
with which his heart respondsto the true tone

turned, I am sorry to say, on a bit of scandal that wasin the village. Rememberings
suddenly that the child wasin the room,
and not knowing exactly how much he
mightiunderstand of what was said, an abupt pause was made in the conversation.

the strain,

that her boy is starving, if he i¥ yet alive!
Starving, and we can not reach him with
even a morsel of bread! Alas! what comfort can we give her?”
There was a long silence in the room,
broken only by the sobs of the disconsolate
mother. Then a lady, dressed in deep

All along life’s winding way;

BY

It is not

look en.

By that voice of music rare :—
He unseen has walked beside us,

Christmas

‘The-supper..must_not be_expensive,—the

gifts must be trifles which she could make
with her own hands, for she had little money.
v io |
The next morning she set herself reso- |
lutely to carry out her plan. She. experienced a buoyancy so new and strange that
«We all have had our Softows,” said one
in a whisper.
“I think mine hard to bear, : | she was startled, What right had she to
when I remember the nameless graves where Joy? she often asked, as her lips breathed

Though our eyes have never rested
On that form divinely fair ;=ss
Though our ears have ne’er been gladdened

Or which ne’er

his

and she resolved to keep the coming Christ;

lower over her work, till at last it fell from
her hands, and. she walked to the window
to conceal the tears she could no longer restrain. The merry voices were hushed, and
pitying eyes followed her. ?

He who left hi$ home in glory,
s Fallen man from sin to save;
He who rent death’s bands asunder,
And in triumph left the grave;—
He the “Golden Gates” will open,
He will bid us enter there,
Free from sin, and pain, and sorrow,
Ali the joys of Heaven to share.

And a wild weird face,

the fullness

There are other pleasant things besides what ap-

thingis going on which they are not particularly desired to see or hear !
2
A little fellow (a minister's son by the
way)saton the floor one afternoon,playing

of his eternal joy was he ministering to her ?
She felt like singing a psalm of thanksgiving, —like uttering a prophecy of gladness, with his blocks, when some ladies called on

Mrs Weston
bowed -her-head-lower-and-+

To that world of endless day;
But another friend awaits us,
» Dearer, truer, far than they.

‘With clothes so ragged and mean,

from

gained

masin the spirit she now felt. .She would
pies.’ He'll laugh, and say that's one of invité a few young girls to spend the -evenmother’s fancy brands. The dear boy! I ing with her, and she would prepare alittle
"| present for each—something to link the day
must pack them very caréfully.”
:
A while this cheerful talk went on, but with pleasant memories in their hearts.

We haye gained that heavenly shore:

Maxfield, Me.

beloved

Willie’s name into the crust of these mince-

Sweet indeed will be the greeting
Of the loved ones. gone before,
‘When, all tempest-tost and weary,

He has cheered

her

the martyr's crown, and

well, but I suppose, poor bdy, he has ‘not
had a slice these three years.”
“Do you see said another, “L have cut

¥ BY MARY E. B, TOURTILLOTTE.

8

she questioned. Had

tle lady, solding up a beautiful fraitecale,
the white frosting ornamented with the let-

1868. -

30,
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THE

Hurd & Houghton.

thing which has

and character.

preceded

it both in

appearance

The editor's name has long been

a favorite one’ among tke boys, and he has chosen to put his chief time and strength into this
vigorous monthly that American readers may
meet him frequently, freely and at first hand. If
the market is not already overcrowded with
monthlies of a similar aim, Mayne Reid is pretty

sure to gain a place and a hearing.
G. W. Carleton.

Terms:

New York:

$38,60 per year,

ne,

GOLDEN

HOURS is another

new Magazine for

Boys and Girls, published by Carlton & Lanahan, New York, full of good stories, valuable

information, real poetry; pleasant music, spesk-——

Harry Troueurs. By F.C. Burnand. Boston: 303.
Dp.
Roberts
Bold Brothers,
by Beg rhPa 3per Covers s 16mo, A
The publishers here give us the first’ iistalle
ment of what they call the * Handy Volume Series,”—a name appropriate as well as suggestive,
They are to be cheap, well printed, varied and
attractive in contents, adapted to snatches of
reading in travel or whenever a leisure half hour
may be afforded. This is racy, brusque, merry,

ing pictures, and the most wholesome sort of influence. . It is edited with care, nothing that is
of doubtful moral tone is admitted to its pages,
and it speaks from a higher level than most of
the juveniles, It is excellent every way in character, and not lacking in vigor and spirit, It

has’ no nonsénse, but it does not cast away
sprightliness. Terms: $2,00 per year.
:

Tar FAMILY TREASURE for January is solid,
stimulating and good for digestion, though the. instructive, readable, and meant to leave some:

‘banter is perhaps too much in excess, the straine
ing after effect quite too obvious, and the calm
seriousness uncomfortably lacking,
It in per-

haps a proper fuatuntes again dullness; a dash

14

{

‘thing permanent bohind it when jt has been

read, - A splendid meagotint engrs
of Prof.
'H: B; Smith fronts the title
Cincinatti :
Western Tract and Book

Pk
Yi

THE MORNING

PR

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
LE

the ‘crop.

The teams are employed

_.Pompeian Houses.

.| new wine from the presses to the cellars of

——

| who have purchased it, and-to the railroad
‘depot for transportation to the storehouses

:
HOW

THE ANCIENTS

their owners, to the vaults of the

LIVED.

of speculators in ‘other quarters.

There is

Iwill endeavor. to
explain the usual in- an endeavor on the part of these
terior arrangementof the houses, and it is throw a romantic interest around
believed that the houses in Rome were tage. The ' casks
built on essentially the same plan.
The street. .door opens upon the vestibule,
which.
~0f—0ne-Or--IOTe-NOoL- Very
«

>

t

£

.commodious

-

apwrtments.

Opposite

dealers

le to

bor is one of the

Important reforms in clothing are demanded |
in the hygiene of the household. A
prompt and general change in the modern
system of female education is also an imperative necessity not only for personal health
and happiness, but also for the preservation

of the

tuous, articles of ornament than any

x

+

WA.WE WARRANT OUR BONE TO ANALYZE PURE.
Packed in bbls, of 250 Ibs. each. For. Winter grain,
Double-refined Poudrette and Fine Bone, mixed in
equal proportions, and drilled ¥n with the seed, have
r
—remarkable-effects;—-Soldasany article of same purity and fineness in the market.

-

*

other

atrium is roofed, with an opening
in the
center, toward which the roof is inclined on

all sides, Under the opening is a tank for
the reception of water from the sky, and
here is often a fountain fed by water pipes
fromthe public aqueduct.

Behind ‘the atri-

um is the tablinum, designed 2s a reposito-

ry. for the

family

archives,

traits and ancestral relics.

statues,

por-

Opening on ei-

ther side of the atrium are smaller apartments. Behind the tablinum is the peristyle, surrounded by
porticos that rest on

rows of equidistant columns, and generally
ornamented by statues, vases and other
works
of art.
The
peristyle, like the

atrium, has an opening in the roof, with a
, or, it may

be, a fountain beneath

it;

and this is the garden of the house, planted
with trees, shrubbery
and flowers. From

the

peristyle open

. the eating-room,
from the
on three

side being

the lodging-rooms, and

or {riclinium, go called

three couches which were placed

sides of the

dishes.

low table,

leftopen for the

the fourth

removal of the

The lodging-rooms are mere ken-

neis, just large enough for a couch, with no

space for any other furniture, and with no
light except from the peristyle—an, arrangement which indicates that the toilette
must have been made elsewhere—by the

We

have all been told in America, and I

fully believed it, that, if a people could be
supplied with a cheap wine, they would not
get

drunk,—that

the

natural

desire

for

some sort of stimulant*would be gratified in
a way

that would n6t be only harmless to

morals,

but conducive

to

$horoughly undeceived.

their cheap

health.

I

am

The people drink

© Penates, sometimes saloons designed for
festive or other purposes. In
the less
sumptuous houses
the atrium serves as the
kitchen, the cooking being performed over
braziers or stoves. In houses of a better
sort the kitchen is a separate apartment, in
the rear of all the others. In very large
houses, there is a second peristyle, with
guest chambers opening from it.

Such is the general construction of the

Pompeian house, of course with many deviations

from

the

plan,

and in the

richer

dwellings, with
additional apartments for
various purposes of convenience and luxuMost of the houses give evidence of but
one story, though in some of them there
are traces of staircases, both within and
without the walls of the house.
Moreover,

we have reason to believe that in Rome the
second story was always of wood, and
if this was the case in Pompeii, there may
have been an indefinite number of second
stories that have left no vestige gf their ex-

istence.
was

As most of the light for the house

received

from

above,

it is probable

that the second story, where it existed, did
not wholly cover the first. There Here often gardens occupying
a part .of
the roof.
On the lower story there were seldom,if
ever, windows opening upon the street;
but there is ground for supposing that there
were outside windows in the wallsof second story . apartments.
Panes of glass,
even framed windows, have been found in

Pompeii, but’ it is hardly probable that they

werein general use. Chimneys are seen
in connection with bath-rooms and bake-

houses, but none in private dwellings.
.There are traces, in a few instances, of the
conducting of heat by pipes froin the bath-

rooms to the triclinium and other private
apartments; but probably braziers were
used for the most parton the few days in
the year when artificial heat was needed for
comfort. The smoke from the culinary apparatus, if in the atrium,

had

its easy es-

cape into the open air; or, ifin a separate
apartment, it was suffered to find its own
way through doors and windows.
The
chimney furnishes by no means the only instance ‘in which an invention of extended
capacity of usefulness has been, for a long
time, limited to the specific
purpose to
which it chanced to be first lf
The Pompeian house enables us to attain,
in many respects, a clear comprehension of
its inmates. The ideas embodied.in. that
most complex and blessed of words, home,

can have had no place in such dwellings.
There was

- the

nothing

purpose

that could have sérved

of a ly

apartment.

The

- atrium made the nearest approach to it, but
that was public, a common passage way,
and tke place for a great deal of the household work. Moreover, the rain water cistern in the center must have been a disassociating institution, and the smoke, when

the cooking took’ place there, still more so.

Life must have been passed ‘chiefly out of
doors, and the places.of public amusement
that have been already discovered would
have seated the whole population twice
over. Retirement must have been as alien
from the habits of the people as domesticity,
and we can hardly conceive of the more delicate tracery of character-and the amenities of life as existing without the opportunity for both.

While we find in Pompeii numerous. tokens of the refinements of self-indulgent
luxury, the moral character of the inhabitants must have been coarse and sensual,
There were discovered not a few works of
high art, especially in carving and statuary,
—the subjects being
generally
the common-places of the Goer and
Roman my-

thology ; but the paintings on the walls are,

for the most part, voluptuous scenes, and
some, which must have been perpetually be-

fore the eyes of whole

families,

are such as

would be now tolerated only in the acknowledged haunts of profligacy.— Peabody.

Wine in Switzerland.
Those who are anxious

for the truth on

the much disputed wine question will not
tire,

we

trust,

of furher

—following ¢omes from
traveling in Europe :

testimony.

The

Dr. Holland,
now

A large amount of land in this Canton of
Vaud is surrendered to the cultivation of

the grape; and, as the wine, of Switzerland

is never heard of out of Switzerland, itis
plain that it is all drank here. , Indeed, I

ave been assured thatthe wine produced

in this Canton is drank
ton itself. Now, from

mainly in the Cannear
Villevenue to

Morges, a distance of twenty-five miles, as
1 fivass somewhat at random, the entire
lake side, fiveraging half a mile, in width,
is a vineyard,
One can'say, almost with

literal truth, ‘that throughout the entire ter-

ritory I describe to you xo crops but grapes

are frown. For the lst three weeks, the
whole working populdtion, men and women, have been theo vineyards gathering
/
{

J

/

Particular Notice!

ness. A
zier set than hang around.the
multitudinous-cafes here it would be hard
to find in any American city, even where

they enjoy

the license of the Maine law.

come Into blossom.

If you

can im-

agine a cauliflower of the color of the ordinary red cabbage, you can achieve a very
adequate conception of faces that are not
uncommon in all this wine-growing region.
- So this question is settled in my mind.
Cheap wine is not the cure of intemperance.
The people here are just as intemperate as

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.

single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary. Verses are inadmissible.

HE LODI MAN UFACTURING COMPANY, the
oldest and largest concern of the kind in the Uni| ted

they

are in America,

and,

what

is more,

Mrs, F. was a very pleasant

and

amiable young

lady, and a few years since indulged
the pardoning love of Christ, and we
happy in him. Her friends deeply feel
e hope they will all be prepared to
in that better land.
D.

mentsof reform, I with many others, have

looked with hope to find it in a cheap and
comparatively harmless wine; but for one,
I can look in this direction hopefully no
longer. I firmly believe that the wines of
Switzerland are of no use except to keep
out whisky, and that the advantages of the
wine over the whisky are not very obvious.
It is the testimony of the best men in Switzerland—those who have the highest good
ot the people at heart—that the increased
growth of the grape has been steadily and
correspondingly attended by the increase
of drunkenness. They lament the planting
of a new

vineyard

as we,

at home,

regret

the opening of a new grog-shop. They exect no good of it, to anybody.
They
now, and deeply feel, that ths whole
wine-producing enterprise.is charged with
degradation for their country.

Consumption

in America.

a series of articles in the Atlantic Monthly
for January. The author proposes to discuss the causes and the eradications af the
of consumption

reat cause

is ascribed to
the wetness of the soil on
which consumptives live. This is shown
by statistics, and the following illustrative
example is given:
We know of two families in Massachusetts of whom the following story may
be told.
Two healthy brothers married
two healthy sisters. Both had large fami-lies of children. One lived on the old
homestead, on the southern slope of one of
the numerous beautiful and well-drained
hills in that vicinity.
The whole house
was bathed all day long in sunlight, and
consumption did not touch any of the
young lives under its roof.
The other
brother placed his house at a very short distance off, but upon a grassy plain, covered
all summer with the rankest verdure. In
its front was a large open * common.” In
the'center of this, water oozed up from between the split hoofs of the cows as they
came lowing homeward at evening, and the
barefooted boy who was drixing
them used
to shrink from the place, and
preferred to
make the circuit of its edge rather than to
follow the lead of his more quiet comrades.
Back of the house was a large level meadow, reaching

to -the.very foundations

of the

building.
Through this meadow sluggishly crept the mill stream of the adjacent village.

Still further,

all these surrbundings

were enclosed by lofty hills.

ing sun rose ldter

The life-giv-

and set earlier upon this

than upon the other fair homestead.
Till
late in the forenoon, and long before sunset
left the hillside home, damp and chillin
emanations arose from the meadow, an
day after day enveloped the tender forms of
the children that were trying in vain to
grow up healthy within them.
But all efLarge families were
fort was useless.
bor

under

both

roofs.

Not

one

of

the

children born in. the latter homestead escaped, whereas the other family remained
healthy; and when, at the suggestion of a
medical friend who knew: all the facts we
haye told, we

visited the place

for the pur-

pose of thoroughly investigating them, we
thought that these two houses were a terribly significant illustration of the existence
of this all-powerful

law.

Yet

thess

two

homes had nothing peculiarly nbticable by
the passing stranger. They were situated
in the same township, and within a very
short

distance

one

from

the

other,

and

scarcely any one in the village with whom
we spoke on the subject agreed with us in
our opinion that it was location alone, or
chiefly that, which gave

voted Christian.
early life, and was

and

BY

ease,

Z.’8. DUTTON.

before his death he gave the church and

tranquility.

mourn his death.

A wife

and

three

more

:

notwithstanding the con-

One son and

the vitality
exercise,

of women,

Neglect of physical

fashions, and dress, and the exces-

sive cultivation of the brain, all tend to un-

of

’,

The most of the

-

$25
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Sore

REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
SHOULD BE CHECKED.
IF ALLOWED
TO CONTINUE,
Irritation of the
manent Throat

3

an

See

Inturable

1S OFTEN

A full supply of Freewill Baptist Books may be
found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 87 and 39, Brattle
8t., Boston, Mass, Théy furnish our books to all par.

Lungs, a perAffection, or

Lung

THE

Discase

TROCHES

ARE

USED

WITH

ALWAYS

SINGERS AND PUBLIC

ORGAN.

GOOD

SPEAKERS

will find TROCHES useful in clearing the voice when
Ihave been personally acquainted with the ORGANS
taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
of Messrs,
Baker and Randall, Manufacturers at
throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
Providence, R. I., for several years past, and do not
The Tvoches are recommended and prescribed by
hesitate to set down their Instruments as
equal in
Physicians, and have had tedtimonials from eminent
méchanical excellence, in aetion, in purity and richmen throughout the country. Bein
an article of
ness of
tone,’
«the combination
of. “true merit, and having proved their
eflicaey by atest
numerous valuable appliances and good qualities, to
of many years, each year finds them in new localities
those made at any other establishment in the country,
in various parts of the world, and the Troches are
Georar T, DAY,
universally pronounced better than other articles,
Dover, N, H. Jap, 27, 1808,
OBTAIN only * Brown’s Bronchial Troches” and
do not take an y of the worthless imitations that
may be offered.
THE
BOOK OF
WORSHIP.
BOLD EVERYWHERE, *
4m40
We have a ‘few 'topies of this work in Embossed
A VALUABLE GIFT.—80 pages. Dr, 8. 8.
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PROF. VILLE'S NEW SYSTEM OF AGRICULTURE.

Pamphlet, Price 25 oe
Address JOHN A. RIDDLE,
MANCHESTER, N.
H¥ Contents: —Cause and Remedy
for Potatoe Disease; Special Fertilizer for Potatoes :
Experiments with Nitrogen, Potash, Lime and Phosohate of Lime; Pure Sand for Soil; A
complete
anure; How to Analyze Soils, &c., &e. Ville’s system is endorsed by Jour. of Chemistry, N. Y. Indepen-
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St., Boston,

Is conducted on the principle of recommending to its
patrons such papers as will repay their investment,
Having special arrangements with all the leading
Religious, Agricultural and
Literary
Pa~

pers in the country, we sre enabled to offer SUPERIOR INDUCEMENTS to advertisers to give us

their orders,

SEND

ALLENS

FOR

OUR

CIRCULAR.

LUNG

39

BALSAM.

NEWPORT, ME., June 1st., 18627,
write to acknowledge the benefit I have

GENTS :—1

derived from “ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM.” One year
agol had a severe attack of Hemorrhage of the Lungs;
was

confined to the house for montas,part of the time

raising more or less blood each day. My friends had
almost given me up to die with consumption. In the
month of February your agent was at my father’s
house, and hearing me cough
he brought in a bottle

of Allen’s Lung Balsam, asking me to try it and see the
result. Ilaughed at the idea,but to please my friends I
began to take it freely at first as directed. until I raised inge quantities of phelegm and matter. When this

Hart-

matter was once thrown.off I felt greatly relieved ; my
cough grew better each day,

Ihave

not

raised

an

blood since I first began to use the Balsam; my cong
is entirely well—not even a hack, 1 am able to work

all dayif necessity requires, and Allew’s Lung Balsam

has wrought this cure. With gincere gratitude I am
4130
MRS, L. A. STUBBS.
very truly yours, &e¢.

Name.

obuntries, Opera Melodies, Sonatas, songs
of 30
without Words, Four handed Pieces, Polkas, Redowas, Marches, Quicksteps, Easy Pieces Fingered for Begiuners, 100 ancy and Contra Dances, 5) Waltzes,26
gots of Quadrilles, (including Lancers, Caledonian,

DOLLAR AND A HALF BOXES,
TWO DOLLAR BOXES.

Prince Imperial, the German, Grand Duches, Belle
Hellene, do. with calls. Over 300 pieces of popular
music, containing the latest compositions of Strauss,
Gungl, Parlow, C. Faust, &o., being a musical Li.
brary in itself. Price, Boards, morocco backs, +1

Er

cloth sides,
Turkey
same, full gilt, $5.

Illuminated Paper for-Children.

THE CHILD AT HOME.
either in beauty of design or adaptation to the gpirituIach number is embellished
al wants of the young.
given by
It is
by at/lenst four original SUgTavinge.

. many 8abbath School Superintendents and
Teachers
as a reward for punctual attendance.
Price only Fifty cents a year: ten copies to one address, Foe Dollars.
Any person subscribing for 12 copies, with §6, may
for 1869, Free.

BOYS AND GIRLS | be sure and subscribe.
Published by the American Tract Society. Address,

CHILD AT HOME, 164 Tremont St., Boston,

morocco backs and corners,
$4;
A first-class musical present.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
4130

ELIAS HOWE,

i S | oliday

COLORS.

1s the only paper of the kind in the country.
It is printed in several brilliant colors and when
bound in a volume it makes a beautiful PICTURE ALBUM. We endeaver-to make it the best periodical in
the country for children, and believe it unsurpassed

contains National Airs

"S MATINEE

PrANIS

We

We mail them to any address, postage paid, on
réceipt of the price. Address
:
LORING, Publisher,
4130
819 Wasldington St., Boston,

239

MAGIC

106 Wishington

pub:

Loring’s Boxes of Note Paper,

HOME

or in-

EVANS'S ADVERTISING AGENCY,

8t34

AT

from

a carpet suitable

PATENT

Systematic!

U ST the pretest and most acceptable
‘ CHRISTMAS PRESENT "
;
you can give to any YOUNG LADY, i8 one of

receive the SABBATH

from which

4139]

116 Nassau 8t., N. Y,, Chicago, Ill., or Cin.

IN

CO.,0Office

ILL color grey hair a permanent black or brown,
Sold every where.
Sent
by mail for $1.25.
Address W-PATTON, Treasurer Magic Coma Co.,

other

A BEAUTIFUL

will be sent, valued

per Pr,

THE

of CRUDEN’S CONCORDANCE
to THE HOLY
SCRIPTURES. Commissions liberal, and exclusive
territory given,
Send for cireulars and terms of
agency.

’

CARPET

room can be selected, saving expense of visitin rr
city. Extra yards of.carpet at same rates.
t39

wishing additional emplryment, Superintendents aud

Pet

MAINE

will send 2 handsomely
painted
hades, valued at $2,00.
For $10,00
will send 20 yards heavy Cottage Carpet, make as
above, or send 2 splendid Giit Band Shades, valued at
$4.00; instead of
Window:8hades, when desired, sam-

Teachers of Sunday Schools, and others, male and female; wanted tg introduce our fine FAMILY EDITION

cinnati, Ohio.

or St.
4t39

of making,

Mass.

at

Boston,Mass.,

out extra charge, when size of room is sent;

Philadelphia,

CO., Publiskers,

CO.,

‘ Cloth Window

BOOK AGENTS. cemen
&

MACHINE

HE BOSTON.AND

of Blank Books and Stationery, at the lowest prices
and with liberal discounts,
Aw The patronage of Dealers , School Officers and
Teachers is solicited.
WOODMAN & HAMMETT,

D. CASE

SELL THE

136 Hanover St., Boston, Mass., will on receipt of
$8.00, send 20 yards Scotch Carpet, and make it with-

with any article needed in the School-Room,

ress 0.

!
Prospectus and Premium List,

Address, JOHN L. SHOREY,
13 Washington St., Boston.

Carpets—Save Your Money—Oarpets.

including
Globes,
Maps, Charts,
Pointers, Blackboards, Ink Wells, &e., &ec. Also a full assortment

& 30, Brattle Street. Boston,

the

vented.
ill knit 20,000 stitches per minute.
Liberal inducements to Agents,
Address AMERICAN

KNITTING
Louis, Mo.

Pittsburg, Pa.
4w39

or

receive

Liberal discount

TED—AGENTS,
—

paid

to furnish “any School . Books

will

. AMERICAN
KNIT TING MACHINE.
Pri®e $25. The simplest, cheapest, and best Knitting Machine ever in-

WOODMAN AND HAMMETT
RE prepared

Read-

Now is the time to subseribe.

mailed for 10 cents.
4t

biographi-

cal sketches of its noted millionaires, Merchants, &c.
A large octavo volume, 720 pages, finely illustrated.
The largest commission given. Our 32- page Circular
and a $5 Greenback sent free on-application.
For
J. B.BURR

for Youngest

: $1.50 a year, in advance.

to clubs,
A sample No., with

originate
you about

the mysteries of New York, and contains

Magazine

Dec. No. gratis.

agent sold

teries are conducted; how Stock Companies
and explode, &c., read this book.
It tells

4139

2

Monthly

their money before January 1, 1869,

and incidents of

One

& CO,

ers. Twenty-five Pictures in each No. Sub-~
scribers for this delightful little Magazine who send

BOOK,

delivered 227

FLANDERS

The Nursery

METROPOLIS;

and

PAPERS IN THE

COUNTRY.

Daily (by Mail)
$10 per year,
:
SEMI-WEEKLY TRAVELLER,

sent free

FOR

NEW

Deatly stamped with her Initial or
AVE
ONE DOLLAR BOXES

BUOCKESS,

.

Publishers, Traveller Buildings, Boston.

THe
wish to know how Fortunss arc made and
ost; how shrewd men are ruined ; how “Coun-

ford, Ct.,

Having
a direct influence to the
parts, give immediate relief.
For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive and
Throat Diseases,

their

Thirty
Columns ofReading Matter
Making them, atthe low price at which they are
.

WORTHINGTON,

trymen’’ are Swindled ; how Ministers and Merchants
are blackmailed ; how Dance Halls and Cdhcert Saloons are managed ; how Gambling Houses and Lot-

a

RESULT.

Brown's Bronchial Troches,

advertisement in another column,

RANDALL

the most re-

or

GREAT

one day, another

lished

BICK =

new Book of
BICKFORD
instructions
is plain
and
explicit.
b 52 Bromfield Street,
KNITTING MACHINE CO,
Boston, Mass,
12w40

~ Yberfisements.

THE BAKER AND

sold, ex3m10

Our

A Cough, Cold,
Throat

IN THE

days, another 304 in 7 days.

sim-

warrant,

the

KNITTER,

$3 to 86 per day at theirhomes.

J. D. Cross.

ties desiring them, at our published rates.

for

SMITH'S

Tox ’8 CABIN” ever sold so rapidly.

It makes the
rip or break

KNITTING MACHINE.
and Sellers

HALE

Articles;

Giving in each issue over

Specimen copies sent free.

full particulars and terms address the sole publishers,

210 Washington Street, Boston.

|—Buyers

MATTHEW

#0in

BOSTON.
$ 1 8

We

Full Reports of Current News,
_ Editorials, Correspond
and Miscell

Payable always in advance.

Being the most complete and graphic presentation
of both the BRIGHT and the SHADY SIDE OF NEW
York LIFE.
No Book since the days of “ UNCLE

Uni-

durable, very

order.

WANTED

A work replete with ancedotes

liable invention for the household ever made.
It
knits 20,000 stitches a minute, runs back and forward,
and sets up its own work.
Parties are making from

daughter alone remain

brighter world.

ple, and not easy to get out

BEECHER & SERMONS,

Agent.
of full value

DOLLARS.

TRAVELLER (semi-weekly,) particularly adapted for
country circulation. Every week during the year
they will contain one of
Rh

Machines.

GREENBACK
to any Book Agent.

8t., Boston.

Twenty copies (and one to the getter-up of Club)25 60

Sunshine and Shadow in- New York,”

LIFE

in-

Publishers,

.P. 8.=All kinds of Machines bought,
changed and~epaired; and to let.

stantsaccessions the latter has from abroad.
|Mor JHiian half the married women of New
York produce, on the average, only one
and seven-tenths children. One cause of
this decay of population is the imperfect
hysical developement of our women,
The
aw of human increaseis founded upon a
perfect development of all the organs, constituting a perfect union bet'veen the temeraments, Married women are longerived than'single ones, and this longevity is
furthered by many causes. Insufficient importance is attached in this country to marriage. The practice of constant intermarTHE HOWE SEWING MAOHINE.
ing depraves the offspring
mentally and ‘
Lm, cally. A constant in sion of fresh |, At the Paris Exposition, 1867, ELIAS HOWE, Jr.,
President of the
Howe
Machine Col, was awarded,
lood is necessary in every grade of society. over
eighty-two compelitors, THE TWO HIGHEST PRE.

The constant exercise of the brain consumes |

“

16mo.

and keep in order one year free of cost. Good Agts.
wanted in every town and county. Address, with
stamp,
L. M. MASURY & CO.,

OUR BOOKS IN BOSTON,

One of the most valuable papers read beforethe late Social Science Convention ‘at
Chicago was by Dr, Nathan Allen, on Pqpulation. He pointed out the fact that there
was a steady decrease of population in
France and a still more striking decadence

$5.00

SEWING AND EMBROIDERING MACHINE—the
largest and most complete Machime for the price ever
offered for sale. This Machine will STITCH, HEM,
FELL, TUCK, QuiLT, CorD, BRAID, BIND and EM.
Itis

Goods,

instructive

New England Office, 228 Washington 8t., Boston.

Sug-

Tremont

TWO

FEED

H. C, HAYDEN,

:

The AMERICAN TRAVELLER, (weekly) and BOSTON

NOISELESS, SIMPLE, PRACTICAL & DURABLE.

Sewiag
& Embroidering
Machine.
AGENTS
WANITED=BOTH
ALE
AND FEMALE—to sell the improved
BOSTON
NOTION

of the family, but they live with the assurance
that when their journey here shall end, they will
meet with those dear parents and friends in a

life or death to the

Facts Touching Population.

Sewing

;

BEEC.ER’S SERMON 8

4139

E. DODGE, D. D., President of Madison
+
vergity, 12mo. Cloth.

if every third stitch is cit.

SILENT

AGENTS

BROIDERTh the most superior manner.
“ErAsTIC LOCK STITCH”? that will not

Dry

it, altogether

and

>

—bH—

GENTLEMEN EMPLOYED

|

of Geology ;

59 Washington St.,
BOSTON NOTION

Cattle,

interesting,

WHEELER & WILSON’S

cal Seminaries.

2w40

Financial,

a
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the

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

the Mountain Nesto-

& LINCOLN,

of

1

In Press, and will shortly be issued :
EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY.
A Text Book for use in Academies, Colleges and Theologi-

GOULD

Club

E.

and

a Day for all.—Stencil Tool Samples
free. Address A.J. FULLAM, Springfield, i

an elementary work on Geology, Mineralogy, etc.,
adaptedas a text book for use im our Academies and
Schools. The author is one of the oldest, most experienced and successful teachers in this country.

By

lorations.”

lication,

Tele-

94 Columbia St., New York City.

par-

formation for every class’ and age, but especially
does it meet a want, more than ever before felt, for

time she wandered in her thoughts and conversation, but never, even while
suffering from
: great pain, did she forgot her Redeemer, being
always ready and anxious to have prayer in her
room, beside her sick couch, ‘often engaging in

it herself.

giving

This work contains a vast amount of valuable

ABIGAIL, widow of Henry Jackson, of Williamstown, died Sept. 10, aged 72 years and 4
months.
She experienced religion some 31 years
ago, and was baptized and joined the F.
W. B.
church in W., of which she remained a faithful
member till death. Seven children are left to
mourn for their mother,but they mourn not without hope.
SALLY, widow of Silas Smith, of Vershire, Vt.,
departed this life Oct. 8, at the advanced age of
86 years. Forty-nine years ago she was left with
five small children dependents on her for support,
all of whom she reared unaided, and lived to see
them all rejoice in the pardoning love of the Savjour. For more than 50 years she lived a consistent Christian life. The daughter and kind
friends, whose priyilege it was to care for her in
her old age, and soothe her last hours, deeply
feel the loss of this mother and friend, but they
are comforted with the blest assurance that their
loss is her eternal gain,
During the last few
months of her life her mind seemed to go down

sippi

‘The First New

¢ Salem Witchcraft,”
g
‘Pere Marquette and the Missis-

FIELDS, OSGOOD
(
&Co., Publishers,

NEWSPAPER published in the world.

4t39

Scripture.

With Illustrations.
Cloth. 90c.

by

Picture business.
Very profitable.
No
risk.—
Seventeen specimen Pictures and Catalogues sent for
MANSON
LANG,
20 cts; twice as many, 30 cts.
\

Author of ‘* Geography for Children,” * The Instruc-

an

Stock,

LADIES AND

Br S. R. HALL, LL.D,
tor’s Manual, etc.

of the West,”

popular writers.

in.

of Congress

Farmers’

_.

3

Builders

in session; the Foreign News

Reports of the

valuable,

PARTON.

+124

local

news

A

Howto

sugges

A5-TERMS :—$2.00 a year, in advance; 3 copies,
$5.00; 5 copies, $8,00; 10 copies, $15.00. ATLANTIC
MONTHLY and OUR
YOUNG FOLKS together, $5.00.
** A copy of ‘“ OUR YOUNG FOLKS,” for 1869 will
be sent gratis to any
n who will act as Agent for the Sisgaaine an Llosure a Club for it. Specimen €opy, Premium
, Circulurs, &c., sent free

TERMS,—Mail Subscribers, $2 per annum; 3 copies, $9; 11 copies, $15; 21 copies, fo -one address,
$25; 21 copies, to namesof subscribers, $27; 50-copies,
to one address, $50 ; 50 copies, fo names of subscribers,
$55.
Terms, cash in advance.
:
4
4w39
Address, THE TRIBUNE, New: York.

.

Or, First Lessons in Geology and Mineralogy, with
gestions on the Relations of Rocks to Soils.

J. H, MASON.

and waste away with her body.

most

WEEKLY

rians,” “Woman, and her Saviour in Persia,” etc.
12mo. Cloth.
50c.
Seldom is there issued from the press a volume so
rich in evangelical truth, set forth in language so
simple and attractive as this.

..Hall’s Alphabet

latest

and General Market Reports; making

For half a century she bore

:

steamer ;

try residents;

By THOMAS LAURIE, D.D,,
“ Author of * Dr. Grant and

the

intelligence ; a Synopsis

State Legislature when

SEIBA VES;

of

of merely

folks,

to Read;*

( SuceEssoRrs To TICKNOR & FIELDS,)

American Institute; Talks about Fruit, and Horticultural and Agricultural information essential to coun-

WORKS.

of Christ in Holy

PAPER,

FORM CLUBS,

those

of “Six

By EDWARD EVERETT HALE,

Regular or Occasional Contributions from
MRS. STOWE, MRS. Diaz, Miss MULOCK, MRS,
WHITNEY, MRS. AUSTIN, Miss PHELPS, ‘‘ SOPHIE
MAY,” MRS. WELLS, MRS. THAXTER, ‘ AUNT
FANNY,” MRS. WEEKS, Miss PRESCOTT and other

aph from all Jie of the world; a summary of all

mportant

valuable than the biography of a hero.

Glimpses

a Christian character, a character that shall
shine when the mhrble monuments of time shall
have sunk into oblivion.
Let us who live, live

for eternity.

corps of Correspondents;

the

God has made

Tribune, except

Author

Glass-Making,Coal-Mining, Ship-Building, Watch-/Making,
and
other attractive
branches of Industry. By J.T. TROWBRIDGE.
Nature and Out-Door Life. By the Author
of “The Seven Little Sisters,” also
by W. F. G.
SHANKS and CHARLES J. FOSTER.
Declamations.
By REV, ELIJAH KELLOGG.
Dialogues. By EPES SARGENT.
Eri
Numerous Full-page Klinstrations. By the

terest; also Literary and Scientific Intelligence;
Reviews of New Books; the Letters from our large

$ms1

A work unique, inlerosting snd instructive;

joined the F. W. Baptist church
formed
in
S.,.by Elder. B. She .was a faithful Christian,
active in Christian duty.
She was very feeble in
her last days and unable to be at her post at the
church, but passed away in the blessed faith of

gospel of Christ.

the Daily

Xt.

Thanksgiving,”
Phillip’s War.”

The New York Weekly Tribune:

for Circular.

NEW

to Do

i

By the

Best Artists,

REDUCED.

TIME TO

Dollars a Year.”

JAMES

It contains all the important Editorials published in

end in the great terror of

Send

York.

Largest and Cheapest,

IS THE

ticular - passages of His Word. The biography of
certain texts of Scripare is more wonderful
and

RUTH, wife of Solomon Littlefield, died in Sanford, Me., Oct, 6, aged 95 years and 10 months.
She was born in Penobscot, Me., and when but
four years of age her parents removed to Alfred,
Me., in the days of the revolution.
At the age of
25 she was married and settled in S., where she
remained until death. Her family consisted of
eleven children, seven of whom are still living.
At her death there were living forty grand children, sixty-five. reat grand children, and two
great great grand
children. In the year 1815

the

NOW

Severe cases have

.

How to Write;
Travel; How to Act in Society and How to Work, .
The World we Live On. A valuable series of
articles, by Mrs. PROF. AGASSiz; telling about
Coral Islands, Coal Deposits, Earthquakes, &c.
Biographical Sketches of the Great Navigators, Voyagers, and Discoverers.
By

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE FOR
The
Great
Family Newspaper.
IT IS CHEAP BECAUSE
ITS CIRCULATION .|
IS LARGER THAN THAT OF ANY
OTHER NEWSPAPER.

ton.

Tested Kree.

New

THE GREAT FARMERS’

by

and

Blaisdell,

finally

illustrations of the use which

when
dying and past speaking, gave signs
with his hand that all was ell. He leaves a wife
and seven children who lament their loss, but it
is his gain.
.
T. D. CLEMENTS.

she was baptized by Elder David

PRICE

mankind—CONSUMPTION.
Sold by all Druggists.
Price $1 per package.
Wholesale Agents: Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8,
Burr & Co., Boston.
on
DR. H. W. DUBOIS, Proprietor, 72 Friend § , Bos-

children

and happy,

and

;

Broadway,

.

i

By'l.B. ALDRICH,

ofmerican History. By J. H, A. BONE. Articles of great interest and value on * The Mound

particulars

& CO.,

245

"The

12mo. Cloth. $1,75.

67 years and 8 months.
He experienced religion
in July, 1824, was baptized by Rev. Samuel
L Whitney, and joined the F. W. B. church at S.
Jackson, and remained a worthy
member till
death.
When taken sick he told
his friends his
work was done. During the few days in which

resigned

Asthma,

JUDD

for Girls.

Hundred

How

*

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE.

Or, Words of Scripture—their History
and 'Fruits.
By Rev. A. C. THOMPSON, D. D.,
Author of *‘ The Better Land.” The Mercy Seat,”
Ceelestis,” * Morning Hoursat Patmos, etc.

congre-

JOURNAL

full

S

Boy.

Gardening

to talk; How

the World,

4w39

ONE PACKAGE.

SHIBDS AND

Levi RICH died in Jackson, Me., Nov, 23, aged

he lingered. he was

USING

VALUABLE

when about 22 years of age, was baptized by Rev.
Josiah Keen, and joined the F. W. B. church in
T. and remained a worthy member. Eight weeks

FAMILY

a Bad

series of articles for youn

or

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST,
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED,

THIS REMEDY HAS MET WITH GREAT SUCCESS IN
EUROPE, AND HAS CURED THOUSANDS OF
3
THE WORST CASkS.
Catarrh causes droppingin the roal, Hawkin,
and Spiting, Sounds in the Head, Weak
Eyes, Deafness,
Headache, Tightness across the Forehead, Neua, Hoarseness, Canker, Brohchitis, Heart Dis-

CALEB MooDY died in Thorndike, Me.,Oct. 14,
aged 62 years and 9 months. He embraced religion

AND

in

REMEDY.

been cured

became a member of the 1st F. W. B. church

and County

ORANGE

ages before they receive a benefit.

in Sutton, and in after’ years she married and
moved to Canada, where she remained until some
two years ago, when she removed to H. and
united with the F. W. B. church in that place
and remained a worthy member until: called
from laborto her reward.
She leaves an aged
companion with whom she had lived 42 years,
and two sons to mourn their loss, with numerous
other friends, but their loss is her
gain. She
made all the necessary arrangements for her funeral, wishing to have her remains carried to
Sutton, and have the funeral services attended

inmates of the two.

in New England,

She was a de-

e experienced religion in
baptized
by Elder
Quimby,

there by the writer.

BESTRURAL

of

ever written for youthful readers.

Child, to raise a club for the

WARRANTED TO CURE THAT LOATHSOME DISEASE.
CATARRH is a disease little understood by physicians; in fact many say diste is no cure for it; but
hindreds will testify to
having been entirely cured
By us
DR. DUBOIS’ CATARRH COMPOUND.
Patients
not have to use more than one or two pack-

_N. BROOKS.

Town

Story

One of the brightest and most entertaining stories

J. F.SHORES, JR., PORTSMOUTH,N.

DR.

K

The

for Premium List, giving terms and
free,
'

CATARRH

SoPHIA, wife of Luther Bullard, died in Hard-

wick, Vt., Oct. 17, aged’ 72 years.

TONS

CATARRH.
DUBOIS’ GREAT EUROPEAN

LAF OR
169.
il
The Conductors of “OUR YOUNG FOLKS” intend

to preserve the high literary character of the Magazine, and at the same time
ive it a more comprehensive and practical cast than heretofore,
T)
feel confident that the arrangements they have _
far the coming year, will answer all reasonable demands of parents and educators for a Magazine at
once entertaining and useful.
:
OUR
YOu iG “Fo T the "FOR 1869 of

MONEY.

in each Village,

amammatn Ce

OUR,.YOUNG FOLKS

J. 8. REDFIELD, 140 Fulton 8t., N. Y.

Wanted

YORK,
6m15

SR

Ei{3 ad 4
ork ! and
w39.

EED & CO-, Chicago, New

KE

H.

5°10
THE WORKING CLASS,
1am now prepared to furnish constant employment

to all classes at their homes, for their Fpaze IMOMANLS,
Business new, light and profitable.
fty cents to J
per evering is easily earned, and boys and gir)
earn nearly as much as
.
are
offeréd, All who see this notl
emselves. If not
dress and test the business for

m!

Price in New York, $55,00 per Ton of 2,000
1bs. For Price Liets, Circulars, &c., apply to

Fond parents

such calm resig-

4

ve

for the Farm, Gardem
and
Mousehold,
Children included.
Everybody wants it. Send

affectionate sisters in the midst of their

nation to her who has passed to a higher life.

wi
deser

a.

Made from night-soil, blood, benes and offal,
ground to a powder,
Its effects have been most istouising, doubling the
crops and maturing them ten days or two weeks earlier. - Equal to the best brands of Super-Phosphate for
Present
Crop, although sold only for THIRTY DOLLARS per ton, Packed in bbls, of 250 lbs, each,

We miss her in the social meetings

:

4w390

for the

OR LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,
66 CORTLAND STREET,
NEW
P.O. Box, 8139.

deep affliction, have the consolations of the same

For

.

of every State a Man, Woman,

where her voice was frequently heard in prayer
and exhortation, and in the Sabbath school,
but

and

Upon this topic,Dr. Bowditch commences

Tho

reason to be-

30, of typhoid fever, aged 19 years and 2 months.
When but a child she gave all for Christ, made a
Public profession, find ever after lived a devoted

grace that sustained and gave

facilities

agent.

January 1st. the Ungersigned will begin the publi- cation of a new series of this popular journal, in a
much improved style, at one dollar and fifty cents a
year, It will also’be sent one year for $4 with either
of the following,
viz: Harper's Weekly, Monthly,
Bazar, Atlantic, Blackwood, or Galazy, thus giving a
whole year to one of the widest-known journals of
the day, for ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.
Address

DOUBLE-REFINED POUDRENTE,

J. N.

most of all is she missed at home.

extraordin

8,000

PERSIS A. BINGHAM died in Manchester,Sept:

and four

possessing

a

’

a

Hall's Journal of Healthfor 1869.

ers

a hope in
trust died
their loss.
meet her
Moopy.

gation a very impressive
farewell testimony,
warning all to prepare to meet him in heaven.
His last days were marked by meekness,patience

cnet

dispase.

His friends think they have

States,

ood

dress dboDS

nipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in lots to suit eustom

lieve he found pardon and acceptance with God
a short tine betore he died. He leaves a wife
and three children to mourn besides other friends.

hristian.

fink

manufacture of F
ers, controlling
exclusively the
night-soil, offal, bones and dead animals of New
ork,
Brooklyn and eroty cities, as also the great Commu-

HELEN, wife of Frank Flanders, died in ‘Wilmot, Nov.14, of consumption rather suddenly.

er.

1,200 2A Ed

Srbasing, reeding, feeding and management, diseases
and their remedies of oy heeds cattle, sheep, swine,
poultry, etc., eto. In cheapness and fullness it has no
rival.
Every farmer absolu
hE 1 Siig 8 jit. “THE
NEW MAP WOND.
4 an
a 8
map
ve!

emphis,

We offer this Phosphate confidently as being as
ries published in the Morning Ster, who do not good if not Superior, to any ever made or sold in this
market, containing
a larger amcunt of soluble Phoshate and Ammenia than usual in Superphosphates.
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
or PEMRANENT, as well as for immediate powerful
equal to five cenls a line, to insure an insertion. | effect upon land, IT HAS NO EQUAL,
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a

The grand difference in the drunkennessof
an American and Swiss city is found in the
fact that the man who has wine in him is
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